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Introduction

In the maelstrom of today's 24/7
news cycle and the endless chatter
of social media, it can feel as

though the world spins by in a blur.
But certain events bring this frantic
pace to a jarring halt, giving us all
pause to reflect. The Grenfell Tower
disaster is one such event. 

What started as a small domestic fire
in the early hours of 14 June became
a national tragedy and in this issue of
PBC Today, we examine the aftermath
in an interview with Martin Conlon,
chair of the Building Control Alliance. 

With the Metropolitan Police stating
there are "reasonable grounds" to
suspect corporate manslaughter may
have been committed, we also have
legal analysis from Caroline Dunne of
IBB Law. 

In addition, Russell Curtis of RCKa
argues that architects have become
too marginalised in scrutinising 
construction, while Phil Buckle of 
Electrical Safety First says Grenfell is
a wake-up call for fire safety.

Elsewhere, our Planning & Development
section assesses the likely impact of
the £2.3bn Housing Infrastructure
Fund and there is a fascinating look at
the London YIMBY campaign, which
aims to get more homes in the right
places by giving individual streets and
communities radical new powers. 

Sticking with housing, our Offsite section
asks if offsite timber construction can
tackle the housing crisis, while Tim
Hall of Buildoffsite offers his thoughts
on the GLA's Designed, Sealed, 

Delivered report and its call for offsite
to kick-start a "housing revolution".

From the world of BIM, we have an
inside look at the Augmented Worker
project, which has received £1m
from Innovate UK to develop the next 
generation of construction technology.
Meanwhile, Carl Collins asks if it's time
to bin the term BIM and embrace
Digital Engineering. 

On the sustainability front, Professor
David Coley discusses his research into
the "literacy" of building modelling
professionals and energy performance.
We also look at BSRIA's involvement
in the ambitious Built2Spec project,
which aims to tackle the performance
gap in both new and retrofit buildings. 

Autumn is upon us – and winter is
coming – bringing the perennial
worry of flooding to many parts of the
country. Steve Hodgson, chief executive
of the Property Care Association, 
discusses the need to improve flood
resilience, while Will Rogers of the
Environmental Industries Commission
explains the importance of Sustainable
Drainage Systems. 

With events season in full swing, we
also preview what's in store for two of
the biggest shows on the calendar:
UK Construction Week and Digital
Construction Week. 

As ever, a big thank you to all the experts
who contributed to this edition. I'm
always happy to hear from anyone who
would like to add their perspective to
the debate.  ■
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151 | Do we need to retrofit
fire sprinkler systems in
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Following the Grenfell Tower disaster,
there have been widespread calls to
retrofit fire sprinkler systems in social
housing. BAFSA supports this principle
– but Chief Executive Keith MacGillivray
cautions against a rush to install systems
that do not meet British Standards

142 | Grenfell: Where does
building control and fire
safety go from here?
The Grenfell Tower disaster was a human
tragedy and a national scandal. PBC
Today talks to Building Control Alliance’s
Martin Conlon about the questions
raised and the industry’s response

155 | Heart of the matter:
Why architects need a key role
in the construction process
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Grenfell Tower disaster, raising concerns
about independent scrutiny of the
construction process, Russell Curtis of
RCKa Architects argues it is time for his
profession to return to the heart of the
design and build process

126 | BIM-powered asset
management
BIM provides accurate, timely data and
significant opportunities to improve
asset management and building
operations. Neil Reed, director of
BIMcert and a BIM consultant at
Stroma Certification, takes a look

129 | BIM and the Build:
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Much of the focus of BIM adoption has
concentrated on design. But Jason
Ruddle, Managing Director of Elecosoft,
argues that BIM must also work for
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environment fit for the future
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collaborate at Digital
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the AECO sector
Worldwide digital supply chains are
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satisfaction. Lars Fredenlund, Chief
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146 | The Grenfell 
Tower tragedy: Have
the council and the
tenant management
organisation committed
the offence of corporate
manslaughter?
Following the Grenfell fire,
the Metropolitan Police have
stated there are “reasonable
grounds” to suspect
corporate manslaughter may
have been committed.
Caroline Dunne, a Consultant
Solicitor specialising in
regulatory offences, examines
the law in this area



189 | The dangers of asbestos
Once a commonly used building
material and still present in many older
structures, the dangers of asbestos
are not to be underestimated, says
Neil Munro of Acorn Analytical Services

190 | Asbestos in schools:
Managing the risks effectively
Asbestos is still present in a number of
school buildings where immediate
removal would be impractical or too
expensive. Charles Pickles, Chief
Technical Officer of Lucion Services,
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178 | Review of competition in
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warranty sector
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NHBC. Here, Geoff Wilkinson looks at
the progress to date pending the final
announcements due in October 2017

172 | Making some noise
about the acoustics industry
Earlier this year, Anne Budd was
elected to the board of the Association
of Noise Consultants (ANC). She talks
to PBC Today about her priorities in
her new role

184 | Guarantees in 
roofing products
As the ever-changing weather continues
to be a challenge to modern roofing, a
mix and match approach to building
homes could lead to further challenges.
Mark Parsons, Technical Director at
Russell Roof Tiles, explains how roofing
products can help weather the storm

165 | New guidance for safe
and effective gaseous fixed
fire-fighting systems
FIA WG Gases Chairman Alan Elder
and FIA Technical Manager Robert
Thilthorpe talk to PBC Today about the
FIA new guidance document, Pipework
for Gaseous Fixed Fire-Fighting Systems

194 | Using smart technologies
to create sustainable cities
A new initiative bringing together all
those using smart technologies and big
data to create cleaner, greener cities is
highlighted here by Sam Ibbott, Head
of Smart Cities at the Environmental
Industries Commission

208 | Sizing up the Well
Building Standard
Sustainability, energy efficiency and
wellbeing indicate the quality of a
building. Is now the time to consider the
return on investment of implementing
the Well Building Standard? Joanna
Peacock, Lead Sustainability Consultant
at Eight Associates, takes a look

210 | Ground-breaking
technology at Trent Basin
helps spearhead council’s
regeneration plans
The newest housing community in
Nottingham is leading the way in
design, energy and sustainability. Nick
Ebbs, Chief Executive at Blueprint,
explains why Trent Basin is earning a
name for its ground-breaking, energy-
saving technology

212 | The diesel debate: A
challenge for the construction
equipment industry
Faced with ever-more stringent
environmental legislation, the
construction equipment industry has
retained its faith in the trusty diesel
engine – and for good reason, according
to CEA consultant Alex Woodrow

196 | Building modelling
literacy a factor in the energy
performance gap
The energy performance gap has
many causes, but a study led by Prof
David Coley of the University of Bath’s
Centre for Energy & the Design of
Environments suggests the “literacy” of
building modelling professionals
should be addressed

200 | BSRIA’s role in Built2Spec
for reducing the building
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Build2Spec aims to meet EU energy
efficiency targets by tackling the energy
performance gap for both new and
retrofit buildings. Divya Deepankar and
Chris Thompson of BSRIA’s Sustainable
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203 | Encouraging consumers to adopt
energy efficient behaviour

A host of government initiatives have failed to
persuade householders to implement energy

efficient behaviour. Simon Storer, Chief
Executive of BRUFMA, examines how we break

through this engagement barrier

160 | Electrical safety checks
in the wake of Grenfell
Phil Buckle of Electrical Safety First
explains how the Grenfell Tower
tragedy is a wake-up call for electrical
safety checks and building regulations



Housing Infrastructure Fund: What is it
and will it really make a difference?
Does the £2.3bn Housing Infrastructure Fund represent the next stage of 
a measured, strategic approach to tackling the housing crisis or is it another
knee-jerk reaction? David Edwards of Place-Make assesses its likely impact 
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In July, the Department for Communities & Local
Government and the Homes & Communities
Agency launched the Housing Infrastructure Fund

(HIF), an initiative aimed at releasing up to 100,000
new homes through £2.3bn of government funding
for new and improved infrastructure in potential
growth zones. 

If successful, the HIF could deliver 10% of the 
government’s target of 1m new homes by 2021.
When added to the potential delivery of up to
270,000 homes through the first and second wave
of garden settlement initiatives, the combined
result would be almost 40% of a target that had
initially seemed optimistic at best. While still leaving
some deficit, it is a positive sign the government is
intent of tackling what it has itself referred to as
“the housing crisis”. 

The announcement of the HIF arrived within five
months of the release of the Housing White Paper
(February, 2017) and a month after the General
Election, during which the government parried
housing questions with references to current and
proposed initiatives rather than with statistics. 

Within this, it could be advanced, does the HIF 
represent the next step of a measured, top-down
approach to delivering new homes or is it a kneejerk
reaction to post-election blues? 

In the first instance, it is perhaps worth clarifying
what “new infrastructure” represents. According to
the DCLG and HCA: “We do not have a prescriptive
definition of physical infrastructure. It could, for
example, include transport and travel, utilities, schools,
community and healthcare facilities, land assembly
and site remediation, heritage infrastructure, digital

communications, green infrastructure (such as parks)
and blue infrastructure (such as flood defences and
sustainable drainage systems)”.

Rather than being tied to existing funding for
transport or environmental initiatives such as
HS2/HS3, Crossrail, airport expansion, flood defences
or wind farms, it is envisaged the HIF will be specifically
dedicated to local or regional infrastructure improve-
ments that will create new development opportunities.
With this in mind, some of the pros and cons of the
HIF are noted below. 

Pros
Top-down approach: Released initially to local
authorities at a district and regional level.

Strategically led: Two tiers of funding are available
depending on the character and population of the
district, which suggests greater growth in areas
that are already more urban in character or are
strategically located close to such.

Integrated: Applicants must demonstrate an
overarching approach that incorporates committed
and developing proposals from both the public and
private sectors. 

Immediate: Applicants must demonstrate the 
ability to use funding before March 2021.

Flexible: An ‘Exceptional Bid’ may be applied for
where a significant development opportunity can be
demonstrated.

Capacity building: Support is offered to local
authorities through the application and implementation
process.
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Long-term commitment: The opportunity for
future funding streams depending on the success of
the current wave.

Stakeholder intervention: Applicants must
demonstrate consultation and local support for
potential growth and expansion.

Value for money: Applications should be 
considered in relation to an economic
appraisal/cost-benefit analysis. 

Cons
To be truly sustainable, infrastructure provision should
be tailored to use. However, within the permitted
timeframe for applications, it may be difficult to
accurately identify the mix and quantum of potential
development at a strategic level. 

To ensure a fully integrated approach, applications
should be considered in relation to other applications
or initiatives that may have a consequential impact
or present the opportunity for synergy. 
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At present, funding is only available for local authorities
and not for the private sector.

In conclusion
The primary criticisms of the White Paper have been
the perceived absence of a coordinated approach
for delivering new homes and a degree of ambiguity
about how this can be achieved. Through varying
components, the HIF seeks to respond to each of
these.  

In the first instance, as more funding is available to
authorities that have a larger population or are
strategically located, new development would be
concentrated in areas where demand for new homes
is greater, there is already an underlying physical and
social infrastructure and the predominant character
is more urban/suburban than rural. In addition,
funding will only be available to authorities that can
demonstrate an overarching vision that integrates
existing proposals and initiatives. 

Secondly, to ensure quick delivery, authorities are
required to demonstrate that funds can be used by
2021 while the potential for subsequent waves of
HIF suggests an ongoing commitment that will also
allow DCLG and HCA the opportunity to review and
refine requirements as the initiative develops.  

Without wanting to detract from what is potentially a
very viable and measured strategy, it could be advanced

that a similar initiative should also be made available
for the private sector. If this were in tandem with
support at a strategic level, it would allow contractors
and developers of varying scales to quickly respond
to development opportunities once these have been
identified. 

On a personal note, the practice has recently been
engaged to assist the regeneration team of a local
authority to prepare supporting material for a HIF
application. By requiring applicants to consider a
strategic, overarching approach to growth, the HIF has
provided the opportunity to consider the integration
of multiple proposals at varying stages of planning
and implementation. Through this, the study has
identified aspects that will require particular attention
in order to integrate new and existing communities
and also, greater opportunities for place-making that
may not otherwise have been detected.   

Thus far, the delivery of new homes has focused on
the parameters of ‘how many’ and ‘where’ rather
than on ‘people’ and ‘place’. However, through the
requirements of the HIF, attention is directed
towards regeneration and place-shaping as growth
generators and for this, the fund and its architects
should be applauded. 

Ultimately, only time will tell if the HIF will have a
significant impact in delivering government housing
targets. However, through adopting an overarching,
community and place-led approach to growth it rep-
resents an astute initiative in its own right. Also, after
the passing of last month’s deadline for applications
(28 September), we may not have to wait until 2021
to begin to see the fruits of an initiative that has
deftly sidestepped the usual housing discussion. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
David Edwards
Director
Place-Make
Tel: +44 (0)1462 510 099  
davide@place-make.com
www.place-make.com
www.twitter.com/place_make
www.facebook.com/PlaceMake
www.linkedin.com/company/2979095
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Green roofs and the future of
urban green infrastructure
Research by Livingroofs.org has created the first national picture of the market
for green roofs. Dusty Gedge, the report’s co-author, discusses its findings and
what can be done to further encourage urban green infrastructure 
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Green infrastructure is becoming increasingly
important in designing the urban realm 
for climate resilience. Green roofs are one

element of this green infrastructure story and the
market for green roofs has been increasing for 
several years. The exact nature of this market has
not been formally assessed. While urban green 
infrastructure including green roofs is on the up, a
more accurate picture of the real market and how it
is changing annually would surely only help stimulate
demand. Furthermore, having some knowledge of
where the market is focused and what is driving it can
help to frame and shape the future of urban green
infrastructure in the UK. The recent publication of 
Livingroofs.org’s UK Green Roof Market report in July
this year aimed to address these questions.

While the report is bound to be of interest to players
within the construction industry, it became evident
during the research that the market was of interest
to institutions and organisations beyond the realm 
of the immediate construction industry. The most
interesting was when I was contacted in directly by
the Committee on Climate Change. The enquiry was
whether there were accurate figures for the change
in the green roof market on an annual basis, as the
committee was considering green roofs as an indica-
tor on how the UK adapts to climate change. Since
the launched of the report, we hope that green roofs
do, in the future, become an indicator in both the
short and the long term. 

The market report: A summary 
Using metrics decided upon with the green roof
industry, data from 2015 and 2016 was analysed to
provide a figure on the increase in the market over a
year. The headline figure showed an increase of 17%.
Interestingly, this figure also equates to the increase

in area of green roofs in Central London between
2014 and 2015. This is not so surprising as the
research also showed that nearly 42% of the market
is focused in the Greater London Authority area. The
reason, of course, is London has a distinct policy for
green roofs within the London Plan.

“London is one of the green roof capitals
of the world, even if it and the nation just
don’t quite know it yet!”

Planning policy drives the market 
Since 2008, green roofs have been an ‘expectation’ 
in the London Plan. Although, unlike cities such as
Toronto or Chicago that tend to get more publicity, it
is not a mandatory policy. 

However, this expectation has had a significant
impact. In effect, the policy has resulted in a majority
of developments in the capital having significant
areas of green roofs. Livingroofs.org has mapped all
the green roofs in the UK, which to 2016 stands at
an estimated 1.3m sq m. This puts London on a par
with many cities outside of the core markets of 
Germany, Switzerland and Austria. London is one of
the green roof capitals of the world, even if it and the
nation just don’t quite know it yet! And it is there
because of the London Plan and the activities of the
local boroughs at delivering green roofs on smaller
projects within the capital, not directly covered by
the London Plan. 

Do the new metro mayors offer an 
opportunity for green roofs? 
Policy is the key to driving the market across the
globe. Although green roofs are focused in the
London area, the report shows that there is a spine
of activity in the industry, from Southampton to 

https://livingroofs.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/AUG_FINAL_GREEN-ROOF-MARKET-REPORT.pdf
https://www.theccc.org.uk/
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/parks-green-spaces-and-biodiversity/green-roof-map
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Scotland. The report includes several of the finalists
in the green roof award in the National Roofing
Awards. These three projects were all delivered out-
side of London. Interestingly, one of the projects, in
Southampton, was a result of the green area factor
used by the city planners to deliver a greener central
area of the city. 

Looking to the future, the new metro mayors could
have a similar impact on the green roof market in the
short term. Several of these new authorities have
similar powers over strategic planning like London
has. Therefore, it would be hoped that they would
embrace urban green infrastructure for all its benefits
and, through policy, stimulate local green roof 
markets across the country. 

The first assessment provides a baseline for future
analysis of how much, how many and where green
roofs are being delivered in the country. We are look-
ing forward to continuing this work in future years.
Green roofs are now a mainstream technology that
will be delivered more and more across the nation.
The more that are delivered the more our cities will
be healthier and resilient to climate change, while

showing the economic benefit of nature-based 
solutions to the wider economy, but also for people
and wildlife. 

Dusty Gedge is the current President of the European
Federation of Green roof and Wall Associations. He
works for the Green Infrastructure Consultancy and
runs Livingroofs.org, the UK’s number one independ-
ent green roof organisation. He is also co-author of
the UK Green Roof Market Report – the full report
can be downloaded here. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dusty Gedge
Co-founder
Livingroofs.org
dusty@dustygedge.co.uk
www.livingroofs.org
www.twitter.com/greenroofsuk
www.dustygedge.co.uk/roadblog

http://greeninfrastructureconsultancy.com/
https://livingroofs.org/
https://livingroofs.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/AUG_FINAL_GREEN-ROOF-MARKET-REPORT.pdf
mailto:dusty@dustygedge.co.uk
http://www.livingroofs.org
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Local Plans – cost vs correctness
We need thousands of new homes, but how do we pick the right sites 
for them? Emma Jones, Manager at Ramboll Environ, and Ben Christian,
Senior Planner at Vail Williams, discuss the Local Plans process
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Applicants and local authorities regularly face
the question of how much time and money to
invest into a planning aspiration in order to

gain optimal output. Applicants must understand
and factor in the cost of drawings, surveys and
reports when completing the relevant planning
process, while local planning authorities (LPA) must
consider the costs of creating Local Plans (LP) to
govern decisions. 

LPs must be prepared in accordance with the
requirements set out in the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF). The framework identifies the
amount and range of work required to evidence a LP
and sets out the level of robustness required by the
evidence. This article focuses on how best to use 
limited budgets, and the cost of investigating project
deliverables.

Using limited budgets to ensure a 
robust SA process 
Sustainability appraisal/strategic environmental
assessment (SA/SEA) has been commonplace for
more than 10 years and there are varying views on
the effectiveness of the process. Although many of
Ramboll’s clients find the process useful, this is 
certainly not a universal opinion. For example, the
Local Plans Expert Group report on LPs states that it
is one of the most time-consuming aspects of plan-
making and has become a self-serving industry in 
its own right. While the LPEG’s conclusions are not
necessarily correct, there is a case to make that SA is
often not as focused on significant issues as it could
be. In particular, there are four areas that could
arguably be improved:

Scoping 
The scoping process is not currently fit for purpose.

Large reports are produced and 90% of the informa-
tion collected is never used. Either the process
needs to happen later (possibly at the issues and
options assessment stage) or a simpler process
(more like EIA scoping) needs to be promoted, or
both. In any case, scoping should draw on all of the
evidence that has been collected for the plan process,
rather than restating it. There is a case for setting a
standard scope for Local Plans that authorities may
opt into or out of.

“Ultimately, there could be social and
environmental costs brought about by
inappropriate development because
impacts are not necessarily being carefully
assessed upfront and effort may not be
focused in the correct areas.”

Objectives-led approach 
A complex system of assessing against objectives has
been developed, but this can lead to an inconsistent
approach between subjects. A more effective approach
could be to have a list of receptors or topics.

Alternatives 
Problems can arise if planners feel they need to
devise alternatives for every issue. Assessment of
alternatives is important but the focus needs to be
tighter and we need to get better at integrating SA
work with the LPA’s own site selection process.

LPAs have all the knowledge they need to carry out
SAs and could do this work in-house with guidance
from a consultant if they need it, but they are typically
very nervous of legal challenge. More work needs to
be done to dispel these fears. As was noted by No5
legal chambers, “provided an LPA instructs profes-
sional consultants or officers with sufficient expertise

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-plans-expert-group-report-to-the-secretary-of-state
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to carry out SEA at all stages, including where neces-
sary an update that is properly consulted upon, even
the most sophisticated challenger will struggle to
persuade a court to quash the plan on the basis of
alleged errors of law in its composition”. However,
this is not currently the perception.

“Applicants must understand and factor in
the cost of drawings, surveys and reports
when completing the relevant planning
process, while local planning authorities
(LPA) must consider the costs of creating
Local Plans (LP) to govern decisions.”

The cost of investigating the deliverability 
of allocated sites 
Sites with development potential must be allocated
to streamline the planning process towards achieving
LP targets. When submitted to the allocations process,
the availability and deliverability of sites are assessed
by the LPA. This assessment is taken at a high level,
with the detail resolved during the planning process. 

The Vail Williams Planning consultancy team has
observed cases where unsuitable sites have been
promoted through Local Plans. For example, a site
being identified for development by different 
departments within the same council, like leisure
and planning or waste and planning.

Such cases have created challenges for LPAs to 
justify the deliverability of LP targets (eg for housing),
as applicants of unallocated sites can argue against
the deliverability of allocated sites. This makes it
more difficult for LPAs to defend their LPs and adds
the undue cost of justifying a position against deci-
sions made when the LP was created and accurate
information was lacking. 

Deliverability is clearly the main question and this
can be achieved by building-in flexibility through the
provision of buffers, such as allocating more sites
and a target requirement. This comes with its own
political challenges and, as the NPPF states, “the 
plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when
considered against the reasonable alternatives,
based on proportionate evidence”.

Concluding thoughts 
Ultimately, there could be social and environmental
costs brought about by inappropriate development
because impacts are not necessarily being carefully
assessed upfront and effort may not be focused in
the correct areas. These costs need to be considered
and mitigated by applicants as much as possible
using the techniques summarised above. ■
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Our regular correspondent, Mark
Thackeray, is resting on his laurels
somewhere on the Croatian coast

but Walsingham Planning lives on (as we will
have to on the sad day that Mark retires) so
I am picking up one of his regular hobby
horses.

Away back in 2012, the then-government
published the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF). There was gnashing of
teeth from many sides and cautious 
welcome from some others. The fanfare told
us that 1,000 pages of unnecessary central
government policy was to be replaced by just
57 concise pages. In the event, the 1,000
pages are slowly creeping back, with the total
now standing at over 700 pages of constantly
shifting advice, some of which can get
changed without any users realising it to be
the case (together with a pretty poor online
search facility).

The government’s chief planner, Steve Quar-
termain, has said that the NPPF itself will be
reviewed and that this will be published by
the end of the year (we will all be watching
the page count!).

In the unlikely event that Mr Quartermain
reads these articles, we direct his attention
to what seems like a minor backwater of 
the NPPF but which is, in practice, crucial to
the interpretation and impact of Green Belt
policy.

The NPPF admits that within the Green Belt,
the following exception to the normal pre-

sumption against the granting of permission:
“The extension or alteration of a building
provided that it does not result in dispropor-
tionate additions over and above the size of
the original building.” 

The glossary tells us that the “original build-
ing” is “a building as it existed on 1 July 1948
or, if constructed after 1 July 1948, as it was
built originally”.

Way back in 1947, when the Rt. Hon. Duncan
Sandays addressed the House of Commons to
persuade them of the merits of Green Belts,
he contemplated the limited rounding-off of
small towns and villages as allowable (if only!)
and the objectives were only threefold:

Check the further growth of large built-up•
areas;

An important Green
Belt backwater
Stephen Brooker, Director of Walsingham Planning, argues
it is time to update our thinking about the Green Belt
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Prevent the merging of towns or;•

Preserve the special character of towns.•

Over the years, PPG2 and the NPPF – and lots
of councils reiterating the constraints – have
added to the three objectives so that there
are now five and somewhere along the line,
the notion has been introduced that 1 July
1948 represents a datum point, a utopian
ideal, to which we should forever refer.

It makes no sense to keep 1 July 1948 as a
datum. The concept of the Green Belt and its
objectives have changed (some might say
advanced) – but, what is so special about a
date now nearly 70 years old?

Earlier in the year the government spent
valuable parliamentary time and effort

Stephen Brooker, Director of Walsingham Planning



attempting to give public houses greater pro-
tection from loss to other uses of the building
or demolition.

But, as I sit here writing this article, I look at
the pre-application advice of a nameless local
planning authority on a very modest scheme
to extend a pub that has the misfortune to be
located in the Green Belt. All other aspects of
the scheme are more or less agreed but then
the hammer blow falls. There were exten-
sions in 1964 and 1995 – the building has
increased in size by over 50% since 1948,
which means a fundamental objection – the
wrath of a Green Belt objection comes down
upon our heads.

So, the future of a pub, one of two in a small
village that inevitably relies upon trade of
nearby towns, i.e. relies upon being attractive
to the village and a wider clientele in order to
survive, and into which our client is willing to
put significant investment, is brought into
jeopardy. All because it is already bigger than
it was almost 70 years ago! So what? Ok, it
would be bigger than it was nearly 70 years
ago – why is that so important that the future

of a rural business employing local people
providing a community hub is put in to doubt?

If the government is so worried about the
future of pubs to change the General Devel-
opment Order, is it not illogical to condone
(through the NPPF) this sort of resistance to
the best possible means to keep a pub open
and successful – allow it to evolve and adapt? 

Of course, it is not just pubs; lots of other
businesses, enterprises and houses are
equally impacted and disadvantaged. Of
course, a succession of extensions could
undermine a limit on new builds. But why
1948? It may have seemed quite sensible as
a datum back in the 1970s, but surely it
should be reviewed now.

Please Mr Quartermain, look at the NPPF
glossary as well as the text when conducting
the review and spare us the nonsense of
comparisons back to museum piece build-
ings (and please stop adding to the 700 real
pages of advice – or at least tell everyone
when there are changes and make the search
facility slightly more user-friendly!).

Stephen Brooker
Director
Walsingham Planning 
Tel: 01628 532244
Stephen.Brooker@walsingplan.co.uk 
www.walsinghamplanning.co.uk
www.twitter.com/town_planners
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Meanwhile, us consultants can earn an
honest crust helping our clients to meet these
(and other) difficulties put in our paths and
earning permissions – but really, couldn’t we
all be doing something more useful? There
must be more important planning issues
about which to be concerned.
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This is not the property referred to in the article
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A green oak home in the green belt 
How to achieve planning for a green oak home when you are replacing a
property that finds itself in the green belt and a Conservation Area – a planning
consent story from Oakwrights Architectural Designer, Pete Tonks
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This was a project I was introduced to by 
Oakwrights back in 2013 and from the initial
enquiry information I had, I knew it was a

replacement dwelling, the site was in green belt and
also in a Conservation Area. Apparently, this kind of
information gives most architects and house design-
ers ‘the willies’. I, on the other hand, absolutely love
the challenge of such propositions so I called the
clients up and we arranged to meet for our first site
visit and design meeting to establish the brief.

As I approached the site, it became apparent that
this one could be a little ‘out of the box’. Yes, the site
was in green belt but not that you would know it! It
sits within a built-up residential street and the only
immediate object that was green was a huge 20-metre
high oak tree right at the front of the plot. I will come
on to this in more detail later but for now, let’s get
back to this plot. The Conservation Area designation
was a bit of a strange one too, as the mix of housing
was extremely varied and nothing of any immediate
interest in terms of historic importance.

The site was constrained by green belt policies and
further constrained by Conservation Area policies
and these had to be understood right at the start of
the design process if we were to achieve a planning
approval for our clients, Johnny and Jane.

As we got into the initial meeting, we discussed in
some detail the fact that Johnny and Jane had been
trying to get planning permission for a green oak
home for the whole of the previous year or so, with
two failed applications and a dismissed appeal behind
them. This got me thinking as to why could this be? 

Upon reviewing the failed designs, it was apparent
that the previous designers had tried to apply the

same logic to this house being demolished and
replaced to other sites locally that had been recently
developed with large, imposing five- and six-bedroom
houses. This is all well and good if the site and the
policies applicable to the site allow such development. 

Going back to the constraints I mentioned earlier,
with the Conservation Area, green belt and also that
large oak tree, which had a root protection zone cov-
ering almost half of the plot, it was clear that a much
more detailed analysis was required, together with
an appropriate design response. The green oak
home designs prepared previously were never going
to be successful and it’s a real shame when this hap-
pens as the client is given false hope and it’s just a
pointless exercise when the site is clearly constrained.

So what did we do? We shook the whole thing on its
head, started all over again and promised our clients
that we would get a planning approval on the site. To
do so, we had to approach things from a much more
detailed and methodical perspective, working with
the local authority and operating within the confines
of the relevant policies.

My initial advice was to fully understand that the
general stance taken by the local authority for
replacement dwellings in the green belt was that
they were considered acceptable as long as the
replacement dwelling was not “materially larger” than
the existing dwelling. There is nothing in planning
legislation that defines “materially larger” so it was
my responsibility to assess the interpretation of
planning policy relevant to such proposals by the
particular planning authority. 

Through my own research and discussions with the
planning department, it appeared that a general
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uplift figure of 30% may be deemed acceptable
based on footprint (area) and also volume. Other
aspects such as height, boundary distances (sky-gap)
and impact on the grouping appearance of buildings
within the street-scape would also be assessed by
the planning authority.

Because I was able to assess the background on this
site and, more importantly, the reasons for failed
applications, I was able to enter into pre-application
negotiations with the planning authority with the
intention of explaining how we were going to approach
the scheme from a new perspective, taking on board
the constraints. It was a delicate balancing act as our
clients had accepted they would need to build a
smaller house than they had first imagined but as a
trade-off for this compromise, I had assured them
that we had the opportunity to build something
really special, regardless of size, and that we should
strive to produce a contemporary interpretation of
the site rather than just another black-boarded barn,
which was the planners’ general stance.

We did manage to reach an agreement for a green
oak home in principle with the planners after a fair

bit of back and forth with sketches, reviews, meetings,
more sketches, etc, etc, which is a natural part of the
process. After submitting the formal planning appli-
cation, I was able to deliver the planning permission
to Johnny and Jane on Christmas Eve 2014, which
was just the best thing to be able to do for our clients
and is the very fuel that feeds my passion as a bespoke
home designer and planning specialist. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Pete Tonks
Architectural Designer
Oakwrights 
Tel: +44 (0)1432 353 353
enquiries@oakwrights.co.uk
www.oakwrights.co.uk
www.twitter.com/oakwrights
www.facebook.com/Oakwrights/
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Towns and Village Greens – continuing
implications for new development
Towns and Village Greens are an old concept, but they still have
implications for new developments as outlined here by Paul Grant,
Senior Associate at Stevens & Bolton

It's fair to say that writing an article on Town and
Village Greens (TVG) without mentioning maypoles
or cricket pitches has become easier given the

way in which the law has developed over the last
decade. This is because what constitutes a TVG
now extends far beyond what might ordinarily be
understood by use of the term "village green".

Landowners and prospective developers, and those
who advise them, have to be aware of the risks to
the development and commercially valuable land
from this classification and the ability of the public to
stymie development by making applications for TVG
status. A passing familiarity with relevant legislation
and case law is beneficial, and the recent case of TW
Logistics Ltd v Essex County Council [2017] EWHC
185 provides a useful consideration of the way in
which the law is applied.

But before exploring the case in more detail, it is
important to keep in mind the key provisions of 
the Commons Act, which sets out the law regarding
registering land as a TVG. The Act states an applicant
must prove that: 

“A significant number of the inhabitants of any locality,
or of any neighbourhood within a locality, have
indulged as of right in lawful sports and pastimes on
the land for a period of at least 20 years.” 

The use must be continuing at the time of the 
application to register the land, or alternatively the
application must have been made within one year of
the use being brought to an end.

Once the land is classified as a TVG no development
of it is possible. It must solely be used for recreational
purposes.

The case: what can we learn?
The judgement in the recent TW Logistics Ltd case
provides an opportunity to consider how the TVG
classification may apply to land that, at first sight,
should not be considered. 

Here, the land in question formed part of a commer-
cial port at Allen’s Quay on the River Stour in Essex.
After the landowner had erected a fence half a metre
from the edge of the quayside on the relevant land,
an application was made to register the land as a
TVG. The Registration Authority arranged for a non-
statutory public inquiry to be held, and the outcome
was that a reduced area of the land was deemed to
have met the criteria to be classified as a TVG. TW
subsequently challenged the Registration Authority’s
decision to accept the application.

Paul Grant, 
Senior Associate at 
Stevens & Bolton
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In the High Court, the judge considered the various
aspects of the Inspector’s decision and concluded
the following:

Signs erected on the quayside were located at•
points where it was unclear that they applied to
the land in question;

There was no incompatibility between the use of the•
land for commercial purposes and the recreational
use by members of the public. The two uses had 
coexisted during the qualifying 20-year period;

A significant number of local people were using•
the land to access the quayside. 

It is worth noting that the case predated the effect
of the Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013, which has
introduced further restrictions on the ability to apply
for TVG status, most notably:

A reduced period of one year within which to•
apply for TVG status following the end of the ability
to use the subject land “as of right.”;

The ability for landowners to submit a statement•
to the Registration Authority which will bring to an
end an “as of right” period;

Trigger events which relate to the planning or •
development status of the land such as planning
permission being granted for development of the
land, or the land being allocated for development
in a planning policy document.

So what can a landowner do to enforce their rights
and reduce the likelihood of the land being registered
a TVG? The precise advice will vary depending on the
circumstances, but generally:

Existing landowners 
It is important those that already own land take care
to enforce their rights and are aware that their
actions could trigger an application for TVG status.
Particularly as such actions usually cast doubt on the
ability of the public to use the land “as of right”.

For example, if a landowner deposits a statement
with the Registration Authority, this will bring to an
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end the use of the land “as of right”. However, the
risk is that there would still be one year within which
an application to register the land as a TVG can 
be made. 

Landowners will need to think about the wording of
signs that are erected around the land and, also, in
the light of the TW Logistics case, any signage may
need to specify what land the sign is concerned with
to avoid ambiguity.

“A significant number of the inhabitants
of any locality, or of any neighbourhood
within a locality, have indulged as of right
in lawful sports and pastimes on the land
for a period of at least 20 years.” 

Also, landowners need to consider whether to erect
or maintain boundary fences. Again, such action will
clearly refute the ability to use the land “as of right”,
but it may provoke an application within the period
of a year.

Given the trigger events that now appear within the
Growth and Infrastructure Act, a landowner may
wish to consider the development potential of their
land with the Local Planning Authority, and whether
this can be allocated in planning policy documents
for consultation (and beyond). If there is the serious
prospect of the land being allocated for development,
this might result in an application being made, but it
is possible that an allocation might slip under the
radar of potential TVG applicants. 

Prospective landowners and developers 
Those considering buying land need to scrutinise
the current use of that land before committing to a 
purchase, particularly if it is being acquired for future
development. They will need to get a Commons 
Registration Search, as well as making appropriate
enquiries of the Registration Authority as to whether
an application has been made or any enquiries made
in relation to making an application. Appropriate
enquiries should also be made of the seller regarding
the use of the land by members of the public, if any.
A site visit will be extremely useful for signs of public
use and recreation.

It is crucial to get appropriate advice on the extent to
which the land has already been promoted for future
development in the local planning process. If the land
appears allocated for development in local planning
documents and this constitutes a ‘trigger event’,
that would prevent an application for registration
being entertained by the Registration Authority. Such
advice must consider the prospects of this allocation
being followed through and formalised in the next
steps of the policy making process. If the policy is
revoked, or time runs out for the trigger event, the land
will again be open for an application for registration
to be made. Alternatively, if the land already has the
benefit of a planning permission, an acquiring party
would need to be careful that the permission does
not lapse, as otherwise, this will also mean that an
application for a TVG could then be made.

In summary, there are various considerations that can
be made to mitigate the risks of land being branded
TVG. However, the provisions of the Growth and
Infrastructure Act 2013 need to be reviewed in a
gradual tightening of the rules around the new 
restrictions to make it harder to apply for the registration
of a TVG. Currently, the best approach for landowners
and potential developers alike is to expect the 
unexpected, and not to rule out the possibility of land
being treated as a TVG just because it does not fit the
expected type. Or include a maypole. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Paul Grant
Senior Associate
Stevens & Bolton
Tel: +44 (0)1483 302264
www.stevens-bolton.com
www.twitter.com/stevens_bolton
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http://www.twitter.com/stevens_bolton


Infrastructure is vital to our economy and
way of life. It provides one of the founda-
tions we need to work, live healthily and

enjoy leisure.

Extraordinary skills and ingenuity are needed
to manage the complex and vital projects
being carried out in the infrastructure sector.
There are a number of resourcing strategies
that might be implemented by organisations
to achieve the sector’s primary objectives,
including:

Modernising the approach to recruitment;•

Identifying and attracting the next genera-•
tion of recruits;

Attracting experienced people from related•
industries;

Modernising the industry and promoting•
excellence;

Mobilising projects more quickly;•

Accelerating the delivery time of projects;•

Providing excellent training and expanding•
career opportunities.

Now to explore a couple of these in more
detail. 

Modernising the approach to
recruitment 
Attitudes to work reflect the employment
market; the general trend since the 1980s

might best be summarised as follows:

People live and work much longer.•

Technology and the emergence of new•
industries have accelerated changes in the
workplace, including a greater likelihood
of losing a job (without any perceived
stigma that may have been present before
the 1980s).

People no longer expect to have a ‘job for•
life’. Therefore, there is a greater propensity
for people to change jobs or even industries
with relative ease. 

There is much greater flexibility – for both•
employers and employees – which is much
more suitable for the current employment
market.

These changes need to be reflected in the
approach to recruitment, which must be
more flexible, friendly and informative.

In order to attract and retain people, conven-
tional recruitment or HR practices alone
cannot be relied upon. The strategy, therefore,
should incorporate techniques that most
people refer to include marketing, sales and
public relations.

Marketing: Identify who needs to be•
attracted to the industry and understand
what they need and want from any career
that the sector can offer them. Keep them
fully informed about the infrastructure
industry so that they can understand it 

Attracting talent using
infrastructure strategies
With infrastructure strategies at the top of the agenda,
how does the industry attract the talent needed to deliver
the next generation of major projects?
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and feel that they have already formed a
relationship with it before they even apply
for a job. The information provided must
be expressed in language that means
something to the target group.

Sales: During the recruitment process, use•
sales techniques. This means talking
specifically about the benefits of the indus-
try and the roles that are available as well
as assessing candidates for their educa-
tion, skills and attitude.

Public Relations: In order to attract and•
retain people, the infrastructure sector and
individual projects need good PR. This
affects people’s perceptions and, for those
working in the sector, good PR can improve
morale and job satisfaction.

It must be emphasised, however, that it is
not just about the messages. It is vital to 
continue to develop the sector in a way that
makes it an excellent place to work and
therefore attracts and retains a highly skilled,
fully motivated and well-paid workforce.

All employing organisations – particularly the
larger ones, professional institutions and
trade associations – should be applying this
strategy.

Providing excellent training and
expanding career opportunities 
The engineering, property, construction and
infrastructure industries have, from time to
time, expressed concern about the difficulties
of recruitment and one of the many reasons



that employers have cited is that school-
leavers and graduates do not come to them
with the right skills.

This is in contrast to other industries (notably
the tech and finance industries), which take
the view that the skills gained by school-
leavers and graduates are the starting point
for a comprehensive training programme that
turns each recruit into the finished article. As
a result, they are able to create a highly
trained, highly paid workforce.

Given the diversity of requirements of different
parts of the infrastructure sector or, indeed,
different employers, it is naive to expect new
entrants to be prepared for every type and size
of employer. The best way of producing a
skilled workforce is to create different 
expectations and a different balance between
education and employer training.

There is a view within many industry sectors
that it takes a certain amount of time to
become professionally qualified. In most
cases, the length of time required to qualify in
various disciplines has changed very little over
the last few decades, despite the enormous
gains in productivity created by the continued
advance of digital technologies.

This is in conflict with the aims of new 
generations that have been brought up in the
age of digital technology and want to

advance their careers at the very earliest
date. The strategy therefore must include:

Accepting the fact that graduates and•
school-leavers will need significant training
after they start work;

Preparing a suitable training programme•
for a variety of roles;

Emphasising the opportunities for online•
training and learning methods that can be
carried out in short modules wherever
possible and be used at any time and 
any place;

Relating pay and rewards to the performance•
on the training scheme;

Communicating the excellence and bene-•
fits of the training scheme during the
recruitment process;

Continually uplifting the standard of training•
to create a highly productive, highly paid
workforce that attracts more and more
people to the industry.

This should be used by all employers, 
professional institutions, trade associations,
further and higher education authorities.

You would think it would be easy to attract
and retain the best people to the many 

RICS
Tel: 024 7686 8584 
training@rics.org
www.rics.org/training
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excellent organisations that represent the
infrastructure industry. To some extent it is,
but the sector always appears to have a gap
in resources and faces bigger changes and
challenges ahead. 

Continue reading about all
seven infrastructure strategies… 
This article has been extracted from the
Infrastructure channel available on RICS
isurv. The section is maintained by Stan 
Hornagold, Director at Stay Out Front. 

“The engineering, property,
construction and infrastruc-
ture industries have, from time
to time, expressed concern
about the difficulties of recruit-
ment and one of the many 
reasons that employers have
cited is that school-leavers and
graduates do not come to
them with the right skills.”

Find out more about isurv, how the informa-
tion portal could benefit you, and to register
for your free trial at: rics.org/isurvhub

RICS Training also has an online Commercial
Management in Infrastructure distance
learning course starting soon – aiding 
professionals to gain the fundamental skills
required to work as a Commercial Manager
on infrastructure programmes. Find out
more at: rics.org/inframanager
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Construction Media Index –
sourcing product information
The latest research from Competitive Advantage shows how construction
professionals source product information. Here, Managing Director Chris
Ashworth provides a glimpse into some of the consolidated findings
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Just completed, the 2017 Construction Media Index,
the fifth edition of this research, provides specific
findings on communication channels for construction

decisionmakers working for architects, main contractors,
offsite manufacturers, housebuilders and builders’
merchants.

The reports researched construction professionals
to learn how they gather information to guide their
purchase and design decisions. They also aim to
provide insight into what specifiers and other
influencers in the industry read and where they
source information.

The manufacturer website is king
Manufacturers’ websites still rank top for specifiers
seeking product information, particularly those
sourcing information with a bias towards technical
data. Overall, direct contact with construction product
manufacturers ranks highly, with phone calls and
meetings ranking next in line to visiting the manufac-
turers’ website. 

It is important to note that although search engine
usage has decreased, it is still popular. Could this
slight decrease be in response to a greater choice of
online information sources?

The Construction Media Index reports an increase
in the use of YouTube, with 55% of construction
respondents saying they use it as a source for
product information and ideas. Pinterest also shows
strong results for ideas, advice and inspiration, and
to obtain product information. This move to a more
visual media source is reflected in general statistics:

Four times as many customers would rather watch a video•
about a product than read about it. (Animoto, 2015).

Almost 50% of internet users look for videos •
related to a product or service before visiting a
store. (Google, 2016).

Visual content is 40 times more likely to get•
shared on social media than other types of 
content. (Buffer, 2014).

(Source: Hubspot)

Are social networks an effective way to market?
Our desk research shows there are more than
1.6bn social network users worldwide, with more
than 64% of internet users accessing social media
services online. 

The leading social network, Facebook, accounts for
one in every six minutes spent online and one in five
minutes spent on mobile.

By 2018, the number of social network users
worldwide is predicted to grow to 2.44bn, or nearly
one third (32.58%) of the projected global population.

The Construction Media Index shows an increase in
the use of social media by construction professionals.

http://cadvantage-knowledge.co.uk/shop/tag/communicating-with-the-industry/
https://www.hubspot.com/marketing-statistics
https://www.statista.com/markets/424/topic/540/social-media-user-generated-content/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/facebook-statistics/
https://trackmaven.com/blog/social-media-trends/
http://cadvantage-knowledge.co.uk/shop/construction-media-index-coming-soon/?__hstc=189296372.6ee83b707c638beef836412c40741cbb.1479288890791.1503574058837.1503577454978.409&__hssc=189296372.7.1503577454978&__hsfp=1775141010
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In 2015, only 53% accessed social networks for work;
this now stands at 89%. 

For communicating with construction professionals,
our Construction Media Index market research shows
that LinkedIn is the most popular network. It is also
the network choice for work, with 90% of users using
it in a work capacity. Yet the average LinkedIn user
spends 17 minutes per month on LinkedIn, so it has
a less active user base than other networks. Twitter
and Facebook both show significant increases in usage
in this year’s Construction Media Index findings. 

In 2015, the Construction Media Index revealed that
most construction industry decisionmakers use
more than one social network for work and the
social media channels used vary with profession.
This is still the case for 2017, yet those that are more
active on social media are now the 19-35 age group,
not the 36-55 age group, as was the case in 2015. 

Traditional methods for sourcing construction
product information
The Construction Media Index continues to highlight
challenging times for trade journals. Hardcopy-only
readership has dropped to just 10% in the 2017
survey. The use of product directories has remained
steady at 56% in 2017, similar to the 2015 findings.

Across all decisionmakers, 42% attend one to six
seminars in a year, with almost 60% attending 
an organised event. This, however, varies across
professions according to CPD requirements.

More about the Construction Media Index 
research
When developing your marketing, a multi-channel
approach is best. Deciding how to combine these

channels to get the best results can pose a challenge
for even the most adept marketer. 

The Construction Media Index provides independent
research into how decisionmakers in the construction
process source information. It provides evidence-
based guidance for your strategy, on how construction
professionals use social channels, where they go to
seek more in-depth product data or where they go
for simple idea generation and inspiration. Each report
considers key players in the construction supply
chain, allowing you to tailor your communications
accordingly. As well as online information sources,
trade journals, product directories, exhibitions and
CPD are also considered.

The Construction Media Index is published by 
Competitive Advantage Consultancy and sponsored
by MRA, Ridgemount PR and CIB. ■

The 2017 Construction Media Index is available to
purchase online at: www.cadvantage-knowlege.co.uk

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Chris Ashworth
Managing Director
Competitive Advantage
Tel: +44 (0)1252 378053
talk@cadvantage.co.uk
www.cadvantage.co.uk
www.twitter.com/CompetitiveA
www.linkedin.com/company/2268685/
www.youtube.com/user/CadvantageConsult

A few times a week

Frequency of accessing social networks
How often construction professionals access social networks for work. A comparison of 2015 (pale blue) and 2017 (dark blue)

Findings from The Construction Media Index

Once a day

Several times during the day

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/2016-linkedin-stats-you-should-know-updated-katy-elle-blake/
http://cadvantage-knowledge.co.uk/shop/tag/communicating-with-the-industry/
http://mra-marketing.co.uk/
http://www.ridgemountpr.co.uk/
https://www.cibcomms.co.uk/
http://www.cadvantage.co.uk/home/the-team/chris-ashworth/
http://www.cadvantage-knowlege.co.uk
mailto:talk@cadvantage.co.uk
http://www.cadvantage.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/CompetitiveA
http://www.linkedin.com/company/2268685/
http://www.youtube.com/user/CadvantageConsult


How the Heritage Impact Assessment
process protects historic sites
The Heritage Impact Assessment process can be complex to navigate without
expert help, as explained by Tom Barton from property consultants Fisher German 
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With the ever-increasing demand for more
affordable housing and government targets
to meet, planning authorities are having to

look at more plots and possibilities for housing than
ever before. Despite the demand, landowners still
have an obligation to protect listed buildings and
any plans they have for conservation or heritage sites
are subject to scrutiny.

Since the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation
Areas) Act 1990, landlords must conduct a Heritage
Impact Assessment before making any changes to
listed buildings.

When is the Heritage Impact Assessment
process required? 
Landowners, landlords and developers who wish 
to make changes either to heritage assets or the
environment surrounding such assets, have a
responsibility to protect that heritage. That’s where
the Heritage Impact Assessment process comes in.
The basic premise of an assessment is to demonstrate
to a local authority that a historic building and its 
setting won’t be significantly harmed by development. 

While this may sound straightforward, the process 
of drawing up and submitting assessments can be
confusing. 

Heritage Impact Assessments will always be required
for the following:

Listed building consent applications;•

Planning permission applications for sites within•
the setting of a listed building;

Planning permission applications for sites in •
conservation areas;

Planning permission applications for sites within•
the setting of a scheduled ancient monument;

Planning permission applications for sites within•
registered parks and gardens;

Advertising consent applications on listed buildings•
or buildings in conservation areas.

Assessments are also recommended for:

Applications that directly affect a non-designated•
heritage asset or its setting. Non-designated 
heritage assets are buildings, structures or sites
(including archaeological) that may have a heritage
value.

So, how is the Heritage Impact 
assessments process conducted? 
Step one: Research 
The first stage of any Heritage Impact Assessment
process involves desktop research. The project 
manager will look in detail at the listing of any 
relevant buildings and other documents, such as
Conservation Area Appraisals, to develop a picture
of the context in which the subject building has
been designed, built and altered, and how it relates
to the surrounding area. 

Locating historical documents, such as original 
architectural plans, can be important in demonstrating
not only how an asset was conceived but, crucially,
how it has been altered over time. Documents may
be available locally; for example, private estates
often maintain a family archive, or in county or
national archives. Historical photographs, maps
and other sources, such as newspaper cuttings, can
be invaluable in adding to the understanding of a
building, though these may be harder to track down.
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Conducting the assessment also involves collaboration
with other experts. I work with archivists, local
interest groups, archaeologists, town planners,
researchers and landscape architects to build up
the most representative picture of how and why a
site has evolved.

Step two: The site visit 
Once the desk research is completed and the 
information processed, a site visit is arranged to
look at the assets in detail and understand how
they have been developed and altered. 

This is where the skills of a Chartered Building Surveyor
are required. During the process, the project manager,
as a surveyor, or with the help of other professionals,
will systematically inspect and record a building.
They will interpret alterations and development by
appraising the period construction technologies
used and look at other subtle details they may have
a larger impact than originally thought. 

Step three: Time to reflect
Once the site visit has been undertaken, the 
information gathered that day is compared with the
desk research. This is often one of the most interesting
parts of the process; a period of reflection is 
important to look at everything discovered. It can be
satisfying when a piece of the puzzle falls into place,
and a historic building reveals itself.

Those assets may not be the subject of a planning
application themselves. For example, my team

recently completed the designs and Heritage Impact
Assessment process for a new-build home in the
Peak District. The proposed house was on a gateway
site at the edge of a village, and the local authority
was concerned about the impact on the high density
of historic buildings in the village centre and the 
setting of the village. 

Step four: Submission
Heritage Impact Assessment work will seek to
appraise the heritage values of a site from the
outset. The team or project manager will then work
with an in-house architectural team, the client and
the local authority to develop designs that do not
diminish the significance of the heritage values of
the surrounding area. 

A formal Heritage Impact Assessment will then be
put together and included in the application to the
local authority.

The considerations 
It is vital that the team carefully considered the 
character appraisal produced by the Local Planning
Authority, which sets out what was important about
the village to them. This ensures that their approach
is in line with the LPA, for example, using local stone
as a building material and looking at building heights
and proportions, so they have minimal impact on 
the setting. 

Once submitted, the dialogue with the LPA continues,
as engaging effectively with them where possible is in
everyone’s best interest. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tom Barton
Associate
Fisher German
Tel: 01530 567469
tom.barton@fishergerman.co.uk
www.fishergerman.co.uk
www.twitter.com/FisherGerman

mailto:tom.barton@fishergerman.co.uk
http://www.fishergerman.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/FisherGerman


Use Your Resources!
We need to improve the efficiency and output
of UK industry.   No question.

This particularly applies in the building sector,
where quality, production and building
performance have in recent years lagged
behind our competitors abroad.

The UK is facing a critical shortage of
manpower in construction as the country
gears up to produce housing at a rate not
experienced in this generation.

Yes — we need to take on apprentices in far
greater numbers and they need to be trained 
to higher standards if future levels of building
performance are to be achieved. 

Yes – we need to manufacture more in this
country to service demand for building materials.

And Yes — we must make more and better use
of the assets we already have in the industry.

With minimal investment in plant, equipment or
personnel, ICF methods of building such as the
Wallform system provide a solution for faster
and higher levels of production on site which
will more than satisfy future Building Standards.
Already recognised for the benefits of practical
construction and building performance, the
economics of the building process are now
becoming more apparent as the pressure on
existing resources increases. Reduced project
timescales with a smaller labour force and a
dedicated UK supply of materials enhances
both “bottom-line” performance and reputation
for quality results.

Adoption of modern building systems such 
as Beco Wallform will boost production and
energy efficiency using existing manpower
resources more efficiently – and it’s ideal for
apprenticeship training!   No question!

01652 653 844 info@becowallform.com

Simple, Sustainable Construction

mailto:info@becowallform.com


Benefits
• Design flexibility

• Rapid construction using existing
resources

• Reduced labour and equipment
requirements

• Improved Health & Safety conditions

• Long durability and low maintenance

• Flood resilience

• Range of performance to suit
specification

• UK manufacture for local distribution

• Sustainable construction with lower
environmental impact

www.becowallform.com

B U I L D I N G  F O R  T H E  F U T U R E

BecoWallform

http://www.becowallform.com


Guy Thompson of the Concrete Centre looks at the need to build resilience into
the urban landscape and key infrastructure using concrete and masonry
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Since the July issue, which featured my article
entitled Masonry solutions are key to building
more homes, a response to the Housing White

Paper, the future landscape for building control has
come under some scrutiny following the Grenfell 
disaster.

And yet the fundamentals of our building regulations
can still be seen to be based on sound principles that
address most of the key issues for a safe future built
environment. However, there are further questions, in
particular their relevance to one of the key headings
in the article; that of “resilience”. 

Resilience can be described as the ability to withstand
and recover from extreme events, and to endure in
changing conditions. It can be considered from a wide
range of perspectives, at a global or national level, for
a city, society or business, right down to the personal
resilience of an individual and, of course, their home.

It is going to take a multifaceted approach to ensure
our housing, buildings and infrastructure are truly
resilient to addressing predicted climate change, as
well as all other challenges. Our solutions must
address the current focus on carbon and energy
reduction, as well as longer-term issues and impacts.

Concrete and masonry – Building
resilience in the urban environment
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https://www.pbctoday.co.uk/news/planning-construction-news/masonry-solutions-key-building-homes/33960
https://www.pbctoday.co.uk/news/planning-construction-news/masonry-solutions-key-building-homes/33960
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We need to fight a parallel war against the more
immediate effects – especially, but not exclusively,
flooding and overheating – as well as the predicted
longer-term impacts, such as more frequent extreme
weather events. 

Designers need to recognise the convergence and
potential conflicts in the mitigation and adaptation
strands in building and infrastructure design. For
example, we may have to rebalance the emphasis 
on greater levels of insulation to save heating energy,
with a greater drive on preventing overheating to
reduce the likely energy demand for cooling.

The UK government remains formally committed to
carbon reduction targets for 2050 and 2080, but has
delayed planned further uplifts in energy standards
via building regulations. While increasing the housing
supply is now recognised as a key priority, failing to
reduce emissions sufficiently early may cost us
dearly later on. A genuinely efficient approach to
materials would see us building more with less, as
well as more for less. These are real challenges.

The importance of making buildings and infrastructure
resilient to extreme weather events is now being
recognised following a series of devastating weather
events over recent years. The Department for Commu-
nities & Local Government has estimated that 87% of
our current buildings will still exist in 2050, so we will
need to carry out considerable adaptation work, as
well as designing new buildings to be truly resilient to a
range of impacts. These are likely to include flooding,
drought, higher temperatures, high winds and storms
and potential power outages, as well as heightened
threats of combustion and to security within 
increasingly dense urban environments. 

“It is going to take a multifaceted
approach to ensure our housing,
buildings and infrastructure are truly
resilient to addressing predicted 
climate change…”

If cities continue to track the projected UK growth
rate, we expect to see 5.2m extra city dwellers by
2037 and a further 4.1m by 2062 – almost 10m over
the next 50 years. This is coupled with an ageing
population, with the number of people over 85 set to
double by 2030, which will create further demands
of a different nature. 

The National Infrastructure Plan 2010 highlighted 
climate change as a growing risk to system interde-
pendencies between energy, transport, ICT, waste
and water infrastructure. Climate change increases
the risk of cascade failures. This is where a breakdown
in one system has knock-on effects on others. For
example, if the power network is taken out by flooding,
how does this impact communications, security and
the functioning of essential building systems?
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Designers will find many facets of resilience are 
covered extensively by voluntary schemes. We have
yet to see true resilience embedded in building 
regulations but these schemes, such as BREEAM and
the Homes Quality Mark (HQM), at least provide an
excellent starting point for those who want to get
ahead while building regulations catch up. Reasons
for early adoption can be varied but may include:
social and corporate responsibility; health and safety;
asset protection; and reduced running costs, as well
as market advantage and property protection. No one
would question the primary need to protect building
users, but the extension of building regulations to
property protection would address key issues of
resilience, material efficiency and carbon reduction. 

Some good news is that constructing homes using
concrete and masonry provides many resilience 
benefits as a matter of course. 

Resilience using concrete and masonry 
Around 85% of all new homes in the UK can be 
categorised as concrete construction; the majority of
which are in the form of concrete block walls, often
as the inner structural leaf of a brick-and-block cavity
wall. This form of construction is not always obvious
in a completed property, hidden behind a plastered
or plasterboard lining. For multi-storey residential
developments, the construction solution will change
and the most common is a concrete frame, concrete
floors and concrete foundations.

Key benefits include:

Flood resilience – Concrete retains its structural
integrity, resulting in minimal waste of materials 
following a flood.

Thermal mass – Concrete’s thermal mass can
reduce or avoid the need for mechanical cooling. This
inherent property of concrete can save hundreds of
kilograms of CO2 over a building’s life.

Fire – Concrete is non-combustible, helping to
ensure its longevity and avoiding the need for 
additional fireproofing materials.

Acoustic isolation performance – Concrete offers
good inherent acoustic performance, requiring very
little in the way of additional finishes and materials,
which often have a short lifespan. As a result, less
material is used and potential waste is avoided over
the life of the building.

Durability – The durability of concrete structures
helps them to achieve a long life and maximise their
performance, keeping their whole-life environmental
impact to a minimum.

Robustness and security – Concrete can provide a
robust finished surface, avoiding the need for addi-
tional materials, which would require maintenance
and periodic replacement over a building’s lifecycle.

Concrete and masonry remain the safe and resilient
core to a sustainable and resilient built environment
for the long term and were the assumed form of
construction when the building regulations were first
developed. This perhaps explains their pre-eminent
use for housing. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Guy Thompson
Head of Architecture, Housing and Sustainability
The Concrete Centre
Tel: +44 (0)207 963 8000
GThompson@concretecentre.com
www.concretecentre.com
www.twitter.com/concretecentre
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Local expertise with a 
national reputation

Cornwall Archaeological Unit (CAU) is the new name for the former Historic Environment 
Projects team of Cornwall Council’s Historic Environment Service.

With over 30 years’ experience providing archaeological services throughout Cornwall, the Isles 
of Scilly and elsewhere in England, Cornwall Archaeological Unit offers a comprehensive range of

quality and cost effective archaeological services, delivered by a highly experienced and professional
team. It is a fully accredited organisation, working to ISO 9001 standards and is a Registered 

Organisation with the Institute for Archaeologists.

We are committed to delivering cost effective, sustainable and affordable solutions which 
satisfy planning conditions. We also work in seamless partnership with other heritage 

organisations, such as English Heritage, to deliver discretionary projects that identify, record, 
protect and promote the historic environment for the benefit of local communities.

For further details please email enquiries@cau.org.uk

Cornwall Archaeological Unit, 
Fal Building, County Hall, 

Truro. TR1 3AY
01872 322057  

enquiries@cau.org.uk  
www.cau.org.uk

mailto:enquiries@cau.org.uk
mailto:enquiries@cau.org.uk
http://www.cau.org.uk


The 
Benefit of 
Experience

Why do our roof windows stand the

test of time?

Because over twenty years’ knowledge,

testing and design skill goes into every one.

Find out more about our

Conservation Rooflight®, neo™

and Bespoke Design Service.

01993 833108

www.therooflightcompany.co.uk

#Thebenefitofexperience

http://www.therooflightcompany.co.uk
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Addressing the accessible
housing deficit
There has been considerable focus on the importance of accessible housing in the
last few weeks – and with good reason, says Christina McGill of Habinteg
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As there are 300,000 disabled adults who have
an unmet accessible housing need in the UK
right now, increasing the supply of accessible

and adaptable homes is essential. Habinteg’s
#ForAccessibleHomes campaign, which culminated
in a day of action on Friday 8 September, helped
raise awareness of the positive impact of accessible
housing. There is a broad and growing coalition of
support for the issue. 

Just 7% of homes in England offer even minimum
accessibility features, which is simply not sufficient to
meet the requirements of our current population, let
alone the increasingly pressing needs of our ageing
society. In response to this accessible housing deficit,
a group of influential charities and representative
bodies – led by Habinteg – have joined together to
make the case for accessible homes. 

“A home that meets your needs is 
fundamental to independent living and
the ability to take up opportunities in life
and adapt to changing circumstances.
That’s why the campaign matters. An
accessible housing deficit means this is
not reality for everyone and we’ll keep
making the case to change the situation
for the better.”

The campaign saw cross-party parliamentary 
support for accessible homes, with minister for 
disabled people Penny Mordaunt MP and Labour’s
shadow housing minister Melanie Onn MP attending
our drop-in session in Parliament. The event was
also attended by influential backbenchers from both
major parties and from every corner of the UK –
including shadow ministers from the Scottish
National Party. 

Accessibility is more than just a niche issue, as 
inaccessibility affects everyone. Even if we are not
personally affected right now, most of us know
someone with an access requirement, or may
develop an access requirement in later life. Everyone
benefits from inclusive and accessible design. It’s
common sense, therefore, to plan for the long-term
housing needs of our population, rather than settling
for short-term, inaccessible housing. 

Accessible housing policy update 
Earlier this year, Habinteg released an accessible
housing policy update, which outlined recent devel-
opments regarding the supply of accessible homes.

Accessible and adaptable housing ensures that
homes are suitable for a range of people – from older
and disabled people to families with young children.
However, most people still think of accessible homes
as clinical and ‘specialist’, rather than bright, spacious
and practical, which is the reality. Challenging this
outdated perception of accessible and adaptable
housing is crucial to influencing decision makers and
generating wider support.

Following the progress outlined within the govern-
ment’s Housing White Paper in February this year, it’s
important that this positive focus on accessible and
adaptable housing is reasserted in the post-election
period.

The Women & Equalities Select Committee inquiry
into disability and the built environment also made
important recommendations to government 
regarding accessible homes, including amending 
the minimum baseline standard for all new homes
under Part M of the Building Regulations to Part M
(4) Category 2. The inquiry also recommended that a
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cross-departmental strategy be established to join
up all aspects of built environment policy that affect
accessibility. Housing minister Alok Sharma MP is
expected to respond to these recommendations
next month.

The Neighbourhood Planning Act 
The Neighbourhood Planning Act 2017, which
passed into law earlier this year, now requires the
secretary of state to provide guidance to local
authorities on meeting the housing needs of older
and disabled people.

“Following the progress outlined within
the government’s Housing White Paper 
in February this year, it’s important that
this positive focus on accessible and
adaptable housing is reasserted in the
post-election period.”

Government has acknowledged planning for 
accessible homes is an issue that requires it to 
support local authorities. It’s vital that the resulting
guidance is strong enough to make the change to
local planning and support the development that is
clearly needed. Habinteg and other organisations
concerned will be offering support to DCLG to
ensure the statutory guidance is fit for purpose and
effective in meeting a diverse range of housing need
in each local authority area.

There is a gradual shift in the policy landscape that 
is beginning to reflect the benefits of accessible
housing, but this needs to remain a key focus when
building and designing new homes. As a responsible
housing sector, we must commit to delivering homes
and communities that meet an inclusive range of
needs. Whether for families with young children,
somebody returning home after a hospital stay, a
young disabled person looking to move for employ-
ment or an older person with increasing mobility
impairment, providing accessibility and flexibility in all
new homes should be one of the key tests against
which our social value will be measured.

Importance of accessible homes 
We know from our tenants that the value of 
accessible housing cannot be overlooked. One of 
our tenants recently disclosed the difference that his
wheelchair accessible property has made to him and
his family, saying: “The place we lived before had a
very small bathroom and lots of steps, so my wife
couldn’t move around easily. We suffered to be
honest, but not anymore. This place is really big and
accessible, which is important for my wife because
she can move around in her wheelchair, especially
the bathroom and the garden.”

This is why campaigns like #ForAccessibleHomes 
are so important. As our Vice-Chair Andrew Gibson
sums it up: “A home that meets your needs is 
fundamental to independent living and the ability to
take up opportunities in life and adapt to changing
circumstances. That’s why the campaign matters. An
accessible housing deficit means this is not reality for
everyone and we’ll keep making the case to change
the situation for the better.”

With a raft of policy consultations coming out, 
including DCLG proposals on reform of ‘objectively
assessed housing need’ and the Mayor’s London
Housing Strategy, access and inclusion will play a key
role – and with good reason. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Christina McGill
Head of Communications
Habinteg
Tel: +44 (0)20 7822 8700
direct@habinteg.org.uk
www.habinteg.org.uk
www.twitter.com/Habinteg

mailto:direct@habinteg.org.uk
http://www.habinteg.org.uk
http://www.twitter.com/Habinteg


Designing to meet
the Part L challenge
Keystone’s commitment to innovating the industry has
been demonstrated once again by the introduction of an
advanced version of its award-winning Hi-therm Lintel

42 PROFILE

Psi value calculator 
Keystone offers an online Psi value calculator
designed with energy assessors and architects
in mind.With this calculator users can obtain a 
Psi value with just a few clicks of a button, 
completely free of charge. You can access our
psi value calculator here.  

Importance of Psi values
The thermal performance of a lintel is
expressed in terms of a psi value, commonly
known as thermal bridging. Specifically 
calculated Psi values, as opposed to default
Psi values, will help to lower the thermal
bridging Y-value within the SAP calculation,
assisting with Part L compliance. To ensure
accuracy, all Psi value calculations have been
generated by trained thermal modellers
using Physibel Trisco software. 

Inputting the exact Psi value of Hi-therm into
the SAP calculations may negate the need for
more costly solutions, such as mechanical
systems or enlarged cavities. This offers an
alternative to existing sustainable technologies,
helping to deliver the total building 
performance required by current and future
changes in building regulations. 

For further information please email
info@keystonelintelsuk.com or call the office
01283 200150.

Richard Kinloch
National Specification Manager
Keystone Lintels
Tel: 01283 200 150
info@keystonelintelsuk.com

Keystone Group National Technical &
Specification Manager Richard Kinloch
explains how this new version secures

all the benefits of the original and adds new
features, widening its appeal.

Hi-therm has won multiple awards for its
innovation and made a significant impact on
the energy efficiency of new homes. Now, its
design has been upgraded to offer even
greater practicality to builders and to make its
benefits open to even more projects.

Richard explains: “The need to address 
thermal bridging is becoming a mainstream
requirement and is boosting the need for
advanced thermally efficient lintels. Our R&D
team has continued in its quest for perfection
and the new, redesigned Hi-therm+ Lintel
helps meet the growing demand onsite for
compliance with Part L 2013 regulations. 

“The innovative design of the Hi-therm+ Lintel,
while still utilising a rigid polymer thermal

insulator as an effective thermal
break, now incorporates a

steel inner and external leaf. The product is
as thermally efficient as the original but 
is now similar to a standard steel lintel for
simplified installation.”

How can a lintel make so 
much impact? 
The increasing focus on thermal bridging
means that product selection needs to be
carefully considered. Lintels are in most
cases the most significant non-repeating
thermal bridges in a dwelling, as traditional
style lintels interrupt the line of insulation
with a continuous piece of highly conductive
steel. Hi-therm’s patented design uniquely
combines the low thermal transmission
properties of a rigid polymer with the 
structural strength of steel, producing a lintel
that practically eliminates cold bridging and
delivers important CO2 savings within SAP,
enabling compliance with new, more stringent
building regulations. 

The Hi-therm lintel has a low Psi value, which
then has a positive effect on the SAP 
calculation. This in turn gives designers 
flexibility to choose less onerous wall 
U-values and glazing specifications. Designers
can value engineer their building specification
while maintaining compliance with building

regulations. 

http://keystonelintels.com/psi-value-calculator/
mailto:info@keystonelintelsuk.comor
mailto:info@keystonelintelsuk.com


Hi-therm, the single most 
cost efficient solution for lowering 

carbon emissions within SAP.

Remarkably advanced

Available from:

Psi value calculator available on: hi-thermlintels.com New

WINNER
BEST BUILDING FABRIC PRODUCT 2013 & 2014 
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One of the most important advances in the
construction industry in recent years is BIM
modelling, whereby specifiers and architects
can select and use information about products
during the early stages of building design. 

That’s great, of course, but as is so often the
case with new developments, there can be
practical difficulties along the way.

Sometimes the important detailed specifications
within a BIM object do not match up with
product reality. That’s expensive and frustrating
for specifiers and architects, especially as the
need for quality BIM objects becomes even
more crucial with BIM Level 3, where data quality

is fundamental in achieving the best building
performance through accurate maintenance
and facility management information.

“The BBA has also partnered with bimstore, the
leading UK BIM object and components library,
to offer a total BIM modelling solution to
manufacturers who are BBA Agrément holders.”

Well now there’s some good news. The BBA is
introducing a BBA-enabled BIM Object
Assurance Scheme to reassure specifiers and
modellers that on selecting BIM objects they
receive sensible, meaningful and quality
information about the manufacturer’s 
BBA-certified product. 

Ensuring specifications for BIM objects match the reality is crucial 
for accurate modelling and achieving the best building performance.
Introducing BIM Object Assurance by the BBA

SOME GOOD NEWS FOR ARCHIT
SPECIFIERS AND MAINTENANCE 
EVERYWHERE…

www.bbacerts.co.uk

http://www.bbacerts.co.uk


This kind of independent, third-party validation
process makes life easier during the BIM model
development process.

“Sometimes the important detailed specifications
within a BIM object do not match up with product
reality. That’s expensive and frustrating for
specifiers and architects, especially as the need
for quality BIM objects becomes even more
crucial with BIM Level 3…”

The BBA has also partnered with bimstore, the
leading UK BIM object and components library,
to offer a total BIM modelling solution to
manufacturers who are BBA Agrément holders.

So now, specifiers can look out for the BBA 
BIM Object Assurance on BIM objects they are
considering, as it will mean that the detailed
spec information is quality checked and
validated against the manufacturer’s BBA
Agrément Certificate.

More information about this welcome new
service offer by the BBA can be found at:
www.bbacerts.co.uk/bim

British Board of Agrément
Tel: +44 (0)1923 665300
clientservices@bbacerts.co.uk
www.bbacerts.co.uk 
www.twitter.com/BBAguru 
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A site for 
sore eyes

As you well know, major construction work on building sites 
involves a huge amount of product and materials checking, not 
least to make sure everything meets the exacting requirements 
of building regulations. This can be stressful at the best of times 
and a helping hand is always welcome.

That’s why more and more people are coming to the BBA for 
off-site certification of their products. For many years now, our 
work in the offsite construction sector has brought peace of mind 
to hundreds of architects and manufacturers alike.

BBA Agrément Certificates are widely read and respected by 
industry decision-makers who want to select innovative products 
that have been thoroughly assessed by the BBA. Our assessors 
have decades of experience in evaluating Offsite Construction, 
and we are currently assessing many new systems, adding to the 
many already approved including insulated concrete formwork, 
SIPs and framed systems.

Of course, our main focus is on the requirements of Building 
Regulations — not just in England and Wales, but also in Scotland 
and Northern Ireland. But we go much further than that. We 
want to ensure that a system is not only waterproof, warm and 
structurally sound; it has to be durable, too. No-one wants to buy 
a system with a short life expectancy, so we seek to ensure that it 
will last for an appropriate period of time.

Neither are our assessments simply desk exercises. As well as 
testing, we go out to the factory to check system documentation 
and control, making sure that the specification we approve is 
capable of being produced consistently.

We also go out on site to see units being offloaded and installed. 
That’s because we know that what may seem simple when 
explained in a dry office or factory can turn out to be very 
different on a building site.

Once we have gathered data from testing, factory inspections 
and site surveillance, we consider how we can use it to establish 
that the requirements of Building Regulations and other statutory 
or non-statutory documents have been met.

BBA Agrément Certificates are regarded as quite simply the best 
assurances you can get for your off-site products. With BBA’s 50 
years of unrivalled expertise in building and construction 
certification, it’s easy to see why.

clientservices@bbacerts.co.uk

www.bbacerts.co.uk

01923 665300

Looking at the advantages of BBA Certification 

mailto:clientservices@bbacerts.co.uk
http://www.bbacerts.co.uk
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We understand the need for quality support services. A service which ensures your queries are dealt with quickly, and in full, by people 

whose knowledge and experience you can trust. That’s why we’ve built what we believe to be one of the strongest Technical Support 

teams in the industry.

Our team are on hand to provide guidance on product selection, detailing and calculations. It’s the calibre of our people, and the 

efficient handling of every enquiry that sets us apart.

This in-house expertise is complemented by a range of free online resources designed to assist construction professionals, including:

-   U-value & Y-value calculators

-   BIM Objects

-   Insulation Solutions

-   Product Converter Tool

-   NBS Plus

-   Technical videos & articles

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
INDUSTRY LEADING

mailto:technical@quinn-buildingproducts.com


The primary care estate – a holistic
systems thinking approach
The primary care estate requires a plan for the future where we
‘don’t forget the building’ argues Karl Redmond and Gary Shuckford.
Here they highlight the professional guidance available
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Our healthcare services are undergoing 
significant change, and while healthcare 
professionals are frantically busy delivering

care to patients, it’s easy to forget that our primary
care estate infrastructure needs a plan for care too. 

Strategies to deal with the care programs are seen
with the introduction of Vanguards and STPs. The
cost and benefit of transformation is notable in the
acute sector, because of the cost of running our 
hospitals (Shuckford, Redmond & Gorse, July 2017)
along with the growing, shifting and changing demo-
graphic. The primary care estate will also have to
undergo significant change over the next decade if it
wishes to continue to offer first class patient care in
community settings. 

The General Practice Forward View and General
Practice Development Programme, backed with a 
significant funding programme, aims to increase our
primary care capacity. While commendable, it’s a
challenging programme of change. While a lot of
effort and focus is upon service transformation,
directing patients to other healthcare professionals
such as nurses and community pharmacists, very
few have considered the impact of the buildings that
care is delivered from. This is particularly important
with an increase in practice mergers and acquisitions
and the development of hub and spoke type premises
to deliver extended hours care and additional services.

Why is ‘the building’ important for the 
primary care estate? 
The building is likely to be a GP’s most important and
valuable asset; its value, its condition, its capacity, its
ability to meet the demands of evolving services and
models of care makes a strong understanding of the
building a very important consideration. In the not

too distant future, the importance of buildings may
be further complicated by the need to be compliant.
It is likely that the premises compliance requirements
for the delivery of Acute services will be extended to
include a wider range of healthcare services, especially
with an increasing number of services being delivered
within primary care. One example is the Premises
Assurance Model (PAM). The PAM compliance tool
has previously been considered for extension into
primary care assets and was expected to be intro-
duced in 2016. However, if GP’s continue to take
on/away services from the Acute Providers, then a
level playing field regarding ‘the building’ housing
such services will need to be in place to ensure
buildings are fit for purpose and clinically compliant
for specific clinical services. 

“The future is one of change, with
multiple challenges, you can stay ahead
by looking at the benchmark, as outlined
above and planning for the future. There
are groups and individuals willing and
able to help and share knowledge and
offer advice. After all, we are all patients
or will be at some stage.”

Even with more modern “hub” type premises, for
example, those that aspire to house multiple prac-
tices and support services, we have found issues
with access at different times of the day. Specifically,
if a lift is broken, some patients struggle to access
the upstairs consulting rooms, the layout/location of
reception means opening the whole downstairs just
to run an extended hours clinic or weekend physio
service. This leads to another consideration for ‘the
building’ of maximising operational efficiency for
patient flow as well as for physical asset performance
e.g. energy and proactive maintenance. The widely
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acknowledged ‘total cost of ownership’ for any asset is
mainly operational – c85% – the rest is in the design
and build. It is clinically sensible and logical to design
healthcare service delivery around the patient, but
‘don’t forget the building’ as this would be naïve and
could be commercially a costly mistake (short and
long term) in a market that is changing rapidly. 

Karl Redmond, worked with high-calibre partners
and collaborators in the application of the Smart
Asset Management program in a healthcare setting,
supported through the Internet of Things (IoT), which
has been developed to help improve, as well as link
the physical running and performance of any asset
with clinical, operational throughput. 

Practice mergers or acquisitions and 
property considerations 
Practice mergers or acquisitions are occurring more
often, led either by practices themselves or federa-
tions. We’ve also seen the beginning of “super prac-
tices” with large list sizes. The lease arrangements
need to be considered in discussions, early on, to

maximise the value of the existing asset(s) and to
ensure that future buildings are in the right place,
and able to deliver the range of services as they
evolve to meet evolving patient needs. Designing and
building a flexible, adaptable and compliant building
that carries a degree of future proofing, clinically and
commercially, giving GPs the chance to change their
healthcare delivery services to suit/cater for various
demographic demands, needs serious consideration.
The physical asset should not be a secondary 
consideration; it is a short and long-term investment
that requires insightful and viable solutions that fit
with a range of internal and external drivers. 

The planning work that needs to be carried out to
ensure the right facility is being built to meet the
needs of the area/population can be articulated. 
We learn how to plan by understanding the current
benchmark, physical and clinical, and the consequen-
tial impact on patients, which highlights the inability to
react quickly enough to changing demographics or to
develop flexible assets that may help with future proof-
ing of investments made in physical infrastructure. The
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introduction of systems and holistic thinking method-
ologies can have a positive impact on the planning
process and help deal with existing, stuttering clinical
scenarios developing across the country. 

“Karl Redmond, worked with high-calibre
partners and collaborators in the application
of the Smart Asset Management program
in a healthcare setting, supported through
the Internet of Things (IoT), which has
been developed to help improve, as well
as link the physical running and
performance of any asset with clinical,
operational throughput.” 

Existing infrastructure and funding 
Regarding the existing asset base, compliance and
statutory requirements for delivering healthcare
services are, and will always be, important. However,
with ageing buildings that constantly need repair and
energy costs increasing, seemingly monthly, it is time
to consider how well your building is performing.
This should include health and safety compliance but
also size, capability, capacity, risks, potential future
liabilities, contractual obligations and how or if to
invest further. The information required to make an

informed decision regarding the useful-
ness of ‘the building’ is available but it
needs gathering, understanding and then
disseminating to reach the most appro-
priate course of action for the practice,
operators, clinicians, workers and above
all, patients. 

To support the development of general
practice, don’t forget the value that a wide
range of companies and services can
offer, supporting the design of new and
refurbished healthcare premises. There is
more and more information available to
help with estates planning, such as Eden-
bridge Apex; an IT tool which shows cur-
rent and forecasts primary care demand
and capacity to help align services and

location to patient demand. Federated working and
technology is also evolving to support a more collab-
orative approach with neighbouring practices, to
maximise the use of existing buildings and services. 

The future is one of change, with multiple challenges,
you can stay ahead by looking at the benchmark, as
outlined above and planning for the future. There
are groups and individuals willing and able to help
and share knowledge and offer advice. After all, we
are all patients or will be at some stage. Can we make
certain we care for everyone in an environment ‘fit
for purpose’ now and in the future? So ‘don’t forget
the building.’ ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Karl Redmond 
LinkedIn: Karl Redmond

Gary Shuckford
LinkedIn: Gary Shuckford
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Wolverton Health Centre in Milton Keynes

https://www.linkedin.com/in/karl-redmond-98b24614/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gary-shuckford-94203735/
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Roofing and cladding fastener manu-
facturer SFS intec has been exclusively
invited to share its specification

market knowledge, analysis and experience
in a new report published by NBS.

The What Specifiers Want report, based on
the NBS Specification Survey, provides expert
guidance for construction product manufac-
turers supplying into the UK specification
market. It serves as a way for construction
professionals to inform the industry about
their changing needs when it comes to spec-
ification writing, with the findings also helping
NBS to improve the tools and resources it 
provides and adapt to the changing industry
as BIM establishes itself.

SFS intec, which has worked closely with archi-
tects and building envelope contractors for
three decades, was the only product manu-
facturer to be invited to share its perspectives
in this report, alongside eminent construction
industry professionals and thought-leaders. 

It reflects the company’s strength and depth
in the specification market, with its market-
leading support for building designers. This
includes a UK-based Specification Team
focused on supporting specifiers with writing
NBS clauses and the provision of BIM data
to support a more robust specification that
will make it more difficult to substitute prod-
ucts and reduce the risk of poor envelope
performance.

David Wigglesworth, Managing Director of
SFS intec’s UK business, who wrote an article
for the report, says: “We’re delighted to have

been invited to share our insights in this
latest NBS report, which will be enormously
beneficial to anyone working in the specifi-
cation market. 

“The key findings of the survey resonate with
our ethos and the way our support is struc-
tured, designed to help deliver better quality
buildings and maximise client satisfaction. This
is particularly so given the high proportion of
specifiers who value good relationships with
manufacturers and having detailed informa-
tion easily accessible online.”

Expert technical support has been at the core
of SFS intec’s success in serving the building
envelope market for more than 30 years with
a wide range of fasteners for pitched roof,
façade and flat roof construction. Operating
from its UK HQ in Leeds, the company is part
of the Swiss-based SFS Group, which has
annual sales in excess of £1.1bn and a history
dating back to the 1950s serving customers

SFS intec shares specification market
expertise in NBS specifier report
SFS intec was the only product manufacturer invited
to contribute to a key report offering expert guidance
to the UK specification market

in the construction, automotive, electronics,
industrial and medical products markets.

Find out more about SFS intec at 
www.sfsintec.co.uk and download the NBS
What Specifiers Want at
https://www.thenbs.com/knowledge/what-
specifiers-want-2017 .

Joanna Chew
Marketing Manager  
SFS intec
Tel: +44 (0)113 2085 500
uk.info@sfsintec.biz
www.sfsintec.co.uk
www.twitter.com/SFSintec

https://www.thenbs.com/knowledge/what-specifiers-want-2017
https://www.thenbs.com/knowledge/what-specifiers-want-2017
http://www.sfsintec.co.uk
mailto:uk.info@sfsintec.biz
http://www.sfsintec.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/SFSintec


London YIMBY – A new approach
to tackling the housing crisis
The YIMBY campaign aims to get more of the right homes in the right
places by giving individual streets and communities radical new powers
over planning. London YIMBY’s John Myers explains
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If you had half an hour with the Prime Minister, what
would you suggest to get more homes of the right
types in the right places? If YIMBY is the opposite of

NIMBY, what should a YIMBY campaign for?

That’s what our London YIMBY group asked when we
launched last year. We looked at hundreds of ideas,
but most had little appeal for a Prime Minister who
didn’t want to lose her job quickly, either through a
general election or an internal party coup.

Getting more well-designed homes built near existing
or new infrastructure would substantially boost 
economic growth in these uncertain times – not to
mention helping to create a much fairer society
where everyone is better off.

Can that be done while making local residents happier
and winning votes for the government that does it?
We think so.

We think long-lasting, powerful change is most likely
when new developments involve and benefit local
communities and residents.

Our first London YIMBY report lists three reform
ideas that, so far, we think have the best chance of
happening and being effective. Please let us have
your constructive suggestions and better ideas. You
can contact us at the details at the end of the article. 

Three ideas 
1. Better streets 
Let individual streets vote to give themselves addi-
tional permitted development rights to extend and/or
replace, and to choose a design code for façades to
ensure that residents will be happy with the final
result. We suggest a maximum height of six storeys,

with specific rules about back gardens, basement
extensions and houses on street corners.

2. Better green belt 
Give individual parishes and neighbourhood areas the
power to improve their own green belt by negotiating
with landowners and amending green belt designations,
with landowner consent, in return for an improved
environment and other benefits for the community.

3. Devolution 
Devolve more power, including power to change
planning law, to mayors and other local authorities,
and in particular let them adopt options 1 or 2 for all
or parts of their area.

The hard part is politics 
The biggest problem with substantially improving 
the supply of homes and infrastructure is that every
government for the last 40 years has been scared of
the political consequences of doing so. In high
demand areas, politics is the biggest obstacle. You
have to solve the politics to end the crisis.

Homeowners are a majority in this country, and they
tend to vote more than tenants. Private interviews
with politicians show they are painfully aware of that.
Many housing reform proposals have sadly not
addressed that basic challenge.

That means any politically practical reform must:

1. Not cause an overnight house price crash, or
politicians will be afraid to do it.

2. Ensure many local people see fast, large and 
continuing benefits from it, so that they actively fight
for the reform.

https://londonyimby.org/policy
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3. Change the existing system no more than needed,
to make the reform as politically easy as possible.

A reform has most chance of passing if at least 
some homeowners like it. Reforms that make nearly
everyone better off are the easiest to pass. Reforms
that make every existing homeowner worse off are
politically much harder.

Problems with the current system 
Who is completely happy with the current planning
system? Many planners feel under-resourced and
overstretched. Planning consultants could be far
more effective and better paid if they could get more
built by working with communities. Builders suffer
from the incredibly high costs of sites. Architects
want more freedom to design amazing buildings.
Homeowners often want bigger homes. Grandparents
and parents worry about where their children and
grandchildren will live. And private tenants suffer
most of all.

“Getting more well-designed homes built
near existing or new infrastructure would
substantially boost economic growth in
these uncertain times – not to mention
helping to create a much fairer society
where everyone is better off.”

New greenfield developments are often highly
unpopular. We are losing playing fields and green
spaces in existing cities. It is too easy to build unat-
tractive buildings on valuable green space, and too
hard to build beautiful new places on uninteresting
scrubland near public transport.

Most of all, it is far too difficult to enhance existing
streets, with the support of local residents, making
them and nearly everyone else better off.

Because the current system has been so bad at
ensuring enough high quality development that bene-
fits local people, the lowest-risk choice for politicians
and officials has generally been to restrict building.
We need an enhanced, better planning system to get
from a vicious to a virtuous circle, giving real power to
local communities.

High quality, well-planned growth in areas of highly

fragmented ownership is the hardest. Getting many
people to agree is difficult, especially where their
interests are wildly different and where change can
have a huge impact. Designing a planning system to
solve that political problem is incredibly difficult.
That’s the fundamental reason why we have failed so
badly to build what we should. No city around the
world has perfectly solved the problem.

How much better could we do? 
The housing crisis is the major cause of inequality. It
causes stress, insecurity, ill health and shortened lives.
It deprives the young and the poor of opportunities
and reduces social mobility. Fixing it would improve
our society profoundly.

But that is not all. There is evidence that fixing the
UK’s broken supply of housing and infrastructure
over a couple of decades could boost GDP by up to
30%. If that is true, it means our self-inflicted short-

https://capx.co/the-housing-crisis-an-act-of-devastating-economic-self-harm/
https://capx.co/the-housing-crisis-an-act-of-devastating-economic-self-harm/
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age of homes and other infrastructure has caused
more damage to GDP than either World War or any
other single event since the Black Death of 1348-9.
Acknowledging that devastating act of economic self-
harm will help create a strong consensus among
planners, industry and the public that change is
urgent and necessary.

A wave of high quality, new construction is a time-
honoured way to boost economic growth and a 
natural response to low interest rates. It will create
tens or hundreds of thousands of new jobs and
opportunities that will give people hope again, partic-
ularly the young, the poor and those who have lost
their jobs through the decline of manufacturing
industry. It is a win-win option, so long as you can
keep local residents happy.

Well-designed density 
The 1947 Act was never really intended to allow
large-scale, attractive, popular densification of parts
of existing cities with many different owners and
interests, not least because that was not seen as
needed at the time. It is long past time to create a
working way to do so, but it is not easy. 

Half of the homes in London are in buildings of only
one or two storeys, and the facts for many other
cities are similar. The Georgians and the Victorians
often built far more densely and more attractively
than current suburbs. We could achieve much 
more by copying some of the best practices of our
predecessors, while avoiding their mistakes.

HTA’s ‘Supurbia’ demonstrates how it is physically
possible to fit far more square footage into an existing
plot. In places of high demand, you can often increase
the built square footage of a typical suburban plot 
by five times, doubling or trebling the value for the
existing homeowner, by allowing replacement with
six-storey terraces and mansion blocks with attractive
façades. The challenge is to do it with the support of
existing residents.

Many people are happy with their current detached
or semi-detached suburban houses. Surveys show
they could often be even happier if given a way to
improve their street with attractive, well-designed
densification. The new permissions to build would in
many cases substantially increase the value of their
own existing properties and, over time, create many
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more homes – through extension and subdivision,
through replacement with higher terraced housing
split into maisonettes, or by combining several 
existing plots to build mansion blocks of flats.

The details 
Affordable housing requirements are much more
effective when they are fixed clearly in advance, so
that they are incorporated in any price paid for the
land. Contributions could also be required for other
infrastructure as needed.

For the ‘better streets’ idea, we suggest that an 
individual street should be able to vote on new 
permitted rights to extend and/or replace existing
buildings, requiring a double two-thirds majority
of existing residents and of residents who have been
there for at least three years to prevent gaming of
the system. We also suggest strict protections for
other houses not on the street, a limit to the amount
of back gardens that can be used, and rules about
houses on street corners and basement extensions.

Interviews suggest that allowing the street to vote on
its own design code for façades is key to get people
comfortable with the idea. Create Streets has shown
the strength of people’s concerns about the appear-
ance of new construction.

No individual homeowner has to use the new permis-
sions, of course. They can just sit on them – or team
up with a small builder, or sell for a substantially
increased value when the time is right for them. Over
time, the new flats and terraced houses will create
more homes for people to live in, making nearly
everyone better off.

Who are YIMBYs? 
The London YIMBY campaign launched last year as
part of the rapidly growing international YIMBY move-
ment, which took off in the San Francisco Bay Area
two years ago. This year’s second YIMBY conference,
held in California, had people from YIMBY campaigns
in over 30 different cities. 

In the UK, the London campaign has rapidly been 
followed by campaigns in Oxford and Cambridge,
two other needlessly unaffordable cities. Groups in
other cities aim to launch soon.

The campaigns are generally non-partisan, uniting
young and the old, left and right, to end the housing
crisis as urgently as needed.

Please help 
We need your expertise and support! Please get in
touch to help us with introductions and policy, to
support a nearby YIMBY group, or to find out how to
start a YIMBY group near you. Together we can build
a better country. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
John Myers
Co-founder
London YIMBY
www.londonyimby.org/contact
www.twitter.com/londonyimby
www.facebook.com/londonyimby
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www.londonyimby.org
www.oxfordyimby.org
www.twitter.com/cambridge_yimby
http://www.londonyimby.org/contact
http://www.twitter.com/londonyimby
http://www.facebook.com/londonyimby


It’s been a period of change for the Gov-ernment Digital Service (GDS) since losing
Executive Director Mike Bracken in 2015.

Since then, the service has experienced a
series of high-profile departures, leading
many commentators to suggest that the
much-lauded GDS could soon be coming to
an end.

However, in the November 2015 Spending
Review, then-Chancellor George Osborne
announced that the GDS would receive an
extra £450m over four years – a significant
increase on the previous budget of £58m 
per year.

Osborne highlighted that these additional
funds would help fuel a “digital revolution”
in central government and in particular
create one of the most digitally advanced tax
administrations in the world.

But, has new funding – and possibly the
public show of support – led to a digital 
revolution?

Starting at the beginning… 
In 2011, the GDS was formed to implement
the Digital by Default strategy – a key proposal
of UK Digital Champion and lastminute.com
founder Martha Lane Fox’s report into the
delivery of online public services.

The GDS’s first major project, GOV.UK, has in
many ways proved to be a success. Launched
in 2012, the publishing platform brought
together over 300 government agencies and
arm’s length bodies’ websites within 15

months. Replacing DirectGov and Business
Link alone saved more than £60m a year.
Early testing demonstrated that GOV.UK was
simpler for users, with 61% completing tasks
on the new Business Link section, compared
with 46% on the old website.

GOV.UK has also been viewed as an example
of best practice, with GDS team members
supporting countries as far afield as New
Zealand with their own digital government
efforts.

However, it’s not been entirely without oppo-
sition. In October 2016, the Welsh language
commissioner accused the UK government
of weakening Welsh language services,
explaining that provision on the site had
“deteriorated astonishingly” since the intro-
duction of GOV.UK. Other recent articles have
also identified challenges in making content
accessible for users. For example, 73% of the

Delivering a digital transformation
strategy – A review of the GDS
More than six months on from the Government’s Digital Transformation
Strategy, Idox’s Steven McGinty reviews the current situation, looking at the
champions of, and opposition to, the Government Digital Service
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content on GOV.UK is reportedly looked at by
fewer than 10 people per month.

Recognising government as 
a platform 
A major theme of the GDS’s work has been
the introduction of a platform approach to
digital government – principles proposed by
technology guru Tim O’Reilly. In 2015, Mike
Bracken set out a new vision for digital 
government, highlighting the need to create:

“A common core infrastructure of shared digital 
systems, technology and processes on which it’s easy
to build brilliant, user-centric government services.” 

GOV.UK is one such service.

But the concept has gone on to inspire new
services such as GOV.UK Verify, a platform
that enables citizens to prove who they are
when using government services. This common
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/directgov-2010-and-beyond-revolution-not-evolution-a-report-by-martha-lane-fox


service was a world first and is being used
by organisations such as HM Revenue & 
Customs (HMRC) and the Department for
Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA).

Additionally, GOV.UK Notify, a service that
sends text messages, emails or letters, was
introduced in January 2016. It helped 
support the Valuation Office Agency (VOA)
transition some of its services to online only,
as it provided the ability to send thousands
of notifications at once.

Observations from the National
Audit Office 
On 30 March 2017, the National Audit Office
(NAO) published a report into the govern-
ment’s track record on their digital transfor-
mation strategy.

The report concluded that the GDS had an
early impact across Whitehall, successfully
reshaping the government’s approach to
technology and transformation. However,
Amyas Morse, head of the National Audit
Office, also observed that:

“Digital transformation has a mixed track record
across government. It has not yet provided a level
of change that will allow government to further
reduce costs while still meeting people’s needs. To
achieve value for money and support transforma-
tion across government, GDS needs to be clear
about its role and strike a balance between robust
assurance and a more consultative approach.” 

In particular, the NAO highlighted concerns
over the GOV.UK Verify programme. The ser-
vice has proven difficult to adopt for some
departments, which has led to the GDS
allowing the use of alternate identity ser-
vices. According to the NAO, this significantly
undermines the business case for GOV.UK
Verify and provides a poorer experience for
users on government websites.

Opinions from the Institute 
for Government 
Influential think tank the Institute for Gov-
ernment (IfG) recently published two reports

on the progress of the digital transformation
strategy.

In October 2016, the report Making a Suc-
cess of Digital Government estimated that
the UK government could save up to £2bn by
2020 through efficiency savings by creating
better digital services. Major digital transfor-
mation strategy successes were also high-
lighted, including the online registration to
vote by 1.3m people by May 2016 and the
introduction of a new digital road tax system
(removing the need for paper discs).

“GOV.UK has also been viewed
as an example of best practice,
with GDS team members sup-
porting countries as far afield
as New Zealand with their own
digital government efforts.”

In terms of the GDS, the IfG expressed 
similar views to the NAO:

“We found that GDS has played an important role
in bringing new digital capability into government.
But, in the absence of a new digital strategy, its role
is unclear. GDS needs to re-equip itself to support
a government that now has rapidly developing 
digital capability, and high ambitions for change.” 

In February 2017, the Government pub-
lished a new Digital Transformation Strategy,
including an attempt to clarify the ‘evolving’
role of the GDS.

However, this hasn’t stopped the IfG making
several new recommendations for the GDS
in its latest digital government report. These
include:

Clarifying the GDS standards and distin-•
guishing between standards and guidance.

Re-examining the role of the Government•
Gateway – an identity assurance platform
– and of Gov.uk Verify.

Taking a more active role in the digital ser-•
vices market, such as designing the Digital

Steven McGinty
Research Officer
Idox
Tel: +44 (0)870 333 7101
info@idoxgroup.com 
www.idoxgroup.com 
www.twitter.com/Idoxgroup 
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Marketplace for different users. 

Creating a store for Application Program-•
ming Interfaces (APIs) to encourage their
use throughout the public sector.

The GDS has played a vital role in creating a
new vision for digital government. However,
the evidence suggests that over recent years
the pace of change has slowed, with key ini-
tiatives such as GOV.UK Verify facing a variety
of challenges.

In the coming years, it’s likely that the Brexit
negotiations will be top priority for politicians
and many government departments. It will
be important, therefore, for the GDS to work
with these departments and look to prioritise
services that are vital for managing the Brexit
process. In the meantime, services across the
UK will continue to undergo digital transfor-
mation and evolve in line with technological
changes. 

Supporting local authorities on their digital
journeys, Idox has a proven track record in
delivering smart, citizen-facing technologies
to councils across the UK. To find out more
about our work in the areas of planning,
building control, licensing and beyond,
please visit www.idoxgroup.com or contact
us today.
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Cyber-attacks: Limiting the exposure
of the UK construction industry
How switched on is the UK construction industry to its role in the fight
against cyber-attacks? Emma Roe, Partner and Head of Commercial at law
firm Shulmans, takes a look
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With the prevalence of ransomware attacks
regularly dominating the headlines, what
does the UK construction industry need to

learn from the experiences of other sectors and how
exposed is it in the world of cyber security?

Security breaches that expose critical data or cause
catastrophic system failures can affect any business,
but the proximity of construction businesses to critical
and sensitive infrastructure projects make this sector
an obvious target for such crimes.  

Businesses are understandably becoming increas-
ingly interested in finding out how they can protect
themselves from the risk of external cyber-attacks,
but the security threat posed by internal breaches is
potentially just as damaging and possibly harder to
detect. It might come down to simple human error,
weak password management or a disgruntled ex-
employee having retained unauthorised access to
sites and systems when they should not have done,
and there is probably more scope for businesses to
mitigate these areas of internal risk than those of 
the external variety.

With the imminent arrival of the General Data Pro-
tection Regulation (GDPR), and the implementation
of the Security of Network & Information Systems
Directive (NIS Directive), there is a step-change in leg-
islation aimed at combatting businesses’ technologi-
cal exposure, both external and internal. These new
laws have clear expectations around compliance and
confirm that protecting a business against the risks
of cyber-attack does not just start and finish at an
individual’s IT device – they also focus on protecting
the physical buildings and infrastructure as a key
component of technological risk mitigation. 

Like many other sectors, the construction industry may
feel a bit removed from the more consumer-facing
worlds of data-heavy businesses. However, the risk
posed by cyber-attack is just as real when you consider
the value of security information associated with a
building, and how vital that integrity is for buildings
that function as key infrastructure locations – housing
business-critical data, storage servers and the
people who operate and maintain them. The NIS
Directive, which was subject to a public consultation
by the government that ended on 30 September, is
designed to ensure that operators of key infrastruc-
ture, such as providers of electricity, transport, 
water, energy, health and digital infrastructure, have
adequately protected their business and service 
provision against cyber-attack, as well as other risks.

The digital and culture minister, Matt Hancock, has
commented that: “We want the UK to be the safest
place in the world to live and be online, with our
essential services and infrastructure prepared for
the increasing risk of cyber-attack and more resilient
against other threats such as power failures and
environmental hazards.”

Increasingly, therefore, this type of site integrity and
the solutions designed to protect such buildings from
threats that include environmental hazards, IT and
power failures, must be a key part of any construction
project. In the same way that a business is required by
the GDPR to be able to demonstrate how it protects
itself against threats of unauthorised data access, the
NIS Directive will require a physical level of protection.

Like businesses in other industries, those in the 
construction sector must be alive to the fact that they
could play an unwitting role in providing a potentially
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easier route for cyber hackers into many different
businesses. With access to its clients’ key sites and
security information, construction businesses and
those in property and facilities management who 
fail to protect against unauthorised access could find
themselves the target of cyber-attack, not for their
own data, but as a means of obtaining access into the
businesses for which they work. Increasingly, clients
will be asking what processes and checks are in place
to ensure the contractor isn’t unintentionally providing
an open back door to its key infrastructure data.

As so many recent cyber security breaches demon-
strate, there is both a technological solution to this
area of risk and a personnel solution. Clearly, ensuring
firewall protection and software patches are kept up to
date and actively maintained must be the groundwork
of any effective cyber security strategy. 

However, it is also worth thinking about internal train-
ing and talking regularly with staff about vigilance, not
just on basic site security, but also about what to spot
in the online and email side of their client interactions.
Many of the risks in this space can be mitigated with
improved staff awareness and training on how security
breaches happen, what to look out for and how to act
when faced with an authorised request for access or
information transfers. As with so many compliance
areas in the online world, technology alone cannot
provide the solution to the cyber risk posed. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Emma Roe
Partner and Head of Commercial
Shulmans LLP
Tel: +44 (0)113 288 2817
eroe@shulmans.co.uk
www.shulmans.co.uk
www.twitter.com/ShulmansLLP

Emma Roe, Partner and Head of Commercial
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UK Construction Week: 
Bigger and better for 2017
UK Construction Week, the most popular event in the construction
calendar, returns to the Birmingham NEC this October. PBC Today takes a
look at what’s in store

No matter what those in the built environment
are working on, there’s only one roof you’ll
want to be under from 10 October. The

Birmingham NEC is hosting UK Construction Week,
the largest and most anticipated event in the 
construction calendar. 

Here you’ll discover the industry’s most innovative
products, from cladding to timber and services,
experts sharing insights on all the big issues including
health and safety, CPD-certified workshops to
enhance your skills, and the chance to network with
an estimated 35,000 fellow professionals. All for free.

Nine shows under one roof 
Nine shows will take place from Tuesday 10 to 
Thursday 12 October: The Build Show sponsored by

Easy-Trim; Timber Expo; Smart Buildings 2017;
Grand Designs Live; Surface & Materials Show 2017;
Energy 2017; Plant & Machinery Live; HVAC 2017;
and Civils Expo.

There will be more than 650 exhibitors, including
construction’s biggest names and greatest innovators
such as Easy-Trim, CAT, Gripple, Jigtech, Knauf 
Insulation, Portakabin Group, Screwfix, Velux Modular
Skylight, Steico, BAXI, CEMEX and Festool. 

This year, there are extra zones and theatres, 
including the Offsite Theatre in association with the
Modular & Portable Building Association and the 
BIM Prospects Theatre delivered by BRE. The event
will feature demos of the latest in construction tech-
niques, materials and new products to benefit every 
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conceivable area of housebuilding. There will also be
international pavilions from Turkey, China, Belarus
and Poland. 

Three major motifs 

Building safety
Building safety is an absolute priority at this year’s
event. Industry professionals will benefit from free
CPD advice covering changes to legislation on safety,
guidance on product safety, fire prevention strategies
and your role in the construction process, among
other insights. UK Construction Week has put
together a comprehensive CPD programme that will
tackle these issues in the form of one-hour workshops,
which will allow visitors to share knowledge and ask
valuable questions from a range of industry experts
from BRE Group, CIAT, FIS, ASFP, CIC, APS BAFSA and
manufacturers including Knauf Insulation, ROCK-
WOOL and Kidde Fire Safety. 

Offsite construction
Another major theme at this year’s event will be off-
site construction. There will be a dedicated theatre
and awards programme supported by the Modular &
Portable Building Association (MPBA) and the Struc-
tural Timber Association (STA), while exhibitions will
showcase the latest developments in the sector from

industry experts including Portakabin, Containex and
Wernick Group.

The MPBA and STA have been working closely with
UK Construction Week to establish a major presence
to promote this growing sector at the event. The
industry has embraced the latest technologies to
build quicker, more efficiently and at a quality not
achievable before. At the event, the MPBA and STA
will seek to educate and inform a wide variety of 
construction professionals visiting the show about
ongoing and future challenges, as well as the quality
of products and components that all contribute to
the success of this evolving sector.

Elsewhere, industry experts will take to the stage to
discuss and debate a range of hot topics, such 
as what volumetric construction is and its uses in
education, healthcare and residential, and why offsite
construction will become the way to build in the
future. Special guest speakers already include Andy
King (MD, Wernick Buildings), Phil Smith (Senior
Estates Advisor, NHS), Bob Mears (MPBA Marketing
Committee), Michael Hunter (Hemsec SIPS), Steve
Newell (Director, Portakabin), Tom Bloxham (Chairman,
Urban Splash), Rory Bergin (Partner, Sustainable
Futures), Jackie Maginnis (CEO, MPBA) and Richard
Hipkiss (MD, Digital Energy).
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The present and future of BIM 
The Building Research Establishment (BRE) is hosting
the BIM Prospects Theatre. Leading companies such
as Wienerberger, Kier Construction and Carillion will
provide expert insights on the skills gap and delivering
BIM Level 2, while bringing the audience up to date
on the government mandate requiring collaborative
3D BIM. 

Seminal speakers 
UK Construction Week has an impressive line-up of
speakers for 2017, including architecture expert Tom
Dyckhoff and speakers from Zaha Hadid Architects,
drMM, Arup, Pier Architects, Design for Homes and
the HS2 Growth Partnership, discussing every topic
from sustainability to housing strategy.

What else is happening? 
UK Construction Week is bringing back the Innovation
Trail, a showcase for the newest and most exciting
construction-related products on the market. 

Zip Panelling will bring its latest composite panel 
board design, which is set to revolutionise external,
party, internal, cladding and flooring construction.
Grundfos will introduce SCALA2, a new fully integrated,
variable speed water booster pump that has been
specifically designed and built to deliver perfect water
pressure to wherever it is needed in the home. Mean-
while, Central Alliance will showcase the latest in mobile
mapping with its ROBIN LiDAR mapping system, and
Graphene will display its 3D printed graphene shoe
with pressure sensor. This is an example of how adding
graphene to pre-existing materials can increase its
functionality. 

Exova, one of the world’s leading providers of testing,
calibration and advisory services, will have live instal-
lation demonstrations that will take place on their
stand on each day at UK Construction Week. This will
include a full-scale simulated cross-corridor set-up,
which will be used to demonstrate best practice
installation of passive fire protection measures. 

On Tuesday 10 October, the BSI will host an interactive
day exploring some of the key trends coming up in
the built environment. Sessions include standards
supporting global growth, collaborative working in
the supply chain, digitalisation and BIM. 

This year’s show will also launch IEMA’s latest research
report on the role sustainability skills are playing in

enabling the “UK’s Golden Age of Infrastructure”.
Taking place on Wednesday 11 October, it will include
presentations from industry leaders who are already
actively pursuing the opportunities of embedding sus-
tainability across infrastructure projects, consultancy
skills, contractor operations and more. 

Additional zones and theatres include Health & Safety,
Windows & Doors, Roofing & Insulation, Tools, the
Builders Merchants Federation Pavilion, a Development
& Regeneration Hub, a ‘How to’ Theatre sponsored
by Trimaco featuring product demonstrations, 
and the Education Hub offering CPDs in partnership
with BSI.

Social networking 
Collaboration and knowledge-sharing make the
industry stronger. UK Construction Week will encour-
age exhibitors and visitors to have some downtime
at the beer and ale festival, open each day and both
middle nights, plus a dodgeball tournament and
casino nights on 10 and 11 October with Genting
International Casino.

A number of new, specialist awards will also feature
at this year’s event. These include LOWCVP Low
Carbon Champions Awards and the WAN Transport,
Concrete in Architecture and Adaptive Reuse Awards.
The UK’s best companies in the industry will also be
recognised at the Construction Enquirer Awards on
the opening night of the show. ■

Register to attend at www.ukconstructionweek.com

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
UK Construction Week
Tel: +44 (0)20 3225 5200
info@ukconstructionweek.com
www.ukconstructionweek.com
www.twitter.com/UK_CW
www.facebook.com/UKConstructionWeek/
uk.linkedin.com/company/ukconstructionweek
www.youtube.com/channel/UCW42fmbs-
EjkR9O0U_NLkLA
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• LiDAR and Aerial photograph interpretation 

and mapping
• Post excavation processing and reporting 
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• Publication

As a Chartered Institute for Archaeologists 
(CIfA) Registered Organisation, the quality of our
work and our business practice is assured. The
organisation employs a core staff of 20 and recruits
additional temporary staff as required. All staff are
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are carried out in compliance with professional and
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Health and Safety procedures and each site is the
subject of a robust Risk Assessment.

For further details and a no-obligation quotation:
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Understanding disability access
in the built environment
Realising true disability access in the built environment is not just
about minimum design standards or building regulations. But, with
a common sense approach, it can be achieved in a cost-effective
manner, says Turner & Townsend’s Richard Dryden

Contrary to what seems to be the widespread
understanding across our industry, the Dis-
ability Discrimination Act 1995, or DDA, has

not been in force since October 2010. Seven years
on and the DDA is still continually referenced.

The DDA was replaced by the Equality Act 2010. This
change was more than simple rebranding; it has far
wider implications and there is a need for better
awareness and understanding across the industry. 

The Equality Act 2010 provides greater consistency
than the DDA and, in some areas, strengthens provi-
sions. Clients and asset operators need to be fully
aware of their obligations, which in turn, will allow us
to correctly manage their expectations. Pertinent
parts of the Equality Act 2010 include, but are not
limited to:

Part 3: Goods, facilities and services;•

Part 4: Buying or renting land or property;•

Part 5: Employment;•

Part 6: Education;•

Part 12: Transport.•

All the above applicable to the design of the built
environment.

The Equality Act 2010 is structured around nine “pro-
tected characteristics”, one of which is disability, and
it prohibits discrimination, harassment and victimisa-
tion against all those who fall within these groups.

Who is disabled? 
The Equality Act defines a disabled person as: “Some-
one who has a physical or mental impairment which
has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on
their ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities.”

It is legally recognised that “long term” is defined as
12 months, although people with a terminal illness
are covered from the point of diagnosis.

“Rather than building compliance, it is
full access to services, education and
employment that matters and this can be
delivered in numerous ways…”

While the international symbol for access depicts a
wheelchair user, the majority of disabled people do
not use a wheelchair and there is a wide variety of
disabilities that must be considered when addressing
access for all. These include, but are not limited to:

Sensory impairments (eg visual and/or hearing);•

Mental illnesses (eg depression, stress, anxiety,•
phobias, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, etc);

Learning disabilities (eg autistic impairments,•
dyslexia, down syndrome, etc);

Mobility and dexterity impairments;•

Communication impairments;•

Physical coordination impairments;•

Memory/concentration impairments.•
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Disability access in the built environment 
Nowhere in the Equality Act 2010 does it state that
“accessible environments” should be provided for dis-
abled people, either in the workplace or in accessing
education, or goods, facilities and services. Rather,
duties under the Equality Act 2010 include the
requirement to consider barriers created by physical
features of buildings and to make adjustments in 
certain circumstances, while focusing wholly (as 
applicable) on:

Access to services;•

Access to curriculum;•

Access to employment.•

This distinction is important, especially when (limited)
funds are required to improve an existing estate.
Focus should be on providing the best access possible
to the functions noted above, not necessarily focusing
spend on gaining access to 100% of a building or site.
This can improve the quality of function provided
and drastically save costs.

Reasonableness 
Another consideration when developing disability
access in the built environment (notably on existing
sites) is ensuring funds and resources are focused
correctly and ‘reasonably’. To do this, you should
note items that would have a noticeable impact,
while considering:

Extent to which step would be effective;•

Extent to which step is practical;•

Cost;•

Disruption;•

Extent of resources;•

Resources already spent;•

Availability of financial or other assistance.•

It is imperative to note that cost must not be 
considered as a sole reason not to improve disability
access and all avenues should be explored in order
to improve accessibility, even if unorthodox and/or
not meeting recognised standards (only as applicable).
In historic buildings, for example, solutions could be
accepted that do not meet recognised standards,
but improve access while being sympathetic to the
original make-up of a building.

“Refreshing our attitudes to delivering
good design for disability does not have
to be taxing. The regulatory framework
encourages us to take a common sense
approach, and that’s exactly what’s
required.”

Design standards 
A building (or its elements), in itself, cannot be
‘Equality Act-compliant’. Yet this is something that is
asked by clients and service providers on a regular
basis. Rather than building compliance, it is full access
to services, education and employment that matters
and this can be delivered in numerous ways – often
with minimal impact on existing environments.

Richard Dryden, Associate Director at Turner & Townsend
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Importantly, Building Control approvals do not 
necessarily equate to meeting the requirements of
the Equality Act 2010. Building Control approvals 
are focused on the Building Regulations, which are
minimum statutory standards. Reasonableness
under the Equality Act 2010 may dictate that more
onerous standards should be applied. These include,
but are not limited to:

BS8300: Design of buildings and their approaches•
for disabled people;

DfT: Inclusive Mobility; •

Sport England: Accessible Sports Facilities; •

Visit Britain: National Accessible Scheme; •

Unorthodox/bespoke solutions •
(notably in existing buildings).

There is no reason if a scheme design specification is
developed by cherry-picking from a range of standards
in order to assist with delivering an asset that meets
the needs of all its users.

“While the international symbol for
access depicts a wheelchair user, the
majority of disabled people do not use a
wheelchair and there is a wide variety of
disabilities that must be considered when
addressing access for all.”

Conclusion 
The provision of inclusion and full disability access in
the built environment can deliver social and business
benefits, and enable providers to keep pace with the
ever-increasing demands of society. The shift from
the DDA to the Equalities Act reflects this, but we
need better engagement from the industry to reach
the best outcomes – and that doesn’t have to mean
more cost.

Early identification (RIBA stage 0/1) of user needs is
essential in order to recognise which design standards
should be applied. It is our opinion that simply stating

Approved Document M and/or BS8300 compliance
in Employer’s Requirements is detrimental to provid-
ing a truly accessible and inclusive environment. It is
access to employment, curriculum or services that
matters. 

Designers may ‘get’ standards but do not necessarily
understand disability. Consider input from a suitably
qualified person who understands both the built
environment and pan-disability needs, ie a National
Register of Access Consultant (NRAC) – Consultant
Member. This will also help ensure a scheme is
accessible for all relevant types of disability, be they
physical, mental, sensory or any other.

Access consultants (with regards to building life)
should be generally cost-neutral and assist with 
protecting all items noted above. They can also add
to the usability of a building, along with:

Complying with legislation in a cost-effective manner;•

Targeting resources correctly to avoid unsightly•
and costly retrofitting;

Providing ‘true’ accessibility.•

Refreshing our attitudes to delivering good design for
disability does not have to be taxing. The regulatory
framework encourages us to take a common sense
approach, and that’s exactly what’s required. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Richard Dryden PG Dip (Merit), NRAC (Consultant)
Associate Director 
Turner & Townsend
richard.dryden@turntown.co.uk
www.turnerandtownsend.com
www.twitter.com/turnertownsend
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From fancy – but flawed – design features
to basic building accessibility errors, we’re
surprised and disappointed to see so

many projects that require remedial work.

Recent examples have come from assessing
accessibility of museums. If we were to open
a museum of design howlers, these examples
would probably be in it.

The first site looked fine as we approached, with
a gently sloping footpath leading to the main
doors, and the alternative of a few steps with
the correct nosings and appropriate handrails.

But unfortunately, the handrails protruded
part of the way across the path, which was also
obstructed, albeit temporarily, by a carelessly
located A-board. The glass doors carried poor
manifestation, creating difficulties for anyone
with a visual impairment, and they opened
outwards, leaving visitors cramped for space.

The push pad to operate the doors was fixed
to a wall at the side but behind a barrier, as
was the proximity card reader used by staff.
Both were therefore almost impossible for a
wheelchair user to reach.

Inside the building, there is an accessible WC
on each level but they all have the same
transfer direction. Some people prefer or
need right transfer and some people use left
transfer, so why not alternate them on the
different floors?

The main access to the second building is via
a revolving glass door, which cannot be used
by wheelchair users and which also presents
problems for some people with other

impairments; for example, you would not be
able to use it with an assistance dog.

There is a pass door, which is operated by a
push pad, but when we visited the pad was
obstructed by an A-board. Anyone who could
still operate the door would then find it
opens outwards, leaving little space to get
around the door and into the building.

The manifestation on the revolving door and
the pass door is inadequate, and the amount
of glass used in the design and construction
makes it difficult for some people to define
key features of the door.

The signage on the loo doors is a modern
design but lacks clarity. You can only work out
which is the men’s loo when you compare
the sign with the one for the ladies’ loo.
Many disabled people are capable of using
non-disabled loos, but not when the signage
is so confusing.

On the staircase, the handrail is recessed into
the wall. It looks nice and stylish but is guilty
of form over function. It just doesn’t do the
job. If someone needs to take support from
the handrail when they use the stairs, they
will not be able to do it with this design.

There are other design features that, at best,
confuse people, such as a full-length mirror
at the back of the lift. It is essential to have a
mirror to enable wheelchair users to see if
there are any obstructions behind them,
such as someone coming into the lift, and to
identify which floor they are on. But it should
only cover the top half of the wall of the lift;
a full-length mirror is confusing.

Basic errors are obstacles
to building accessibility
Building accessibility is covered by Approved Document M, yet many
projects still suffer from avoidable errors and poor choices that can be
costly to put right. Ian Streets of About Access examines the problem
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All of these issues are addressed in Approved
Document Part M and therefore raise ques-
tions about the part played by the designers
and by Building Control.

The client is unlikely to understand building
accessibility so will go to a professional,
expecting the design to meet the required
standards. It’s up to the designer to ensure
their work does that, enabling Building Con-
trol to sign it off. Alternatively, the designer
should produce an access strategy to say why
a feature doesn’t meet the guidance and it is
then up to Building Control to decide
whether that is acceptable.

The examples we have highlighted are as
basic as it gets. Setting the handrail into the
wall will have cost more money than fixing it
to an accessible position on the side of the
wall. In common with the other scenarios, it
demonstrates cases of spending more
money than necessary on the original fea-
tures, and then having to spend again on
modifications to make the buildings properly
accessible. 

Ian Streets
About Access Limited 
Tel: 01482 651101
info@aboutaccess.co.uk 
www.aboutaccess.co.uk 
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http://www.aboutaccess.co.uk
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Jean Hewitt, Director of the Centre for Accessible Environments, explores the subject
of toilet design and supply and some of the issues for today’s society

Accessible toilets are a fundamental compo-
nent of our lives – their availability can affect
our ability to travel, go to work, undertake

everyday activities and participate in a range of
leisure activities and interests. Many public toilets
have been closed and user groups are concerned
over the lack of access to suitable toilets and the
impact this has on their lives; other user groups are
concerned that the design of toilets no longer meets
their diverse needs. 

Who is the accessible WC for? 
The accessible WC, while possessing many features
that have been designed specifically for wheelchair
users, is also intended to meet the needs of people
with other disabilities including many conditions that
are hidden. Two examples are people who use a
colostomy bag and people who have a toilet anxiety
or phobia. 

Toilet anxiety/phobia is an overarching term to
describe a number of issues related to using toilets,
where people experience concerns or anxiety about
a range of toilet needs, including being too far from a
toilet or having an accident in public. Such anxieties
can affect almost anyone and the symptoms range
from mild to severe. An accessible toilet is sometimes
the only facility that will meet the needs of some 
sufferers.

Several organisations have developed a variety of
notices to overcome the upsetting issue of people
with genuine conditions being challenged or ‘tutted’
at for not appearing to have any need to use the
facility. We hope the toilet door signs will largely
remain unchanged, however, as many people rely on
the consistent use of clear symbols, including some
people with low vision, dyslexia or whose first language
is not English.

The devil’s in the detail 
We could share hundreds of pictures of misleading
signs and also poorly fitted out accessible toilets;
common findings being fundamental safety issues
such as the wrong height pan for safe wheelchair
transfer, missing or unstable grab rails, or an 
emergency alarm that isn’t audible by anyone with
responsibility to help. But what about the smaller
details inside, like a missing coat hook or no shelves
– does that really affect anyone in a big way?

“Many public toilets have been closed
and user groups are concerned over the
lack of access to suitable toilets and the
impact this has on their lives; other user
groups are concerned that the design of
toilets no longer meets their diverse needs.”

The answer is a big “Yes” – and more so now than
ever. Colostomy UK contacted CAE last year to 
discuss their concern over the disappearance of 
cisterns from accessible toilets as hidden cisterns
are favoured in many new buildings. The exposed
ceramic cistern top is regularly used as a shelf for
colostomy bag users – particularly in the absence of
a corner shelf for this purpose. It is estimated that
one in every 500 people in the UK live with a stoma
so this is a hugely underestimated need, with many
designers now opting for cisterns enclosed behind
panelling but forgetting to insist on that important
corner shelf in accessible WCs. 

Why not also consider the addition of an appropriate
shelf to any self-contained WC cubicle that has a
basin, particularly as that basin is often larger and
could potentially have a shelf or decent sized basin
surround? Furthermore, the inclusion of two addi-
tional coat hooks near to the basin allows the oppor-
tunity for a bag to be positioned within easy reach. If

Inclusive design: Accessible toilets today

https://www.anxietyuk.org.uk/anxiety-type/toilet-phobia/


the mirror is longer and extends to the basin rim,
this makes the experience much easier for people
who prefer to stand. 

“Here in the UK, we are seeing a growing
debate around the need for gender-neutral
toilets and appropriate signage, but no
universal approach has been agreed at 
this time.”

Changing Places Toilets 
A Changing Places Toilet is intended for people who
cannot use standard accessible toilets. This includes
people with profound and multiple learning disabili-
ties and other conditions such as motor neurone
disease, multiple sclerosis and cerebral palsy, as well
as some older people. It is a specialist facility that
includes a changing bench and hoist and is not a
replacement for an accessible WC designed for 
independent use, so should always be provided in
addition. (There have been several instances recently

where we have heard of designers attempting to
combine the two).

The Changing Places toilet initiative started just over
10 years ago and in July, it celebrated its 1,000th
installation. But this was only possible with the help
of a voluntary army of campaigners. 

Without question, the UK is leading the world in
Changing Places provision, with countries such as
Australia and the US only just beginning their 
Changing Places journey. However, there is no place
for complacency as there are still many parts of the
country where a Changing Places Toilet is very 
difficult to find. 

There are also many families who are desperately in
need of such life-changing facilities but are completely
unaware of their existence. Organisations assume
that all they need to do is to provide a Changing
Places Toilet and people will come flocking to use it.
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More often, a concerted media campaign is needed
to reach people who have become socially isolated
for the very reason that it’s so difficult to go out
when there is nowhere equipped to assist with trans-
ferring and changing. There is therefore a risk that
some local authorities can perceive a lack of demand
as a lack of need, whereas in fact it is often a lack of
awareness. The provision of a Changing Places Toilet
is a change that sees some of the most vulnerable
people in society able to enjoy a new freedom – but
only if there is sufficient promotion to make everyone
aware of its existence.

Challenges for the future 
Here in the UK, we are seeing a growing debate
around the need for gender-neutral toilets and
appropriate signage, but no universal approach has
been agreed at this time. One that is particularly
worrying is the sudden surge of places where male
and female separate facilities have been “neutralised”
without adjustments to the layout and fittings, 

resulting in gender-neutral facilities that still contain
urinals. Also, toilet cubicles that do not afford the 
privacy of a full-height door or have shared basins
are really unsuitable for changing to mixed use, yet
such practices seem to have been adopted recently
by some large organisations. 

There is an increasing need to recognise cultural 
differences around the use of toilets and sometimes
this can conflict with other needs. There is a cultural
need, for example, for gender-specific accessible 
toilets for some faiths, but consideration must also
be given to the fact that an accessible cubicle within
a gender-specific facility will not meet the needs of
someone being assisted by someone of a different
gender. A recent visit to Dubai highlighted to me the
sensitivity around use of unisex toilets (for example,
a female unable to use a facility that has been used
by a male) and how difficult it can be to balance a
spectrum of different needs. 

“There is a risk that some local authorities
can perceive a lack of demand as a lack 
of need, whereas in fact it is often a lack
of awareness.”

The benefit of overseas visits is not only to under-
stand other cultures but also to see designs different
to our own. We have some excellent standards in the
UK but that is not to say we cannot learn from others.
During a recent visit to Latvia, for example, we came
across a WC pan that had an integral drop-down
support rail on both sides. Our host, a disability 
charity, reported that this arrangement had been
much welcomed by disabled people, who found the
rails much more reliable than fixed wall rails. Many
access professionals have stories of grab rails that
are not robustly fixed here in the UK too, so perhaps
this is a design worthy of looking into! ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jean Hewitt
Director
Centre for Accessible Environments
Tel: +44 (0)20 7822 8232
info@cae.org.uk
www.cae.org.uk
www.twitter.com/CAE_info

mailto:info@cae.org.uk
http://www.cae.org.uk
http://www.twitter.com/CAE_info


If you are consuming risk information,
whether you operate in the public or 
private sector, the leading requirements

are simplicity, accuracy and accessibility. If
you are providing risk information, whether
that is the raw data, its analysis, interpretation
or validation, the leading requirements
remain the same. 

This perfect union of demand and supply
suggest a harmonious relationship between
the provision of flood risk data and its
common understanding. However, in a bur-
geoning risk area with increasingly specialist
datasets and complex terminology, this is
clearly not the reality. 

At Landmark, we believe in working towards
this reality and making flood risk simple,
accurate and accessible for everyone.
Whether you are developing, valuing, trans-
acting or managing land and property, our
specialist and unique services can help you
understand flood risk. 

Content is king 
The provision of flood data has long been in
a race; trying to keep pace with our increasing
technical understanding. In 2001, the main
sources of risk were considered to be only
river and coastal events. 

By 2009, surface water risk had been intro-
duced to our collective understanding, with
groundwater risk following shortly thereafter.
Each of the four sources of flood risk now has
its own specialist data providers and experts,
spanning both the public and private sector. 

A brief look at just one of these risk types –
surface water – highlights this growing 
complexity. Risks are reported within four
categories across three return periods, thus
serving up nine possible data categories for
consideration. When including the rest (river,
coastal and groundwater), as well as the
numerous different data providers, this
amounts to a very large pile of data. A pile
so big it’s easy to get lost in.

Envirocheck Analysis is our unique data
viewer that reduces the likelihood of getting
lost in this data pile. Our market leading
flood data report, Environcheck Flood
Screening, is provided as both a pdf report
and an online viewer. This has allowed us to
deliver on all three data principals:

1. Simple: We review every available dataset
and only include those of relevance and
value.

2. Accurate: Every dataset used within our
reports is analysed and validated by our data
experts.

3. Accessible: Our viewer provides customers
an ability to analyse, overlay and interrogate
their data. 

If content is king then context 
is god 
No matter how good the data, it will only
become usable information once context and
interpretation are applied. This only comes
from a human being – and the higher qualified
and commercially pragmatic, the better. 

Using flood data to get a clearer
picture of environmental risk
Flooding is considered a complex and technical area of
environmental risk; however, with the flood data we have
available today at our fingertips, it doesn’t have to be
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In the UK, where the number of specific
datasets available on any given property
could be upwards of 25, the importance of
pragmatism is paramount. 

Landmark’s in-house consultancy team, Argyll
Environmental, is both highly qualified and
commercially pragmatic. With the combined
experience from providing >10,000 risk opin-
ions per month in the conveyancing sector,
the team is uniquely placed to refine their risk
tolerance and deliver the most pragmatic
approach possible to reviewing risk. 

This approach is informed and governed by
industry-specific accreditations with the 
Institute of Environmental Management &
Assessment and the Chartered Institute of
Water & Environmental Management. 

RiskView reports (RiskView Residential and
RiskView Commercial) are designed to open
the door to this critical stage of data inter-
pretation for the very first time within the
conveyancing sector. 

These reports are still delivered in the tradi-
tional method of pdf reports for property
files; however, they have the added benefit
of the online data viewer referenced above.
This is a window into the logic and decision
making of our in-house consultancy team. 

By providing this transparent access, we are
fuelling a closer alignment of stakeholders
involved in any project. No longer is the risk
opinion clouded by jargon and hidden
behind static paper-based data, not accessi-

http://www.envirocheck.co.uk/report/flood-screening-report
http://www.envirocheck.co.uk/report/flood-screening-report
https://www.landmark.co.uk/landmark-legal/riskview-conveyancer
https://www.landmark.co.uk/landmark-legal/riskview-commercial


ble or useable by the actual customer. We
are now held to account, as the tools we 
use to configure our risk opinion are also 
the tools available to everyone involved in
the transaction to understand it. 

Content, context and
consultancy 
Even with the best available flood data and
the most highly qualified and pragmatic
opinion, this doesn’t always guarantee 
complete risk resolution. There will be times
where further, more bespoke analysis is
required on a site to reduce or manage 
identified flood risks. 

This bespoke analysis is also mandatory in 
certain redevelopment scenarios, for example,
sensitive land uses proposed in high risk areas
(eg residential development in Flood Zones 2
and 3). 

Consultancy services (Bold and underline
Consultancy services) are provided by our in-
house consultancy team, allowing a seamless
transition through all the possible stages of
a flood risk project. We don’t just supply
market-leading data or apply experienced

risk opinions; we also deliver any bespoke
flood risk assessment required to support a
development proposal.

Flood risk assessments in support of redevel-
opment are set in the context of a changing
climate. We are working at the forefront of
understanding the impact a changing climate
can have on flood risk. 

We are soon to launch the first full GB flood
dataset based on UKCP09 Climate Change
Projection Scenario (UKCP09). This will, for the
first time, allow customers to adapt property
management strategies in light of future risk
forecasting. 

Developed in partnership with flood mod-
elling experts Ambiental and with develop-
ment insight from Wales & West Utilities, this
has already received exceptionally positive
responses from Defra, DECC and the Climate
Change Committee.

Conclusion 
So whether it’s future forecasting or the 
‘here and now’, and whether you require
data, risk opinion reports or bespoke services,

Chris Loaring
Head of Consultancy
Landmark Information
Tel: 0844 844 9966
www.landmark.co.uk
www.twitter.com/LandmarkUK
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help is available. Flooding is a complex and
technical area of environmental risk. It really
shouldn’t be. 

For more information telephone 0844 844
9966, visit www.landmark.co.uk or follow the
team on Twitter @LandmarkUK. 

Useful links:

www.envirocheck.co.uk

www.landmark.co.uk/landmark-legal/riskview-conveyancer

www.argyllenvironmental.co.uk
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http://www.landmark.co.uk
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Tackling the need for better flood
resilience solutions for properties
Steve Hodgson, Chief Executive of the Property Care Association,
talks to PBC Today about the PCA Flood Protection Group and the
growing importance of improving flood resilience in properties
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The UK’s wet and cold weather pattern this
summer, coupled with images from across the
Atlantic featuring Tropical Storm Harvey in

Texas, have done little to quell the nation’s concerns
about the threats of flooding.

Developing ways to help householders feel confident
in homes that are at risk of flood damage is not just
satisfying an emotional need; they represent a 
significant economic and environmental advance too.

For a number of years, national trade body the
Property Care Association (PCA) has been leading
the way in tackling flooding in buildings through its
Flood Protection Group, including investigating
ways to ensure water-damaged properties can be
promptly returned to their former condition.

It is an area that is gaining much wider recognition
across the property and construction industry,
including the planning and building control sector.

A united front
The subject was on the radar this year at the associ-
ation’s annual conference held at the University of
Warwick in May, evoking strong interest among 
delegates from a range of property and construction-
related backgrounds.

Jessica Lamond from the Centre for Floods & 
Communities led the discussion, giving an insight
into effective measures and the importance of good
practice in the delivery of flood protection.

Steve Hodgson, PCA Chief Executive, said: “The whole
subject united all the delegates at the conference
from across a wide range of professions towards a
common theme, namely that flood resilience needs
to be given much more of a priority in the UK.”

Effective measures
Flood resilience relates to any measures that reduce
the time between the point the building is flooded
and the point when the occupant can get back to the
enjoyment of their property. 

The PCA Flood Protection Group advocates a range
of measures to improve flood resilience in properties.
These include replacing standard absorbent wall
finishes that break down when wet with materials
and installation techniques that dry without damage
or can be replaced quickly and inexpensively.

Recovery works can be speeded up through moving
all services, such as boilers and electrical sockets,
high up on the wall. Also, kitchens that use materials
such as marine ply or steel can be cleaned, dried
and reused.

The fitting of a membrane to walls and floors, so
flood water can run behind it to be collected in a
sump/pump unit, rather than entering the property,
is another effective measure.

“Measures that can be adopted in modern buildings
or during the recovery or refurbishment of older
buildings in order to provide degrees of resilience
and protection from the effects of flood water are
numerous,” Hodgson said.

“Some are simple, some are more complex.” 

Training for the future
To meet the need for a greater understanding of flood
resilience, the PCA has developed a training course
designed specifically for property professionals
wanting to broaden their knowledge.

Property Flood Resilience Training for Surveyors is ideal
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for anyone who wants to understand the processes
involved in the assessment of flood risk and the
delivery of resistance and resilience measures in the
built environment.

Although primarily targeted at surveyors, the course
is also suitable for planning and building control
professionals wanting to gain an insight into a 
subject that is only going to increase in relevance
over the years.

“This training course is for anyone who wants to
deepen their understanding and awareness of the
elements and processes involved in the assessment
of flood risk and the delivery of flood resistance and
resilience in the built environment,” Hodgson said.

“It aims to deliver a thorough understanding of the
property flood resilience survey process and address
all the key elements that need to be considered to
assess the risk of flooding and the development of
strategies to provide protection in buildings. 

“Managing flood risk is far from simply identifying
which products can be fitted where. It’s more about
assessing and evaluating every element. 

“It’s therefore vital to assess and understand every
individual scenario and this training will ensure the
most appropriate strategies can be recommended to
suit each homeowner, their property, their particular
flood risk and their lifestyle.

“The importance of liaising with homeowners, 
delivering on their needs and managing expectations
are also essential elements of the training. 

“Ultimately, those taking part will gain the skills to
ensure the recommended flood protection strategies
are appropriate to an individual’s needs, as well as
being appropriate for the property and the flood risk.”

The training is broken into four interactive tutorial
sessions over two days. At the end of each session,
individual and group tasks that incorporate practical
exercises and problem-solving are undertaken. 

This activity enables candidates to apply their new
knowledge to real world scenarios, deepen their
understanding of the topics and share their ideas
with their fellow participants.

More details about the training are available here.

www.property-care.org/training-qualifications/property-flood-resilience-training/
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Trusted expertise
While flood resilience measures can make a positive
impact, it is important to recognise that there’s no
off-the-shelf solution. 

The introduction of effective measures involves
looking at a property as a whole, understanding its
needs and bringing together a solution that will work.

This requires a high level of technical ability, requiring
a professional who can adapt existing technologies
and practices to deliver robust and reliable protection
for homes and businesses at high risk.

Members of the PCA’s Flood Protection Group can
help here. They understand the subject of flooding
and can provide expert advice and guidance on how
to reduce the risk of problems.

An example of this approach is shown in a PCA
video demonstrating the impact of flood resilience
work, which is available to view here. 

The film reveals how homeowners affected by 
catastrophic flooding in 2007 called on PCA member
expertise to ensure there was no repeat of the
problem. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Steve Hodgson
Chief Executive
Property Care Association (PCA)
Tel: +44 (0)844 375 4301
pca@property-care.org
www.property-care.org
www.twitter.com/PCAPropertyCare

Steve Hodgson, Chief Executive

http://bit.ly/1V4c00b
mailto:pca@property-care.org
http://www.property-care.org
http://www.twitter.com/PCAPropertyCare
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Peter Cox Ltd is the leading specialist
preservation company in the UK,
established for over 66 years, with 

services ranging from damp proofing, wood-
worm and fungal decay treatments, to wall
tie replacement, masonry stabilisation works
and bird control.

The company has also been at the forefront
of designing and installing basement water-
proofing systems to BS8102; creating habit-
able spaces in existing damp and dark cellars
as well as in ‘new-build’ properties. It is in
the new-build area where some important
industry standards have been introduced 
as a result of previous poor design and
installation. 

Organisations providing insurance for 
new-build properties (NHBC and Premier
Guarantee for example) have amended their
standards and increased the level of protection
contractors must provide for a building’s design
to qualify for cover.

These changes have come about due to 
significant and expensive failures which the
market has had to fund when member
builders have ceased trading as a result of
sizable claims against them.

As a result, the NHBC has amended its 
‘Standards for Waterproofing’ under Chapter
5.4. (Click here for the full document).

Summary
To summarise, Chapter 5.4’s most salient
points are these:

The design should be appropriate to the risk;•

It must be assumed the building will be•
exposed to a full height of water during its life;

Where Grade 3 protection is required•
(under BS8102 – most residential proper-
ties), and the below ground wall retains
more than 600mm – the design should
include TWO types of waterproofing systems
that satisfy the requirements of BS8102,
these being either:

   - Type A & Type B; or
   - Type A & Type C; or
   - Type B & Type C.

Type A systems are barrier protection – such
as an applied sheet of membrane, fitted
internally or externally.

Type B systems are structurally integral –
such as waterproof concrete where the struc-
ture itself provides the waterproof barrier.

Designing and installing basement
waterproofing systems
Peter Cox Ltd explain the amended ‘Standards for Waterproofing’ guidance
and share the firm’s work installing basement waterproofing systems

Type C systems are drained protection – such
as a cavity drainage membrane, which are very
popular in the ‘refurbishment market’. We have
over 30 years of experience in these systems.

It is also a requirement of the standard that
one of the two systems should be ‘maintain-
able’, and in practice, this rules out Type A
and Type B systems, as a ‘second system’,
especially once the retaining wall is buried
below tonnes of earth backfill. 

Another requirement is the installation must
be designed by a suitably qualified person.
Designers who hold the Certificated Surveyor
in Structural Waterproofing (CSSW), meet
their requirements and Peter Cox employs a
number of CSSW Qualified Surveyors. 

At Peter Cox, we have undertaken many ‘Dual
Systems’ that comply with the new standards,
and we have now set up a design service
headed by Gary Laird, our Waterproofing
Development Manager.

Peter Cox Ltd
Tel: 0808 1208737
www.petercox.com
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WORLD CLASS 
FLOOD PROTECTION 
SOLUTIONS

CALL US NOW ON: 01923 518 582

Aquobex offers a comprehensive range of
cutting-edge flood protection solutions
for architects and property specifiers.

Our experts will support your inspirational
designs or your price driven projects with
effective holistic solutions.

Examples range from zero-threshold
flood doors through automatic barriers to
innovative drainage solutions. 

Aquobex’s range of flood protection
solutions are trusted by insurers, property
owners and government bodies.

Recent projects include a bank HQ in Oman,
nuclear power plants in France, UK defence
sites, and several Blue-Chip companies in
London.

Aquobex solutions are derived from
research and understanding of how
building components react under flood
conditions. This enables us to help you
specify flood resilient interiors, repairs and
comprehensive installation guidelines.  

Our consultants can provide support through
data sheets, CAD and BIM to supplement
your designs and early planning applications.



Product solutions include… 
• Flood proof fire escape doors
• Zero-threshold flood doors
• Heritage flood doors and barriers
• Self-operating, hidden flood barriers
• Flood proof glass walls
• Manual flood barriers for doors,
windows, air bricks & meter boxes

• Flood proof windows
• Flood proof kitchens, walls and floors
• Temporary flood barriers
• Sustainable & maintenance-free 
drainage solutions

www.aquobex.com
enquiries@aquobex.com

mailto:enquiries@aquobex.com
mailto:enquiries@aquobex.com
http://www.aquobex.com


Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)
Where are we now?

www.raaltd.co.uk

SuDS are designed to replicate

as closely as possible the natural

drainage from a site before

development. It is accepted that

apart from reducing the potential

impact of flooding SuDS also offer

many more benefits including

impact upon water quality, amenity

value and biodiversity. Apart from

new development sites there are

many excellent examples where

SuDS have been retro-fitted.

So why does there still seem to

be so much resistance to SuDS?

Prior to the Ministerial Statement

in December 2014 LLFA’s were

gearing up to implement Schedule

3 of the Flood and Water

Management Act (2010) and

were establishing SuDS Approval

Bodies (SAB’s). All this was swept

away to be replaced with LPA’s

delivering SuDS through the NPPF.

The provision of SuDS is therefore

controlled through appropriate

conditions being applied through

the planning process.

The Statement specifically refers

to major development i.e. that

containing 10 dwellings or more,

or equivalent non-residential or

mixed development. By implication

developments smaller than this

are not considered; a missed trick?

The long awaited SuDS standards

which have now been in place for

over 2 years are non statutory so

in effect have no status in law

and simply offer guidance and

need not be complied with.

It is still commonly believed that

developments that incorporate

SuDS features are more expensive

to develop than those drained by

traditional methods, is this really

the case? Cost is always an issue

but it must be balanced against

other wider benefits. At RAA Ltd

we have been involved with

several schemes modelling the

impact of both traditional and

SuDS led alternatives to show

the benefits. One example of

this is by properly considering

groundwater conditions at design

stage to prevent flooding issues

post implementation.

A major challenge still is the

adoption of SuDS and their ongoing

operation and maintenance. It is

vital that there is effective

engagement between Developers,

Local Authorities and if appropriate

Water and Sewerage Companies

to ensure that a suitable

arrangement is put in place for

the lifetime of the development.

So if we are not to get, as seems

likely, any further legislative

change or guidance from central

government what are we to do

next? There are many excellent

guidance documents produced

by organisations such as CIRIA

i.e. the recently relaunched

SuDS Manual.

CIRIA have been instrumental in

developing and growing the

susdrain Community. RAA Ltd

has been involved with susdrain

from its inception and are proud

to be a full partner of the

Community. Through susdrain

there is a wealth of readily

available and often free literature

and data all of which combine to

provide the necessary guidance

for designing, operating and

maintaining SuDS.

There is currently no industry

approved standard/method for

modelling SuDS features but at

RAA Ltd we pride ourselves as

being at the leading edge of

hydraulic modelling and as such

use a suite of programmes called

InfoWorks ICM. This enables us

to model SuDS at both macro

and micro scale which is of

benefit to many clients.

In summary it is likely that there

will be no further legislative

changes or guidance from

Central Government in the near

future. It is therefore encumbent

on all the key stakeholders to

embrace the guidance already

available through organisations

such as CIRIA to deliver the

benefits we all know SuDS can

deliver. 

email: info@raaltd.co.uk

Tel: 01444 401840

Phil Gelder BSc DMS MICE CEng 
from Richard Allitt Associates Ltd

mailto:info@raaltd.co.uk
http://www.raaltd.co.uk


• Hydraulic Modelling

• Surface Water Management Plans

• Urban Drainage

• Drainage Area Plans

• SuDS

• Flood Risk Assessments

• Flood Alleviation

• Flood Mitigation

• River Modelling

Our clients Include:

   

Richard Allitt Associates Ltd is a leading UK hydraulic

engineering and flood risk consultancy, providing

specialist services for organisations that need high

quality urban drainage advice. Richard Allitt Associates

has the breadth and depth of knowledge and technical

expertise to help with:

We offer a client focused service using state of the art

hydraulic modelling programs. We have pioneered

many of the procedures used in 1D and 2D modelling

of overland flow routes. We work with Local Authorities,

the Environment Agency, the UK Water Industry and 

as an Expert Witness. We also have strong links with

academic and research organisations. 



Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS):
A reminder of why they are important
Mitigating flood risk is becoming ever-more important in the UK,
but so is water conservation. Will Rogers of AECOM and the
Environmental Industries Commission says Sustainable Drainage
Systems can contribute to both these aims 
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Harvey, Irma and Maria. Three names the
people of the Caribbean and southern United
States will not remember with any affection

when they recall 2017. These recent hurricanes were
a further reminder of the violent weather than can
occur with devastating effect.

In the UK, we are spared storms of this intensity, but
flooding can still occur at any time of year. In England,
one property in every five is at risk of flooding, with
about one in eight at risk from surface water flooding
– the sort that arises from water running off land on
to property. Properties are often considered at risk
when there is a greater than 1% chance of flooding
in any one year. 

Surface water flooding is a particular risk as there 
is often little warning possible. Although weather
forecasting is improving all the time, it is still hard to
forecast intense rain very accurately and it is usually
these intense local storms that create the most 
damaging surface water floods. 

The effects of flooding are made worse by a historic
lack of sustainable drainage from both large-scale
developments, such as industrial sites, and the
cumulative effect of small-scale ones like paved front
gardens. Rapid runoff from unsustainably drained
sites often increases local flood risk.

Climate change is projected to increase the risk of
surface water flooding with warmer and more stormy
conditions. It is notable that the unusually warm
ocean near the Caribbean was one reason the recent
hurricanes were so dangerous.

But we also need to conserve water, especially in
south-east England, so simply ensuring the water
gets away without causing flooding is not enough.

Sustainable Drainage Systems can both reduce 
surface water flood risk and help ensure storm water
is not “lost” to the sea, or unnecessarily over-treated
at plants designed to treat foul water. They do this 
by managing water at each stage of the drainage
system, in the same way as happens when rain falls
on undeveloped land.

This leads to other benefits such as pollution control,
by appropriate treatment before discharge to
groundwater or water courses, and erosion control
by reductions in rates of flow. Well designed SuDS
can enhance the landscape and provide amenity
facilities, as well as encouraging local biodiversity.

Should Schedule 3 be implemented? 
Although the Flood & Water Management Act 2010
was promoted with all-party support, the government
appears reluctant to implement Schedule 3, which
would establish bodies responsible for approving
and then adopting SuDS.

In 2014, with no sign of implementation, EIC
attempted to broker agreement between 
housebuilders and the government but it was clear
ministers did not want to hinder housebuilders by
appearing to introduce more requirements. Instead,
the government published national non-statutory
SuDS standards (Defra, 2015). In a recent national
survey, only 8% of professionals thought these 
standards drove high quality SuDS.
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With Defra responsible for flood management
policy and DCLG responsible for planning policy is
there a conflict?

For example, the current planning guidance
(DCLG, 2015) includes the following: 

“Whether maintenance and operation requirements
are economically proportionate should be considered
by reference to the costs that would be incurred by
consumers for the use of an effective drainage
system connecting directly to a public sewer.” 
(My underlining).

There is no requirement to consider SuDS benefits,
such as outlined above. Given the myths surrounding
SuDS adoption and maintenance – “expensive,
impracticable, bureaucratic” – further education on
the costs and benefits is still needed.

In the past seven years since the act was imple-
mented without Section 3, it is pertinent to ask what
difference would it have made had this section been
implemented? Would fewer houses have been built? 

Several of the smaller lead local flood authorities, who
are responsible for surface water flood management
and who would have been the approval bodies, would
probably have struggled initially due to lack of resources.
But transitional support could have been provided
by consultants – and there would certainly have been
better scrutiny of the proposed drainage designs.

Most professionals consider the schedule should be
implemented, or similar “encouragement” given to
Sustainable Drainage Systems. Despite the Pitt recom-
mendation in 2009 (accepted by the government in
2012), there is still an automatic right to connect a new
development to a surface water sewer. This is also
because Schedule 3 has not been implemented. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Will Rogers
Environmental Industries Commission
Tel: +44 (0)20 7222 4148
info@eic-uk.co.uk
www.eic-uk.co.uk
www.twitter.com/EICUKtweets

mailto:info@eic-uk.co.uk
http://www.eic-uk.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/EICUKtweets


2017 sees UK Flood Barriers celebrating
its 10th anniversary. In those 10 years,
the Worcestershire-based company has

blazed the trail in flood defence, innovating,
developing and growing to become the coun-
try’s leading flood defence specialist. 

Working closely with end clients such as the
Environment Agency and local authorities, as
well as main scheme contractors, UKFB 
provides end-to-end project management
services supporting all stages of the contract
delivery process including survey, product
specification, installation, client/customer
communication and ongoing maintenance.

Industry-leading flood defence
solutions 
The in-house team of specialist designers,
engineers and project managers work with
clients across a range of sectors to develop
and deliver industry-leading flood mitigation
solutions, including the unique Self-Activating
Flood Barrier, market-leading Steel Security,
Fire & Flood Doors and new, state-of-the-art
OMO (One Man Operational) Flood Gates.

The Self-Activating Flood Barrier (SAFB),
which has most recently been installed in
New York, USA, to protect a hospital, is a
highly effective and efficient flood defence
option for communities or infrastructure. The
SAFB, which has proven success, has zero
operational cost as it uses approaching
floodwater to activate it automatically, and is
stored underground so there is no visual
impact on the environment around it.

One Man Operational Flood Gates are 
versatile, have low maintenance requirements

and no prohibitive ongoing expenses. The
Kitemark-certified Steel Security, Fire & Flood
doors are a perfect option for commercial or
industrial premises in flood risk areas.

Domestic flood protection 
As well as designing, manufacturing and
installing innovative flood defence solutions
to protect communities and vital infrastruc-
ture both at home and abroad, UKFB also
delivers property-level resilience to thou-
sands of homes and businesses across the
UK every year.

Contemporary flood mitigation measures
such as flood doors, windows and automatic
airbricks, complemented with sewage pro-
tection and sump and pump systems, mean
that properties can be holistically protected
with no visual impact.

Testing products 
To both test and demonstrate the products
in action, UKFB has an on-site test tank 

Flood defence – Protecting homes,
businesses and infrastructure 
Frank Kelly, Chief Executive of UK Flood Barriers, takes a
look at the company’s development and industry-leading
flood defence solutions
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facility that features a Self-Activating Flood
Barrier, an industrial Flood Gate and the
Flood House, which allows visitors to expe-
rience flood conditions from inside a fully
protected house.

To arrange a visit to the testing facility, or for
further information on any of the products
or services that UK Flood Barriers can offer,
please get in touch.

Frank Kelly
CEO
UK Flood Barriers
Tel: (+44) 01905 773 282
info@ukfloodbarriers.co.uk 
www.ukfloodbarriers.co.uk 
www.twitter.com/ukfloodbarriers

mailto:info@ukfloodbarriers.co.uk
http://www.ukfloodbarriers.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/ukfloodbarriers


UK’s leading experts in

Superior Flood  
Mitigation Solutions 

Whether it’s protecting your company’s building assets or protecting 
homes and businesses, when it comes to flood defence UK Flood Barriers is 
consistently setting industry standards in delivering superior mitigation solutions.

Self Activating Flood Barrier    
• World leading passive defence solution.

•	Automatic,	instant	reaction	to	imminent	flood.	

• Low maintenance & minimal ongoing 
operational costs.

The Complete Solution    
•	Highly	experienced	team	of	flood	experts	–	

over 10,000 properties protected in the UK.

•	Fully	certified	survey	and	installation	service.

•	Range	of	Kitemark	Certified	products.

• Holistic brick, sewage & door defence solutions.

Steel Security, Fire & Flood Doors   
•	BSI	Kitemark	certified.

•	24/7	protection	against	flood,	fire	and	
unauthorised entry.

• Ideal solution for unmanned, remote locations.

OMO Flood Gates   
•	OMO	-	One	Man	Operational	-	efficient,	single	

person operation.

• Easy to install and low ongoing maintenance.

• Popular choice in riverside and coastal 
locations.

Protecting Building Assets

Protecting Domestic Properties

T 01905 773282
E info@ukfloodbarriers.co.uk
W www.ukfloodbarriers.co.uk

To discuss how we could help you with 
your response to the ongoing threat of 
flood,	contact	the	UK Flood Barriers Team:

UKFB_Delegates_Broch_Ad_A4(6.17).indd   1 16/06/2017   14:04
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Unlocking the full potential of 
offsite timber construction
Offsite timber construction could meet much of the government’s target for 
new housing, says Alex Goodfellow, Chairman of the Structural Timber Association.
Here, he takes an in-depth look at the benefits of structural timber solutions
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The acute demand for quick, sustainable and
high quality solutions to the current shortfall in
housing stock has resulted in offsite timber

construction becoming a key building method to
meet the demand for affordable housing. This readily
available modern method of construction (MMC) has
been adopted by many social housing providers to
deliver quick, sustainable and energy efficient homes. 

As well as being widely available in the UK and with
the initial benefits of speed of build, the low carbon
offsite timber construction method reduces ongoing
energy costs for tenants. It also keeps maintenance

and whole-life costs to a minimum, which is crucial
for social housing providers.

Developers, architects and engineers now recognise
the positive impact of material selection, building
details and specification on energy performance and
build quality, and are keen to promote best practice. 

The construction of a house maximising offsite
timber construction technology typically takes
around six weeks to build, which is nearly a quarter
of the time taken by traditional methods, with an
average timescale of over 20 weeks. This speed 
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benefit reduces overall build costs, enables more
homes to be completed each year and helps ensure
a project comes in on time and on budget.

There are a broad range of structural timber 
solutions that have a secure, sustainable source of
materials and resources, and can deliver the volume
the country needs to tackle the current housing
crisis. The timber design and manufacturing sector is
already well established and can add further capacity
at a relatively rapid rate to meet increasing housing
demand. 

Continual technical development in the sector has
resulted in many new and innovative structural
timber products coming to market and now offers
residential housing providers and developers a
strong support network and a wealth of choice to
meet the specific needs of various building forms,
architectural styles and planning requirements. 

It is important to specify the right structural timber
solution for the job – a system that can not only
meet the budget but also the energy, acoustic and
structural performance requirements of any building
design. There is a vast array of options within the
timber technology portfolio that can deliver high 
performance commercial buildings and new homes
including:

Timber Frame 
Modern timber frame structures are precision-
engineered, strong and durable. The build method
relies on a factory manufactured timber frame as a
means of structural support – carrying the loads
imposed by the floors and roofs, before transmitting
them to the foundations – which can be built at a
lower cost due to the buildings being lightweight.

The construction of timber frame-based structures
utilises factory manufactured wall panels, floor and
roof panels. The systems used are classified as either
open panel, insulated or closed panel. These panels
can include the wall insulation pre-fitted and can
include the pre-fitting of doors, windows and service
zones for onsite installation of M&E works. 

Timber frame currently accounts for around a quarter
of all new homes being built in the UK. This build
method is used by every sector of the construction
industry, including social housing providers, due to
timber frame’s superb environment credentials, as
well as being quick and easy to construct.

Open panel 
Timber frame open panel systems are structurally
engineered panels that form the inside load-bearing
leaf of the external wall, comprising studs, rails,
sheathing on one face and a breather membrane. 
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The open panel system is made from treated softwood
timber framing, over which a structural sheet material
of either ply or OSB board is fixed. Depending on the
system, U-values ranging from 0.26 down to 0.15
W/m²K, can be achieved.

Closed panel 
Made from studs, rails and insulation, with 
sheathings and/or linings on the faces of the panel. 
A vapour barrier is also provided on the warm side
of the insulation and a breather membrane on the
outer face of the panel. If desired, closed panels may
also include fitted windows and internal service zone
battens for ease of installation and construction. 
U-values from 0.25 right down to 0.10 W/m²K can be
achieved. These solutions have been designed to
deliver excellent thermal and airtightness properties
and are ideal as the basis of a modern energy 
efficient home.

“Timber frame currently accounts for
around a quarter of all new homes being
built in the UK.” 

Structural Insulated Panel Systems (SIPS) 
Structural Insulated Panels are an advanced method
of construction, exploiting composite panel techniques
– delivering excellent structural and thermal 
characteristics in one system. SIPS have two parallel
faces – usually Oriented Strand Board (OSB) –
sandwiching a rigid core of Polyurethane (PUR) foam. 
The result is a lightweight system that is quick to
erect and free from the complications surrounding
compression shrinkage and thermal bridging often
associated with other forms of construction.

Delivering rapid and robust energy efficient buildings,
with superior insulation, structural strength and 
airtightness – SIP systems are used for walls, roofs
and floors. Structural Insulated Panels offer extremely
high thermal performance throughout the lifecycle
of the building, while minimising wall thickness. The
PUR core of rigid insulation and OSB3 facing panels
achieve U-values as low as 0.10 W/m²K, making 
significant savings on operating costs.

Using SIPS technology for residential applications 
will reduce build programmes, enabling houses to be
completed much faster than conventional building
methods. If the house design facilitates habitable
living space in the roof zone then SIPS are a fantastic

solution, as they do not require roof trusses, ensuring
maximum space availability, while providing superb
thermal performance and limited air leakage. 

There are two fundamental applications for SIPs – a
full structural wrap or infill walling. In all cases, the
product will be engineered for load-bearing capability,
racking resistance and wind loading requirements.

Infill walling 
SIPS are often specified as infill to steel, concrete or
engineered timber structural frames and can sit inside
or outside the frame itself. Infill walling is incredibly
quick to install, making it an innovative solution for
high-rise residential applications to deliver a rapid dry
building envelope. 

Full structural wrap 
Structural Insulated Panels Systems can be used to
form a load-bearing full structural wrap. Currently
five storeys are the maximum practical height for
loadbearing SIP buildings. Above this, an additional
structure needs to be incorporated into the building
to carry the imposed load. 

Cross-laminated timber 
Cross-laminated timber (CLT) is a structural two-way
spanning timber panel that can be used to form
walls, roof and floor panels, as well as shear walls. It
is produced by stacking a number of layers of timber,
known as lamellas, at 90º to the layer below and 
subsequently glued to create panels of up to 24m in
length and 2,950mm in width, which can encompass
between three and seven layers.

Cross-laminated timber is now extensively used
across the commercial, leisure and education 
construction sectors, and the benefits have been
widely acknowledged, but the technology has not
been prolifically used in residential developments in
the UK – until now. It is in medium-rise residential 
developments where the advantages of CLT as a core
structural solution truly come into play. The key is in
the strength-to-weight ratio of the engineered timber.
It has proven multi-storey capability, with residential
buildings up to 10 storeys already constructed in the
UK and a structural capacity beyond this.

The benefits during construction are numerous, from
reduced loading on foundations and infrastructure
services to impressive thermal, acoustic and 
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airtightness performance over more traditional
materials. Most importantly, a CLT construction 
solution provides cost and programme certainty. 

Structural Timber Association 
According to the findings of a recent survey by 
the Structural Timber Association, 74% of the UK’s
contractors, developers, architects and registered
providers plan to increase specifications of structural
timber homes and other buildings. As a robust yet
lightweight solution, the use of structural timber
reduces the loading on foundations and delivers
multiple benefits including speed of build and
enhanced quality, together with improved thermal,
acoustic and performance benefits.

As structural timber systems have gained traction
across the industry, the STA’s mission is to enhance
quality and drive product innovation through technical
guidance and research, underpinned by a members’
quality standard assessment – STA Assure. 

This scheme offers reassurances to the construction
community that STA members meet or even exceed
current legislation and regulatory requirements. 

This is underpinned by a strong and well established
industry within structural timber that has a fully 
integrated supply chain and a diverse range of busi-
nesses readily available to provide UK-wide coverage. 

There is a wealth of information available to 
construction professionals on the Structural Timber
Association website, from advice on structural timber
systems to market reports and an online member’s
enquiry system. For more information visit:
www.structuraltimber.co.uk . ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Alex Goodfellow
Chairman
Structural Timber Association
Tel: +44 (0)1259 272140
office@structuraltimber.co.uk
www.structuraltimber.co.uk
www.twitter.com/STAtimber
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SUSTAINABLE.
METICULOUSLY DESIGNED.
REGENERATIVE.
When it comes to the perfect home, every family envisages something quite different. This is why
houses are available in an array of different sizes and architectural styles, and to suit every budget –
from the classic one and a half storey detached house with pitched roof, by way of contemporary
two-storey town houses and mono-pitched roof houses up to modern cubist flat roofed houses. 
Be inspired by our wide choice of different Schwörer homes and design your very own individual
dream home.

Here I feel at home

INDIVIDUAL PREFABRICATED HOMES FROM SCHWÖRERHAUS

YOUR VERY OWN HOME



SchwörerHaus is a family firm, founded in 1950, with eight sites in Germany. Its many innovations 
in the field of energy-saving home technology and house design have made the company one of the
pioneers of the prefabricated home sector. Experience in this field, coupled with long-term employee
retention, have resulted in continuous further development across every field.

With us, you can be sure of your own dream "Made in Germany" home built to the highest, proven
quality including the "Schwörer – single stop service" and all at a fair price.

Over more than 60 years, we've built more than 39,000 Schwörer wood-frame prefabricated homes.
Now its your chance to join the other satisfied owners!

A BUILDING PARTNER YOU CAN RELY ON

SchwörerHaus is your reliable building partner in the UK. Meet your
own personal Schwörer building advisor to talk about your project –
completely without commitment.

Schwörer UK Sales Team

020 88 19 35 42
info@schwoererhomes.co.uk

BUILDING IN THE UK

mailto:info@schwoererhomes.co.uk


The Queensferry Crossing project is Scot-
land’s largest infrastructure investment
in a generation; the longest three-tower,

cable-stayed bridge in the world forms the
centrepiece of the Scottish government’s
unprecedented £1.35bn upgrade to the
cross-Forth transport corridor in the east of
Scotland. Officially opened by Her Majesty The
Queen in September 2017, this new iconic
structure has been designed to complement
the existing road and rail crossings and 
safeguard a vital connection in the country’s
transport network.  

Working for client Transport Scotland, the
project has been led by the Forth Crossing
Bridge Constructors (FCBC) consortium, con-
sisting of HOCHTIEF Solutions AG, American
Bridge International, Dragados SA and 
Morrison Construction. Given the 1.7 miles
(2.7km) structure’s critical economic impor-
tance, FCBC’s decision to appoint national
engineering specialist SES Engineering 
Services (SES) to its first-ever bridge project
underlined the outstanding quality and
ambition of the M&E contractor’s innovative
offsite approach.

During this two-year project, SES’s role was
to deliver mechanical, electrical and plumb-
ing (MEP) services to the new replacement
road bridge’s North and South approach
viaducts, the cable-stayed bridge itself, its
three towers and abutment buildings.  

Offsite working on this project was not just a
consideration, it was a necessity. With each
800-tonne deck section completed onshore
then manoeuvred by boat from the port into

place under the bridge, the use of offsite
methods impacted every stage of SES’s project.

“We knew this was the perfect
opportunity for us to showcase
the true capabilities of offsite
technologies; and as part of a
truly collaborative approach,
this is a once-in-a-lifetime 
project designed with M&E at
its core.”

SES’s main delivery strategy on the Queens-
ferry Crossing project was to maximise the
amount of M&E services that could be
installed within the individual CSB deck sec-
tions while remaining onshore. In order to
achieve this goal, SES established its UK-first,
project-specific offsite prefabrication facility
in Rosyth to manufacture the containment
and pipework service modules.

As the first MEP services contractor to achieve
BRE-accredited BIM Level 2 Certification, SES
and Prism provided true digital manufactur-
ing functionality by marrying digital processes
to limit waste, with the ability to create lean
modules easily installed by engineers offsite
in Scotland.

With the Scottish Prism facility up and run-
ning, the York-based manufacturing facility
made the ‘flat-packed’ shrink-wrapped mod-
ules as lean as possible, reducing the logis-
tical need for 60 lorries and 24,000 miles to
just two lorries and the number of miles to
500. Pre-packing these modules within trays
specifically enabled SES to easily slide each
into position within a road deck section on

How SES helped build the
Queensferry Crossing project
Offsite working played a key role in the construction of
Scotland’s iconic Queensferry Crossing project
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the shoreline. This overwhelming commit-
ment to offsite engineering dramatically
reduced the need for working at height and
saved more than 25,000 hours of labour,
making the comparison to outdated on-site
methods almost immeasurable.  Initially
manned by a team of Prism staff, over time
the factory was handed over to an SES team
of locally upskilled labour, breaking new
ground for cost and time efficiency savings. 

SES’s Business Director Scotland, Colin Walker,
commented: “The crossing represents lead-
ing-edge, 21st century civil engineering. It’s
a rare opportunity to be involved in building
a new major infrastructure project of inter-
national significance. 

“We knew this was the perfect opportunity for
us to showcase the true capabilities of offsite
technologies; and as part of a truly collabo-
rative approach, this is a once-in-a-lifetime
project designed with M&E at its core.”

Colin Walker    
Business Director Scotland    
SES Engineering Services Ltd    
Tel: +44 141 225 6777  
cwalker@ses-ltd.co.uk 
www.ses-ltd.co.uk 
www.twitter.com/Engineering_SES

mailto:cwalker@ses-ltd.co.uk
http://www.ses-ltd.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/Engineering_SES


SES Engineering Services is recognised as one of 
the leading M&E partners in the UK, delivering 
for a wide range of customers by creating 
environments where our clients can excel.

As a market leader, SES delivers building services 
that are derived from an exceptional level of 
technical authority. We deliver bespoke design-
led solutions and optimise productivity for the 
whole construction team, by maximising offsite 
manufacture in our award-winning production 
facility, Prism.
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Above all, it’s about people

Creating smarter, 
better environments

To find out more about how we can work together, 
please call:
Colin Walker, Business Director Scotland 
T:  0141 225 6777 
E:  cwalker@ses-ltd.co.uk

Our locations: York | Birmingham | Bristol | Glasgow |  
London | Manchester | Newcastle

ses-ltd.co.uk
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Available in stand-alone and 
enterprise versions, with an integrated 
BIM module,  Asta Powerproject 
delivers digital construction in an 
easy-to-use format. 

Update progress from your mobile
Produce quality reports easily
Create better tenders, faster

elecosoft.com

Asta Powerproject: The power behind successful projects

* 92% of top UK construction companies use Asta Powerproject – Construction News 2017: The top 100 contractors

See why it is the software choice for most* UK 
construction planners: elecosoft.com/webinars

Project 
management 

software 
developed 

specifically for 
construction 
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Can offsite construction solutions
kick-start a housing revolution?
The Greater London Authority’s Designed, Sealed, Delivered report calls
on Mayor Sadiq Khan to kick-start a “housing revolution” through offsite
construction solutions. Tim Hall of Buildoffsite offers his thoughts

Designed, Sealed, Delivered is far more than a
catchy title for the GLA’s review of the poten-
tial for offsite manufactured homes. There is

real clarity of both the opportunities and challenges
for housing in the UK’s capital. With the mayor’s
leadership and the current alignment of market and
supply chain conditions, the time is right for offsite
construction solutions to deliver the additional, high
quality homes the UK market has been lacking for
more than two generations.

“It is in the wider industry’s interest 
that the London Plan for housing 
delivers more homes, to a high standard,
with consistently increasing levels of
productivity and cost-effectiveness. 
In support of this, Buildoffsite and its
members from across the client and
supplier communities will fully 
support the intent of Designed, Sealed,
Delivered…”

The report, its predecessors and Buildoffsite all
recognise that the many rapidly developing offsite
solutions are not a panacea to solve London’s 
housing needs. However, there is growing recognition
that the evolution of precision-engineered housing
models has helped to shift offsite from a maverick
niche alternative to a mainstream and increasingly
first-choice approach to construction. Offsite construc-
tion is about generating additional housing capacity,
rather than trying to displace traditional methods.

Two of the report’s strong messages are the need 
for leadership and collaboration. Easy to trip off the
tongue; harder to achieve in practice. 

On the leadership front, both housing clients 
(HAs, LAs and developers) and the supply chain need
certainty that the policy landscape will be consistent
over the medium to long term. A short-term stimulus
in favour of offsite construction solutions will not
encourage clients to migrate their approach to new
solutions. GLA leadership, supported by the innova-
tion fund, will give a clear and consistent message
that offsite will have an opportunity to demonstrate
its potential as part of the supply mix.

Collaboration is equally easy to pay lip service to, but
we must shift away from the ‘transactional’ nature of
housing delivery from end client through developer,
designer and contractor to the manufacturers. The
real prize of improved performance and productivity
comes when the whole value chain collaborates,
over multiple projects. Creating the landscape and
opportunities to enable this level of collaboration is
Buildoffsite’s core purpose and we look forward to
continuing our support for the GLA’s ambition. 

The precision manufacturing of components, panels
or whole modules gives offsite the potential to deliver
greatly improved value to the client and occupants.
Specification can be tailored to maximise energy 
performance and sustainability, at a lower cost than
is achievable with traditional approaches. 

The speed of delivery offsite can provide is well 
documented and halving of the traditional on-site
programme should be the ambition for all develop-
ments. Certainty of programme and cost is the over-
arching concern of almost every client I talk to. By
industrialising much of the build process and elimi-
nating weather dependency, the variability of time

https://www.london.gov.uk/about-us/london-assembly/london-assembly-publications/designed-sealed-delivered
https://www.london.gov.uk/about-us/london-assembly/london-assembly-publications/designed-sealed-delivered
https://www.london.gov.uk/about-us/london-assembly/london-assembly-publications/designed-sealed-delivered
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and cost can be greatly reduced. It is Buildoffsite’s
firm belief that as demand, manufacturing capability
and capacity grow, we will soon reach a point where
the cost of equivalent offsite construction solutions
will drop below that of traditional construction. As
with Saville Row suits and off-the-peg from M&S – in
future, a home ‘hand-built’ on-site will attract an arti-
san premium over the precision-engineered home. 

Consistently delivering these improved outcomes 
will need some significant changes in the way the
industry works together. Collaboration between
clients, designers, manufacturers and contractors
will support the optimisation of designs, processes
and the elimination of waste. This is enabled both 
by a common approach of Design for Manufacture
and Assembly (DFMA) and Building Information 
Management (BIM). It is the whole system, integrated
approach that Buildoffsite is working with client, 
contractor and manufacturer members to deliver. 

There are, however, one or two words of caution 
for the approach the GLA is proposing, as the team
themselves have already identified. 

Firstly, there is a concern from Buildoffsite’s wider
understanding of the supply side that there is some-
thing of an “Offsite Gold Rush” on the horizon. The
supply shortfall is rightly seen as on opportunity to
invest in capacity, but there are some who seem to
take the approach of “let’s build a factory – how hard
can it be?”. If well-intentioned but incapable suppliers
enter the market, it risks undermining the credibility
of offsite more widely. Buildoffsite will continue to
support existing and new entrants to develop 
their capability in line with the GLA and industry
requirements. 

Secondly, with the ambition to create a Manufactured
Housing Design Code, care should be taken to build
on what exists rather than to create another new
standard. The Home Quality Mark can be the focal
point for raising standards in UK housing. 

“There is growing recognition that the
evolution of precision-engineered
housing models has helped to shift offsite
from a maverick niche alternative to a
mainstream and increasingly first-choice
approach to construction.”

It is in the wider industry’s interest that the London
Plan for housing delivers more homes, to a high
standard, with consistently increasing levels of 
productivity and cost-effectiveness. In support of
this, Buildoffsite and its members from across the
client and supplier communities will fully support the
intent of Designed, Sealed, Delivered and contribute
to the Independent Panel going forward. We encour-
age all housing sector stakeholders to engage, con-
tribute and shape the way forward. This is no time
for spectators; housing needs its best innovators to
collaborate and deliver. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tim Hall
Interim Chief Executive
Buildoffsite
Tel: +44 (0)20 7549 3306
info@buildoffsite.com
www.buildoffsite.com
www.twitter.com/buildoffsite

Tim Hall, Interim Chief Executive at Buildoffsite
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Precast Concrete Water Management Solutions
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First Defence
Up-Flo™ Filters
Bio-Cell™ Biofiltration system
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Direct Access Pipe Systems
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Headwalls
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Recognised assurance for innovative or non-traditional methods of construction. 
BLP helped to develop BOPAS which addresses the perceived risks associated 
with innovative construction and is recognised by the principal mortgage lenders 
as providing the necessary assurance underpinned by a warranty provision.

BLP Insurance – helping you to build a better future

Find out how at blpinsurance.com
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The green impact of modular
construction
Modular construction can create many benefits for the environment in addition
to efficiency and cost savings, as outlined here by Suhayl Laher of Tiles Direct

As time goes on and our planet feels the weight
of human activity, the need for sustainable
solutions has risen substantially. We now

understand the impact that construction alone can
have on the environment, with the UK industry using
more than 400m tonnes of materials every year –
making it the nation’s largest consumer of natural
resources. 

Eco-conscious manufacturing techniques have
become more popular in recent decades as a result,
with a modular construction approach in particular
offering builders the chance to save both money and
time while helping support the planet too.

“The innate flexibility of prefabricated
homes could go a long way to support
construction companies in their efforts to
meet government targets, while also
dramatically reducing the industry’s
burden on the environment.”

Eco-friendly building materials 
Many modular construction companies are adopting
an environmental approach throughout all of their
processes. This means incorporating eco-friendly
building materials is now an innate part of the 
modular building process, lowering the environmental
impact of prefabricated builds and reducing their
overall waste consumption.

The drastic reduction in wasted materials is primarily
down to the fact that modular units are built in a
highly controlled environment, instead of on-site at a
traditional project location. Obsolete waste materials
that would normally be sent to a landfill off-site can
instead be recycled in other projects and for different
purposes. Not only that, but the materials themselves

are often eco-friendly from the get-go, with materials
like FSC-approved timber and sustainably sourced
steel regularly found in modular construction projects.

Reduced energy consumption 
Because modular construction companies operate 
in a controlled environment, the energy poured into
the assembly process is only a fraction of that which
would be used on-site. The majority of parts built in
this way are built in a system similar to an assembly
line, which reduces the time spent on building 
individual parts and removes the need to assemble
individual materials on-site.

This efficiency is part of the reason modular 
manufacturing requires substantially less energy than
other, traditional assembly techniques. In modular
builds, everything from the bathroom wall tiles to the
drainage systems are integrated from the start –
reducing assembly time, minimising wasted material
and providing a consistent quality level throughout.

Reusability 
With a recent surge of interest in building reusability
and recyclability, modular builds can provide the 
flexible solution the buildings of the future need.
Prefabricated sections are far easier to disassemble
and relocate to different sites, thanks to their pre-
assembled parts. If a building has become obsolete
or disused, modular parts can be saved so that they
don’t go to waste.

If modular construction techniques became the
norm, the requirement for fresh raw materials for
every new project would be substantially reduced.
Where homes have become disused, whole rooms
or even entire floors could be lifted out for use in
other projects. In the UK, where we need to build an

https://www.tiles-direct.com/
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estimated 300,000 homes each year to help solve the
housing crisis, this could be a huge asset. The innate
flexibility of prefabricated homes could go a long way
to support construction companies in their efforts to
meet government targets, while also dramatically
reducing the industry’s burden on the environment.

“Eco-conscious manufacturing techniques
have become more popular in recent
decades as a result, with a modular
construction approach in particular
offering builders the chance to save both
money and time while helping support
the planet too.”

Less noise pollution 
Because modular sub-assemblies are completed in a
factory, the construction site will require considerably
fewer personnel than a traditional site would. Without
the need for building material deliveries, noisy on-site
machinery or large numbers of staff, noise pollution
is reduced dramatically. Besides the environmental
benefit, this also means sites are less likely to receive

complaints and can be built both quicker and more
harmoniously with the surrounding community – both
of which are vital in busy urban areas.

As the demand for sustainability seeps into every
major global industry, innovations like modular con-
struction could be the future for the industry. From
bathroom pods to entire homes, the uses for prefab-
rication techniques extend across the entire building
spectrum. With heavy pressure to reduce the 
industry’s environmental footprint and the impressive
speed of modular construction innovation, the green
benefits of this relatively new technique deserve to
be considered. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Suhayl Laher
Tiles Direct
Tel: +44 (0)113 253 0005
www.twitter.com/Tiles_Direct

http://www.twitter.com/Tiles_Direct
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Long-life Heat Reflecting Membranes
made from various sheet materials
were conceived by NASA space scientists

to protect orbiting craft from solar radiation.
This heat control technology has spawned a
variety of terrestrial applications. These
include the famous “space” blankets that
keep athletes and accident victim’s warm,
heat-reflecting sheaths for water tanks, air-
conditioning ducts, heat-sensitive equipment
and even racing car components. 

Established in 1995, Apollo Energy Research
developed mass production techniques
allowing the manufacture of tough, cost-
effective membranes for the construction
sector. Successfully used worldwide within
domestic, commercial, industrial and agri-
cultural premises they reduce a building’s
carbon footprint by blocking radiant heat,
stabilise heat loss or heat gain, air movement
and the ingress of humidity. 

Heat reflecting membranes
In recent years Apollo Heat Reflecting Mem-
branes (HRMs) have gained an international
reputation for quality and performance as yet

unmatched by any other company supplying
these types of product. One of the first 
international distribution deals were with a 
Singapore-based company that sold the
product in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia.
Noteworthy projects where a HRM was
installed included Raffles Hotel and Olympic
venues.

Apollo has developed a product range that
now includes low emissivity Heat Reflecting
Membranes for lining various building types
including timber-frame structures and cabins.

Eco-Brite® is just one of the membranes
developed by Apollo. BBA Certified, it is a 135
microns thick, composite laminate of alu-
minium foil, a tough polyethylene film and
metallised polyester film finished with a non-
tarnish coating. It prevents 96% of radiating
energy passing through structures, is a
vapour barrier and helps make cabins’ air-

Heat reflecting membrane technology
has a role to play in construction
Colin Hawkes, Managing Director at Apollo Energy Research explains how membrane
technology helps control heat while reducing a building’s carbon footprint

tight. Every square metre will save 23kg of
CO2/annum when fitted within an un-insulated
wall or roof. For over 15 years it has been
successfully specified in cabins providing the
most cost-efficient insulation method for
this type of building. To see the full range of
membranes offered please visit our website.  

Colin Hawkes
Managing Director
Apollo Insulation Limited 
Tel: 01293 776974    
c-hawkes@apollo-energy.com
www.apollo-energy.com 

Roll of Eco-Brite®

Eco-Brite® used in cabin build

www.apollo-energy.com
mailto:c-hawkes@apollo-energy.com
http://www.apollo-energy.com


Modern building means
modular construction
Traditional building methods will not deliver the homes needed to tackle
the housing crisis. It’s time to embrace the age of modular construction,
says Kieran White, director of Vision Modular Systems
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Modular construction is one of those things,
like the personal computer or the mobile
phone before it, that was lauded long

before it came of age. We hear about their benefits,
the disruptive forces that they will unleash upon our
world and marvel while carrying on as if nothing has
changed. And then, as if overnight, the technology
arrives. 

Indeed, much has been made of modular construction
over the last few years, culminating in a commitment in
the Housing White Paper to “promote more modular
and factory-built homes”. Communities secretary Sajid
Javid, who visited our factory last September, is clearly 
a supporter of the technology, arguing that modular
provides modern, stylish homes that are “made to
measure and ready to go”. He is wholly correct in this
assertion: modular homes are high spec, built to last
and capable of creating homes for the 21st century. 

“A well-managed modular project can
reduce overall build time by half, but
equally provides for greater programme
certainty, allowing developers to better
plan for scarce resources.” 

The modular home has a critical role to play in solving
our chronic lack of housing. The existing construction
sector, as currently formulated, simply cannot build
the numbers of houses needed to get a proper roof
over Britons’ heads. 

Our work on Apex House, a 679-module student
accommodation scheme in Wembley, is testimony to
both the strength and potential of modular construc-
tion in the UK. Towering up at 28 storeys, and built in
just 12 months, it stands as an excellent example of
how manufacturing disciplines can be successfully

applied to the housing market – a market besieged
by chronic undersupply and ever-tightening margins
for construction companies. 

I use that word ‘manufacture’ when talking about our
system for good reason. The way these homes are
built is fundamentally different to the traditional
brick-and-mortar approach that is usually taken. We
can precision build these modules using assembly
line techniques in a controlled factory environment.
This allows us to cut down on waste, both in our
Bedford factory and onsite, as well as ensuring a
consistent rate of quality for the modules.

A modular construction approach to housing delivery
creates homes that will stand the test of time, are
better performing (as built performance meets
design performance) and, I believe, provides homes
superior to what we might be able to achieve by
building onsite. 

The assembly process itself also has several signifi-
cant advantages over the traditional site-based
approaches that have been employed for years.
Modular construction saves time – a crucial com-
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modity amid a housing crisis. While traditional
builders must prepare the site, install foundations
and then construct the building, we can do both at
the same time. While site-based work such as piling
and pouring of foundations is underway, we have
specialist manufacturer operations putting together
the rest of the building at the same time. When the
site is ready, we then transport the units from our
factory to the site and slot the constituent parts
together. A well-managed modular project can
reduce overall build time by half, but equally pro-
vides for greater programme certainty, allowing
developers to better plan for scarce resources. 

Offsite construction offers two more substantial ben-
efits: reduced environment disruption and greater
certainty around financial planning. Both effects
make the process of developing a site not only
faster, but easier. 

One of the many issues with getting planning per-
mission involves the disruption that neighbours and
local communities suffer. Beyond the obvious impact
of the noise of construction and increased air pollu-
tion, an influx of heavy vehicles can clog up vital road
access and slow down traffic. With modular, the
number of transport movements is greatly reduced
and the period over which they occur is also
reduced. Most of the work can be done with a simple
HGV to deliver the units and a crane to drop them
into place. 

In addition to the increased programme certainty
offered by modular, a related benefit is cost cer-
tainty, which derives from the fact that up to 50% of
the project cost is delivered through modular. Modu-
lar is predicated on manufacturing disciplines to
ensure efficient operation of production lines, in a
controlled factory environment. Going over budget is
a common problem for traditional builds, whether
due to delays in the design, sourcing of materials or
subcontractor difficulties – all of which feeds into the
uncertainty of bricks and mortar construction. 

In adopting modular, design and detailing is driven
much earlier in the project lifecycle to allow for the
procurement of materials required to feed the pro-
duction lines – much like any other form of manufac-
turing. The materials are ordered and the delivery
scheduled in detail – providing consistent demand

for many SME suppliers – and, given the precision-
built approach, there is very little wastage of materi-
als, which helps to contain costs and make the whole
development more environmentally friendly, while
ensuring high-quality build performance. 

All of this demonstrates that modular construction 
is now a competitive alternative to traditional build
methods. Factory-built homes offer distinct advan-
tages over traditional construction, as Apex House
proves. The government has woken up to this fact,
and the market is starting to, as we now enter the
modular age. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Kieran White
Director
Vision Modular Systems
Tel: +44 (0)1234 845 640
info@visionmodularsystems.com
www.visionmodular.com
www.twitter.com/visionmodular
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The company, based in Sandwell, focuses
on adding value through expert design,
precision manufacturing and on-time,

in-full product delivery. 

Established more than 85 years ago as a cold
roll-forming company, Metsec provides
purlins, steel framing, cable management,
dry lining and custom roll-forming to its broad
range of customers. Originally founded in
1931, it is now part of the metal forming divi-
sion of voestalpine group, a global technology
and capital goods group.

Headquartered in Oldbury, and with a sales
and technical office in the Middle East,
Metsec has supplied products and design
services to landmark projects including the
Queensferry Crossing, Abu Dhabi airport,
Resorts World, Wimbledon, BBC Wales 
studios and Glasgow Velodrome, along with
a host of retail sites, sports stadia, hotels and
student accommodation. 

BIM 
A champion of Building Information Modelling
(BIM), Metsec holds BIM Level 2 accreditation,

voestalpine Metsec plc is the UK’s largest specialist in cold roll-formed steel,
providing products for the construction and manufacturing industries

the first tier two designer and manufacturer
to achieve the standard for design and 
construction in the UK.

In addition, last year Metsec was announced
as one of the first six companies globally to
achieve the new PAS 1192-2 kitemark from
the British Standards Institution (BSI) relating
to BIM, and the only tier two company to be
awarded the accreditation. 

The kitemark is a way for construction 
businesses around the world to prove their

Adding value to cold roll-formed steel
for construction and manufacturing 
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capabilities in delivering projects at the
design and construction phase and acts as a
seal of approval for companies qualified to
deliver projects at both the design and 
construction phase. 

Purlins 
Metsec’s purlins division is the UK’s largest
designer and manufacturer of light gauge
galvanised steel purlins, side rails and mez-
zanine flooring systems and has provided
purlins solutions to a number of sports
stadia, retailers and major airports and rail
stations in the UK and the Middle East.

Steel framing 
Metsec is the market leader in light gauge,
galvanised steel structural framing systems.
Metsec’s offsite framing solution, Metframe,
delivers considerable time and cost savings
and has been used on several construction
projects, such as Gosford Gate student
accommodation, Palmerston School and
CATS College Canterbury.

Cable management 
Metsec cable management manufactures
cable containment and support systems for
the mechanical and electrical services industry.
Products include both pre- and post-gal-
vanised cable ladders, cable trays, cable trunk-
ing and metal framing systems. As a bespoke

solutions provider, Metsec provides the
accompanying accessories, giving customers
flexibility when specifying.

“A champion of Building 
Information Modelling (BIM), 
Metsec holds BIM Level 2 
accreditation, the first tier
two designer and manufac-
turer to achieve the standard
for design and construction in
the UK.”

Engineering products 
Metsec’s engineering products division 
specialises in the bespoke manufacture of
custom roll-formed steel sections, and a 
variety of additional engineering services
including profile manipulation, drilling laser
processes and welding, enabling complete
solutions to be undertaken for a wide range
of construction, industrial and automotive
applications.

Dry lining 
Metsec’s dry lining division designs, manu-
factures and supplies light gauge, non-load
bearing cold-rolled formed metal products
for use in partitioning, dry lining and ceiling
systems. As a result of extensive research and
development, combined with high volume
advanced manufacturing techniques, all

voestalpine Metsec plc 
Tel: +44 (0)121 601 6000
metsec@metsec.com
www.metsec.com

PROFILE

Metsec dry lining systems conform to the
latest British and European standards.

Accreditations 
Metsec is accredited to ISO 9001, BS OHSAS
18001 and was the first cold roll-forming
specialist to operate an Integrated Manage-
ment System certified by BSI that complies
with the requirements of PAS 99. Metsec
acknowledges that sustainability is a respon-
sibility not a choice and in recognition of
ongoing efforts has received certifications for
BES 6001 ensuring all products are made
with material that has been responsibly
sourced. The company is also accredited 
to ISO 14001 and part of the BCSA Steel 
Construction Sustainability Charter.
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Smithfield Square, a BIM designed
project from Metsec

voestalpine Metsec plc headquarters in Oldbury

mailto:metsec@metsec.com
http://www.metsec.com


Pioneering a revolutionary augmented reality
system, built for the construction industry
Backed with £1m from Innovate UK, the Augmented Worker project looks set to be
a major breakthrough in construction technology. Martin McDonnell, chairman of
Soluis Group and CEO of Sublime, sets out the augmented reality revolution
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For a long time, we have seen the future of
technology in science fiction in books, graphic
novels, films and games, usually viewed purely

as fantasy. However, we are now seeing the world
change, and how this science fiction may become
science fact. 

We have seen this with the advent of virtual reality,
which is now well established in the world of work.
Yet augmented reality is now proving a significantly
more disruptive and all-encompassing technology
that will ultimately surpass virtual reality. It will
become our default window to access and interact
with data, overlaid on our view to the world.  

Over two years ago, we began exploring systems
within our work that incorporated augmented reality
wearables. Initially, this involved winning an Innovate
UK competition in 2015, which enabled us to launch
a pilot using the DAQRI Smart Helmet and the
Microsoft HoloLens to trial an asset management
system at Crossrail’s Elizabeth Line sites with 
contractor Laing O’Rourke. This proof-of-concept
enabled workers on-site to interact with digital data,
hands-free and heads-up. 

The proof-of-concept project with Crossrail showed
how this technology could be applied and add
incredible value to the industry. However, our vision
was to develop this concept much further and
create a set of tools that would form the augmented
worker of the future.

This pioneering system, named the Augmented
Worker, enables the intelligent design, construction,
maintenance and whole-life value of buildings, 
supporting construction and infrastructure growth.

Our vision is supported by others in the industry too,
and we are working in conjunction with a consortium

of partners that will add considerable skills, knowledge
and connections. These include Pinnacle Business
Solutions, an information systems consultancy;
Carbon Dynamic, an innovative world-leading modular
timber building construction company; and two
High Value Manufacturing Catapult centres – the
Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC)
and the Advanced Forming Research Centre (AFRC). 

Our aim is that the Augmented Worker will realise
significant value from Building Information Modelling
(BIM) and will target a 25% reduction in cost, 25%
reduction in waste, and increased productivity of
30% for projects. 

The system will be designed to drive greater certainty,
safety, efficiency and sustainability through five key
areas: Co-design, digital job guidance, progress
monitoring, safety guidance and asset management.
This will allow jobs to be delivered on time and within
budget, while also giving a greater level of collaboration
and communication between teams and partners on
projects. Reducing the need for paper or mobile-based
handheld devices, it gives workers a hands-free,
heads-up solution for a greater level of safety while
providing real-time visualisation on-site.   

Continued on page 108…

Martin McDonnell
Chief Executive
Sublime
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1. Real-time customer design, co-design and 
engagement tool

The benefit: A project’s timeline can be accelerated
and therefore costs reduced by having the client
and designer create and visualise potential layouts
quickly for large-scale developments in augmented
or virtual reality (AR/VR).

In a VR environment, designers or architects can
see (preview) a product or project with the client or
customer while in proof-of-concept, and prototyping,
in context. A designer and client can immerse in a
project and collaboratively manipulate digital objects
to suit the needs of the environment and inspect
alternative specifications. 

Taking it further, the augmented reality experience
can take collaboration on-site and render the digital
data as spatially referenced 3D models. This can be a
valuable way to solicit feedback from users or other
stakeholders.

2. Digital job guidance tool

The benefit: Downtime is reduced due to improved
communication flow and with access to a global
knowledge base, enabling operatives to communicate
with a remote expert and provide instructions or

take information directly from a database to use
step-by-step guides.

Regardless of their locations, AR-assisted job guidance
supports users to more effectively communicate and
complete complex tasks in the field. Workers can
remotely connect with team members to share their
expertise directly on a mobile device or headset.
Augmenting and animating key step-by-step workflows
using text, 3D models, images and videos, together
with other corporate assets, such as product infor-
mation, can all be used as collaborative solutions
and help the workers understand processes quickly.

3. Process monitoring control tool

The benefit: The risk of delays and errors are
reduced due to rapid and efficient task completion.
This is possible due to the ability to track task times,
check inventory and even incentivise workers.

Process monitoring will assist the user to receive
live on-site information, updates on delays, do
inventory checks and automate reorders, which can
be efficiently communicated to other users either in
the field or back in the office. 

Continued from page 106…



4. On-site visualisation and planning tool

The benefit: Increased safety and better prioritisa-
tion sequencing with a reduced risk of errors in field
service can be achieved with augmented reality by
accessing more detailed building information and
on-site guides to ‘Safety Zones’ for machinery.

AR-assisted on-site planning will enable field workers
to connect with the environment at a more detailed
level. Operatives will have the ability to see real-time
data on virtual gauges from IoT-connected (or smart)
products on site. 

Pre-set ‘no go’ zones can be seen to provide safer
working environments and thermal cameras, built
into the headset, will give operatives the ability to
visualise, record and analyse temperature data.

5. Asset management and maintenance tool

The benefit: Users can view assets and associated
data for better building management and mainte-
nance. This means reduced downtime, increased
safety, fewer errors due to contextual information
and increased efficiency.

When augmented reality is met with detailed data,
this can empower a worker like never before. When

placing on a headset, a worker can obtain timely and
accurate information related to maintenance targets
based on the BIM representation of a building
combined with facilities management systems and
other data sources. This will allow the user to visualise
objects they wouldn’t normally see, almost as though
using X-ray vision.

Together with the consortium, we have been 
building the roadmap for the development over the
next three years and earlier in 2017, as part of the
Infrastructure Systems competition, our plans were
recognised by Innovate UK with £1m of funding
granted to realise this vision. For a business like us,
this backing is hugely significant as we could only
drive this innovation to a limited level and receiving
funding from Innovate UK will help us achieve this
much faster and more effectively. 

This project will be supported by industry leaders
AECOM, Doosan Babcock, Laing O’Rourke, Autodesk
and Microsoft, who will comprise a steering group
alongside the consortium. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Martin McDonnell
Chief Executive
Sublime
Tel: 0141 548 8686
mia@sublime.cc
http://sublime.cc/
www.twitter.com/Sublime_team
https://www.linkedin.com/company/17957150/

mailto:mia@sublime.cc
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http://www.twitter.com/Sublime_team
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Register for a free webinar to find out 
more: elecosoft.com/webinars

Asta Powerproject BIM – 
affordable 4D planning

By combining 3D models with scheduling tools in one 
application, Asta Powerproject BIM enables you to:

◊	Easily create your project plan from your model
◊	Drag and drop objects between the 3D view and Gantt chart
◊	Link with our estimating tool, Bidcon, for 5D BIM

elecosoft.com



BIM TODAY acts as a platform for informative discussion 
and lively debate, providing the latest news and topical features
with cutting-edge policy analysis looking at all areas of the BIM
community and every stage of the BIM journey.

We welcome contact from experts who are interested in making
an editorial contribution or have an opinion to express.
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BIM – is it time to change the 
conversation to Digital Engineering?
Carl Collins, CIBSE Digital Engineering Consultant, argues that BIM as a term
has served its purpose and we should now be using Digital Engineering

It was back in 2011 that the then-coalition govern-
ment set out its plan for digitising the construction
industry. The term “BIM Level 2” was used to

describe this digitisation. “BIM” was a catchword at
the time, but there was no real definition around it.

The term ‘BIM’ had actually been around since the
mid-1970s as a way of describing a virtual represen-
tation of a building (the noun, not the verb, sorry
infrastructure!) in a computer, so it has had a long life.

“So, what if we called it Digital
Engineering? I can work out what that is
just by hearing the words. It might take a
little while to learn the intricacies, but it
does not alienate me.”

The suffix ‘Level 2’ was created to show that this 
digitisation was part of a journey; there were other
stages to go through before you got to where the
government as a client wanted you to be. Level 0 
and Level 1 were the stage gates.

It also held open the door to future advances into
BIM Level 3 and so on, without having all the bother
of trying to work out what that might be, as frankly,
no one knew then, and few do today.

But there are some issues with calling it BIM. The first
one that leaps to my mind is that it doesn’t translate
into other languages very well and we often work with
international partners and projects. Also, there is “BIM
fatigue”. I have often heard people talking about being
“all BIMmed out” and “Oh no, not BIM again”.

How do we keep moving our industry forward? 
Just about every other industry has gone through a
digital transformation. We pay for our bus journeys
using contactless technology, we buy our books from
our e-readers, we stream our music through our
phone, so why not construction?

We have now defined most of what BIM is about. 
We have the standards, the specifications and the
templates. We have had our legal and insurance
teams run their eyes over it, and they are generally
happy. We have a bunch of staff members trained
up, and they are sharing their knowledge with their
colleagues. It is slowly becoming more widely
adopted, but we seem to have stalled in the last few
years, despite a lot of work going into making BIM
“business as usual”.

Is it the word that’s the problem? 
BIM is not a pretty word. It explodes off the tongue
like an insult and, unless you know what it is, you
can’t fathom it out, which only serves to alienate
those not in the know.

If you alienate people, they are far less likely to take
any interest in understanding what you are trying to
talk about. You have created an initial barrier before
you have had any chance of making headway.

What if we called it Digital Engineering? 
I can work out what that is just by hearing the words.
It might take a little while to learn the intricacies, but
it does not alienate me. Also, using the BIM ‘Levels’
implies that we have to change our processes each
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time a new ‘Level’ is set out. With Digital Engineering,
we can assume that change will be incremental, just
like it is with other services and processes, so our
efforts will be added to, not wasted.

“But there are some issues with calling it
BIM. The first one that leaps to my mind
is that it doesn’t translate into other
languages very well and we often work
with international partners and projects.”

A quick internet search reveals that many of the
main construction companies are already using this
term – Laing O’Rourke, Skanska, Atkins, etc. – so it is
already in common parlance. We can translate it to
languages and not lose all meaning (Digitaltechnik,
Ingénierie numérique, Ingeniería Digital), so it works
better with our international colleagues.

Also, when you get cornered at a party and get asked
“what do you do for a living?”, isn’t it better to say,
“I’m a Digital Engineer”, than “I do BIM, me”.

So, is it time to say, “thanks BIM, you got us from
where we were to where we are now” and put it to
bed, moving on with Digital Engineering? 

Vive la révolution! ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Carl Collins
Digital Engineering Consultant
CIBSE
Tel: +44 (0)20 8675 5211
www.cibse.org
www.twitter.com/CIBSE

http://www.cibse.org
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Overcoming the BIM project
compliance challenge
The new BSI Kitemark™ for BIM Objects allows manufacturers to
demonstrate the accuracy of their digital products within BIM project
compliance. Andrew Butterfield, Director of Built Environment, 
Product Certification at BSI, takes a look
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Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a key
element of the built environment sector being
transformed through digital technology. 

The benefits of BIM are clear: By collating accurate
information, from drawings and specifications to
materials and measurements, problems can be
avoided throughout the supply chain, driving up the
efficiency of the construction and asset management
processes.

In the UK, the Government has been leading the way
with BIM adoption, setting a clear condition of con-
tracts that construction companies demonstrate BIM
Level 2 capability or be excluded from public sector
tenders. It estimates that it has already saved £840m
through the use of BIM, representing average project
savings of 20%.

“With so many providers of BIM services
in the market often giving different advice,
this new Kitemark represents a real
watershed for the industry by bringing
into play a robust, consistent and objective
set of BIM parameters for product data.”

BSI has been taking a lead in helping organisations
to meet the compliance challenge. For example, we
have been running workshops, finding out about
contractors’ ‘pain points’ and developing potential
solutions, not just for the UK market but also for other
global markets where BIM is now being implemented
and regulated.

In response to the industry’s pain points, the BSI
Kitemark for BIM Objects was recently launched. The
new Kitemark validates that the digital version of a

manufacturer’s product, for example a window, is an
accurate representation of the physical object. 

Manufacturers face a significant challenge in this
new era of construction. However, regardless of
where they are on their BIM journey, the new Kitemark
has been designed to help them demonstrate their
commitment to BIM project compliance. The mark of
quality demonstrates that the dimensional, perform-
ance and specification data related to the product
has been validated and that this is presented and
structured correctly, using standardised templates.
One such template or tool is the Construction Prod-
uct Association’s (CPA) LEXiCON, which is currently in
development and will be supported by the BSI
Kitemark. 

Peter Caplehorn, Chief Executive and Policy Director
of the CPA, said: “The development of the BSI
Kitemark for BIM Objects is a welcome addition to
this process and we will be collaborating with BSI to
ensure that the Kitemark aligns with and complements
the LEXiCON platform. 

“While LEXiCON creates a plain language dictionary
for consistent sharing of product data, the Kitemark
will focus on the accuracy of the data to ensure the
digital object truly represents the actual product.

“When combined, LEXiCON and the Kitemark for BIM
Objects will provide accurate digital data in a consis-
tent and accessible format, which can only be a good
thing for the industry.”

The BSI Kitemark also proves that the manufacturer’s
processes meet the requirements of BIM project

http://www.bimtaskgroup.org/launch-of-digital-built-britain/
http://www.bimtaskgroup.org/launch-of-digital-built-britain/
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compliance and that the object will function properly
when placed within a digital model. In addition, the
Kitemark will help designers and specifiers to quickly
identify accurate digital objects that are found and
searched for within BIM libraries and on manufac-
turer’s websites. 

By verifying the BIM object beforehand, the accuracy
of the design and installation can be improved, sig-
nificantly reducing the cost and time associated with
returning and replacing products that don’t fit the
original specification, as well as time spent sourcing
and validating data. 

This was a key consideration for Legrand Electric,
one of the first organisations to achieve the
Kitemark, when integrating its products into the 
BIM environment. 

“As part of Legrand’s ongoing commitment to sup-
porting construction, we have integrated a number
of our ranges into the Building Information Modelling
environment to assist all areas of project activity,
from design and construction through to facilities
management and beyond, enabling project teams to
utilise our systems to produce accurate and efficient
plans, cable routing and procurement lists as a fully
integrated part of an overall BIM project,” said CEO
Tony Greig.   

“Achieving the BIM Object Kitemark demonstrates
that Legrand has a robust set of processes in place
for the production and management of BIM objects,
meeting the requirements of BS8541 parts one,
three and four.”

The manufacturing industry is highly competitive.
Therefore, it’s really important that manufacturers
can differentiate their construction products when
tendering for BIM projects and to gain access to new
markets. 

Steve Skeldon, Product Manager at Wavin, explains
why being one of the first to achieve the Kitemark
was crucial to staying ahead of the competition:
“Meeting and exceeding customer expectations for

BIM has required significant investment and 
commitment over the last few years. 

“With so many providers of BIM services in the
market often giving different advice, this new
Kitemark represents a real watershed for the indus-
try by bringing into play a robust, consistent and
objective set of BIM parameters for product data.”

In order to achieve the BSI Kitemark for BIM Objects,
manufacturers will be independently assessed
against the requirements of BS 8541 Library objects
for architecture, engineering and construction (parts
one, three and four) by BSI’s technical BIM experts. As
with other Kitemarks, organisations holding the
Kitemark will be routinely assessed. ■

For more information, please
visit www.bsigroup.com/BIM-UK

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Andrew Butterfield
Director of Built Environment, 
Product Certification
BSI Group
Tel: +44 (0)345 080 9000
cservices@bsigroup.com
www.bsigroup.com
www.twitter.com/BSI_UK
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Improved process for dementia care
design with the new Iridis apps 

Working with the University of Stirling, Space Architects has helped to create
the first-of-its-kind Iridis apps to improve the design of homes for people living
with dementia. Director Stephen Brooks explains their development 
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Earlier this year, Space Group was approached
by the University of Stirling’s Dementia Services
Development Centre (DSDC) to digitise its

audit process of homes for those living with dementia.
At Space, our forward-thinking, technology-hungry
teams are at the forefront of digital construction
methodology and this was the perfect project for us
to support. 

We are passionate that our projects result in spaces
that work for the occupants, whether that means
luxurious surroundings or specially adapted spaces
for those living with the confusing and debilitating
effects of dementia. Having already delivered on a
large number of care homes throughout the UK, our
level of understanding on the accommodation needs
of the third and fourth age meant that we could
apply these design principles to the audit process. 

The audit tool already existed in a paper-based format,
which was carried out by research professionals
with an associated cost. However, there was a need
to simplify this process so that not only those
designing/refurbishing accommodation spaces
could carry out an audit themselves, but individuals
could also take full advantage of the service for free.

Therefore, there was a requirement to create an
easy-to-use platform in an accessible format. The
idea of the Iridis app was born.

The Iridis apps
The university’s decision to make available, to everyone,
a service that typically carried a cost meant that an
essential service to improve the lives of people with
dementia would soon be far more accessible.  

Iridis apps allow users to use their smartphones and
tablets to assess environments, such as homes or
hospitals, to ensure they comply with dementia
design principles, which in turn helps to reduce
confusion and risk.

The technology asks users – including people with
dementia and their family members, as well as
designers, architects and healthcare professionals –
a series of questions about their surroundings and
requests photographs of the environment. It then
uses the data to highlight potential problems – such
as issues with furniture, lighting, colour contrast and
noise – before recommending changes that could
enhance the environment.

Recommended improvements could be as simple as
improving lighting to more complex enhancements,
such as reconfiguring bathrooms. Typically, the
assessment of a two-bedroom home would only
take around 20 minutes to complete.

The apps are designed to allow people with dementia
to live independently for longer and, in turn, could
help ease pressure on hospitals. They will highlight
further benefits to the health and care sectors, with
hospital and care home environments being vital in
ensuring patients receive the best possible outcomes.

A suite of apps for different uses are being developed
and in September, Space Group and the DSDC
launched the first two in the series: the homeowners
app and a professional services app.

Living with dementia
Today there are over two million elderly people in the



UK who have a care-related need, with more than half
of these being unable to afford adequate personal
care. But surveys show that 90% of over-50s would
prefer to stay at home even when they need care.

In the UK, a wealth of housing stock is categorically
unsuitable for elderly living. We are in an era where
people are living longer and we have a duty of care
to offer a better quality of life and improved living
standards to allow people to remain independent for
longer. Creating housing stock that is designed or
reconfigured specifically for an aging population is
therefore essential. 

The DSDC is a world-leading authority dedicated to
improving the lives of people with dementia and,
although this service is not unique, the digital delivery
method is the first of its kind. 

The purpose of assessing residences is to allow people
with dementia to stay independent for longer,
delaying the need for professional care services. If a
person with dementia can have their home adapted
to accommodate their changing needs, this gives
them greater freedom, flexibly and quality of life. 

Digital construction
The Iridis apps will assist construction professionals
by making recommendations on property design
and refurb. It is digital construction-based with links
to the BIM object provider, bimstore.

Recommendations are made on products/product types
and those which are dementia care design approved
and can be specified and selected via bimstore.  

The software developed within the app is one of the
greatest advances to date in dementia care design
principles. Creating fully inclusive built environments
is a considerable undertaking and highlights a new
area under consideration for the third and fourth age.
This software will offer designers and contractors
new intelligence needed to facilitate and future-proof
dementia care design.

Data from the apps will be used to inform further
research for future planning on design and buildings
of homes and housing. This data will allow us to
understand the needs of the elderly in even greater
detail and with greater certainty.

The apps are an industry game-changer, a catalyst
for improved design and the first of their kind that
bring together intelligent data and residential design
processes. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Stephen Brooks
Director
Space Group
Tel: +44 (0) 844-800-6660
hello@spacegroup.co.uk
http://spacegroup.co.uk
www.twitter.com/WeAreSpaceGroup
https://www.facebook.com/spacegroupuk/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1247456/

The Iridis Dementia Design Audit Tool
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http://spacegroup.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/WeAreSpaceGroup
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/1247456/


Solibri Model Checker –
getting it right first time
Michael Palm Interview – There’s no going back
after using Solibri Model Checker
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There’s no going back after using Solibri
for 30 minutes.” states HKP’s BIM expert,
architect Michael Palm. We spend time

talking with Michael to better understand
how him, HKP and Solibri are helping shape
some of the largest construction projects in
the Helsinki area.

“Last Spring, Citycon marketing
division came to learn about
SMC and reading IFC files.
After 30 minutes they under-
stood the basic functionality
and there was no going back.
Within two hours, they were
really comfortable with the
idea of viewing 3D models and
faults in SMC.”

HKP Architects have been responsible for
some of the largest public construction 
projects in Finland. Their latest project is the
construction of the Matinkylä Metro Centre.
Michael joined HKP in 2012 , “I was hired for
BIM but it’s a big cake and you can spend a
lot of time managing the BIM model quality.
You first start by being a creative. As the 
project progresses, your role transforms
more and more into a project manager. I do
feel that’s best as the creator shouldn’t lose
the link between those first design ideas and
final creative delivery”.

Michael explains how they use Solibri in
every part of the planning for Metro Keskus.
He tried alternative software but the level of
checking was better with Solibri. “Everyone
has Solibri running on their desktops. If it’s

a ‘Solibri day’, I focus first on clash detection.
When we have a ‘BIM week’, we have to
make reports and what’s the status of our
IFC. I do clash detection every day. The rest
of the team is cross checking the model. I
make a lot of communication reports and
share if I see problems arising”.

I ask about what savings Michael finds with
Solibri? “It’s really hard to say how much time
is saved with Solibri. I can say that after two
years of clash detection, it has saved a lot of
money and errors. If we hadn’t found those
faults, they would have ended up on the 
construction site. Better to fix them early”.

Visualisation within Solibri Model Checker
benefits HKP. Solibri offers the user a fluent
and easily understood view of the model.
“Last Spring, Citycon marketing division came
to learn about SMC and reading IFC files. After

30 minutes they understood the basic func-
tionality and there was no going back. Within
two hours, they were really comfortable with
the idea of viewing 3D models and faults in
SMC. 2D models can never give you that kind
of understanding in such a short time”. Thank
you Michael for an interesting day.

“

mailto:info-uk@solibri.com
mailto:sales-uk@solibri.com
http://www.solibri.com
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The adoption of BIM and the subsequent
BIM revolution, continues to have a
major impact on every element of the

construction industry – changing work flows
and business relationships, restructuring how
organisations interact and how data flows
between companies. This rapid flow of data
will increase the delivery speeds for projects
and the use of a single system could result in
cost and time savings as data transfer, con-
version and potential data losses reduce.

In future, the information collected in the BIM
process could be used in legal cases. The raw
survey data and design completed on a pro-
ject before it becomes included in the full
BIM process and model has the potential to
be used as a legal benchmark to prove project
claims. This clarity on the origin and alteration
of project data could drastically simplify future
dispute resolution. Having all data in one fully
visible project model will allow all parties 
to check data and ensure that everything is
correct and to specification.

Once data is incorporated into an interoper-
able full building information model it is
taken to be correct and any errors with survey
data, although potentially easy to identify, will
suddenly become expensive to correct. Thus,
greater impetus will be placed on each organ-
isation’s QA/QC checks and systems due to
the seamlessness of digital data transfer.

Surveying firms still looking to branch into
the BIM market should ensure that their
quality control systems are honed and get
these fully audited before embarking on a

major project. A clearly defined workflow
through a BIM execution plan should be
agreed and a BIM manager put in place at
the onset to ensure the correct processes are
in place.

Many small companies have rapidly adapted
to the changing needs of clients in the con-
struction marketplace, allowing the continu-
ation of the BIM revolution. During a recent
BIM conference, the majority of the architec-
tural practices polled who had switched to
full BIM design and delivery were smaller
companies who could afford to retrain and
upgrade their systems much less painfully
than larger organisations with more employees
to retrain and licences to purchase.

Advice, training and certification 
This article has been extracted from the 
Construction channel available on RICS isurv.
The section is maintained by Andrew Keeley
of Charles Russell Speechly LLP and Luke
Hankins of BPM Group.

Find out more about isurv, how the information

The continuing impact of 
the BIM revolution on firms
Is your company adapting to the changing needs of clients
and the challenges that the BIM revolution brings? 
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portal could benefit you and register for a
free trial at: rics.org/isurvhub

“In future, the information
collected in the BIM process
could be used in legal cases.
The raw survey data and 
design completed on a project
before it becomes included in
the full BIM process and
model has the potential to be
used as a legal benchmark to
prove project claims.”

Delve into the entire BIM project lifecycle and
gain the crucial knowledge and skills required
to manage each step of a project with the Cer-
tificate BIM Project Management distance
learning course delivered by RICS Training.
This course will also support you in your 
journey to becoming a certified RICS BIM
manager. Find out more at: rics.org/bimdl

RICS
Tel: 024 7686 8584 
training@rics.org
www.rics.org/training

mailto:training@rics.org
http://www.rics.org/training
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Taking a closer look at the
FM and BIM relationship
A recent BIFM survey showed growing appreciation of BIM’s potential for
FM – but the sector’s involvement remains limited. Mike Packham of BWA
examines the findings and the relationship between FM and BIM

At first glance, FM and BIM are the same. 
However, there is a subtlety in the order of 
the wording – BIM for FM or FM for BIM – that

suggests a master/slave or parent/child type rela-
tionship between the two – but which is the parent
and which is the child? I am aware that some people
will argue that the two should be equal partners but,
as an FM consultant and one of the founding members
of BIFM’s Operational Readiness group, I am very
clear in my own mind that BIM should be there to
support FM rather than the other way around. 

“Quite often we are guilty of collecting
information simply for the sake of it –
essentially without any real thought as to
what we are going to do with it once we
have got it. Robust implementation of the
processes and procedures underpinning
BIM (and Government Soft Landings) will
provide us with meaningful, like-for-like
data that we can use to learn lessons from.”

In seeking to make my case for the FM and BIM 
relationship, it is perhaps appropriate to start at the
beginning. As I think most of us will be aware (hope-
fully, anyway!), the use of BIM became mandatory for
UK government procurement projects in April 2016.
The design professions and construction industry
were quick to pick up on the new initiative and it is
fair to say that they have been the prime drivers for
the adoption of BIM to date. 

Unfortunately, FM has not been as quick off the
mark as their design/construction colleagues. How-
ever, awareness of BIM is steadily increasing across
the industry, particularly as the opportunities that it
presents for FM to get involved in the early design
phase of a project are recognised (this all in the 

context of the longer-term lifecycle-operational and
occupational efficiency and effectiveness of the
buildings that are produced as a result). 

This growing awareness is evidenced by the results
of BIFM’s recently published FM Awareness of Building
Information Modelling survey. 

Reassuringly, 91.7% of respondents had heard of BIM
(where have the other 8.3% been I wonder!), while
83.5% believe “BIM will help support the delivery of
facilities management”. 
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Mike Packham, Director of BWA (Europe)

http://www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/knowledge/topics/bimforfm
http://www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/knowledge/topics/bimforfm
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So much for the good news. More worryingly, the
survey showed that only 40% of respondents had
“some experience of being involved in a BIM project”.
The percentage dived still further to 20% or below
for respondents reporting themselves as having
direct experience of writing and/or implementing any
of the associated documentation (eg Employer’s
Information Requirements – EIR, Asset Information
Requirements – AIR, etc). 

NB There is a whole melange of different three-letter
abbreviations here. For explanation, see BIFM’s
Operational Readiness Guide or the Role of FM in BIM
Projects Good Practice Guide. 

The survey did, however, reveal an enhanced 
awareness in terms of the benefits that FMs perceive
are to be derived from the use of BIM, with the top
three being: 

1. “Strategic decision making about asset maintenance
and management.” 

2. “Visualisation of buildings/assets for customers,
health and safety and for maintenance” and, 

3. “Data transfer from construction into CAFM and
other software tools.”

To my mind, number one is by far and away the most
important of the three, although I would probably
broaden it out to include all of the operational/occu-
pational services that FM is tasked with providing
rather than limiting it to just maintenance. 

“Reassuringly, 91.7% of respondents had
heard of BIM (where have the other 8.3%
been I wonder!), while 83.5% believe BIM
will help support the delivery of facilities
management.”

One of the problems FM faces is the issue of “Big
Data”. Quite often we are guilty of collecting informa-
tion simply for the sake of it – essentially without any
real thought as to what we are going to do with it

http://www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/knowledge/resources/BIM/operationalreadiness
http://www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/knowledge/goodpracticeguides/BIM_projects
http://www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/knowledge/goodpracticeguides/BIM_projects
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once we have got it. Robust implementation of the
processes and procedures underpinning BIM (and
Government Soft Landings) will provide us with
meaningful, like-for-like data that we can use to 
learn lessons from. If we can understand what works
and what doesn’t (and more importantly why) then
we can use this learning to the benefit of future 
projects. 

Staying with the benefits of FM and BIM, number three
on the list seems to me to conflict somewhat with 
the primary BIM concern reported by respondents to
the survey; the top three concerns being: 

1. “CAFM software suppliers should work on tools
that allow bi-directional transfer of data between
BIM and CAFM.”

2. “BIM training and how facilities managers will
access data in 3D models at handover” and,

3. “Lack of training and cost of training associated
with BIM.”

I know from my own experience that data transfer
between different applications is not usually as
simple as pressing a button and this is certainly true
in the case of BIM/CAFM. Equally, I am aware that the
software providers are working on the issue and I am
sure that any difficulties will eventually be resolved –
but the question is: What do we do in the interim?

Cost raises its head at number three on the FM list
of concerns. I actually think the issue is a lot broader
than simply the cost of BIM training. Once you have a
BIM model then it is only of long-term value if it is
kept up-to-date – self-evidently, there will be a cost
associated with this. 

Broadening this out still further, there is a cost 
associated with FM involvement in the design 
development process (as envisaged by BIM/Soft
Landings). I fully accept that this investment will pay
for itself many times over during the lifecycle of the
building. However, the concept of investment now
for long-term benefit is a hard sell and will continue
to be so until market perceptions can be changed

and the disjoint between capital and revenue 
expenditure is overcome. 

In my view, to meaningfully influence the debate we
are going to need hard facts and figures – in simple
terms, £x invested in BIM/Soft Landings during the
design/construction stage generates £100x of effi-
ciencies over the life of the building. Even then for
some organisations, the brevity of their interest in
occupying a particular building will mitigate against
their willingness to make the necessary investment. 

“…the survey showed that only 40% of
respondents had some experience of being
involved in a BIM project. The percentage
dived still further to 20% or below for
respondents reporting themselves as
having direct experience of writing and/or
implementing any of the associated
documentation.”

So, to return to the FM and BIM question at hand 
– is it “BIM for FM or FM for BIM?” As a long-standing
supporter of BIFM’s BIM endeavours, I strongly
believe that it should be the former. However, as
demonstrated by BIFM’s recent survey, 18 months
on from BIM going live, FM involvement remains 
limited. My fear is that if we allow this to continue we,
ie FM, will simply be there to make up the numbers,
with project teams paying lip-service to the long-term
implications of their “products”. In other words, it will
become FM for BIM with the whole purpose of the
initiative being substantially diluted. ■
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Director
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BIM-powered asset management 
BIM provides accurate, timely data and significant opportunities to
improve asset management and building operations. Neil Reed, director
of BIMcert and a BIM consultant at Stroma Certification, takes a look
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It has always been recognised that the biggest
benefits from Building Information Modelling (BIM)
would be enjoyed by the owners and operators of

the assets.

However, much of the action that surrounded the
government’s mandate for BIM focused on the capital
expenditure (CAPEX) phase in which the assets are
created. Most of the media attention and the focus
of software vendors has related to design and 
construction, with architects, engineers and 
constructors leading the move to digital information.

With the benefit of hindsight, some suggest that this
was a mistake and the emphasis should have been
with the end users and owners from the beginning.
The reality is that we had to start somewhere, and
if efforts had been focused on the management of
assets, perhaps there would have been a backlash
of complaints that the construction sector was
unable to provide the information needed to 
leverage the true value of information through the
asset management process.

What is important now is for us to realise that the time
for BIM has arrived for asset owners and managers,
and businesses in the operations and FM sectors. 

The emergence of a new approach to asset 
management, supported by the release of ISO 55000,
is now opening the eyes of owners and operators to
the value of BIM and the potential for increasing effi-
ciency and the fundamental value of physical assets.

Asset management enables organisations to take a
strategic approach to realising the value of its assets,
looking beyond the day-to-day issues of running costs
and maintenance to wider issues of performance
evaluation and improvement. Broader aspects are
considered, measured and enhanced (see Table 1).

This strategic approach to evaluation and improvement
relies on the availability of information and data –
accurate, complete, clear and timely – the very
DNA of Building Information Modelling. With some
capability now established in the project design
and construction (CAPEX) phase, organisations with
the wider perspective of the asset management
(OPEX) phase have a fantastic opportunity to benefit
from the digitised information models that can now
be produced.

Supporting this is an increasing range of new technolo-
gies and approaches that allow us to create, access
and use the asset data. In the field of digitisation,

Financial and commercial effectiveness Operational efficiency

Return on Investment (RoI) Reliability

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Lifecycle costs

Net Present Value (NPV) Life expectancy

Return on Capital Employed (RCE) Energy performance

Table 1.
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technology and data is evolving rapidly to support
asset management requirements. There are many
examples, including:

Geospatial.•

Digital scanning.•

Drone surveying.•

Virtual reality.•

Remote sensoring.•

So how does this all fit together?
In simple terms, BIM enables better asset management,
which in turn improves organisational performance.
Each ‘level’ can work in an integrated way to support
the others in increasing short-term efficiency,
medium-term effectiveness and long-term value.

Organisation
Organisational objectives and those of customers
and stakeholders can be managed through a strategic
and structured approach to quality management,
supported by ISO 9001.

Asset Management
The strategic value of an organisation’s assets can
be enhanced through comprehensive approach to
asset management, supported by ISO 55000.

BIM
The information and data requirements of the
organisation and its assets can be met by the
implementation of BIM, supported by BS/PAS 1192.
The suite of 1192 Standards can address the 
combination of issues most relevant to the individual
organisation and asset portfolio (see Table 2).

Both the public and private sectors are now seeing
the opportunities that BIM provides in facilitating the
asset management process. Significant benefits will
be realised by those organisations who embrace the
opportunity and develop an integrated approach. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Neil Reed
BIM Consultant
Stroma Certification
Tel: +44 (0)845 621 11 11
info@stroma.com
www.stroma.com/certification
www.twitter.com/StromaGroup

Table 2.

Standard Scope

BS 1192 Collaborative production of information

PAS 1192-2 Information management for projects (CAPEX)

PAS 1192-3 Information management for operations and asset management (OPEX)

BS 1192-4 Information exchange from construction to operations

PAS 1192-5 Security-minded BIM and smart asset management

CERTIFICATION

mailto:info@stroma.com
http://www.stroma.com/certification
http://www.twitter.com/StromaGroup
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Much of the focus of BIM adoption has concentrated on design. But Jason
Ruddle, Managing Director of Elecosoft, argues that BIM must also work for
contractors to create a built environment fit for the future

We have a skewed view of BIM right now.
Much of the BIM debate, and the measure-
ment of adoption, has been front-loaded.

While the benchmark NBS National BIM survey has
certainly provided valuable insight into BIM adoption
for seven years, it disproportionately focuses on
architect and design practice adoption, as opposed
to construction industry business types. 

There’s nothing wrong with this imbalance, if it is
recognised. Energising architects and designers was
essential to initiate BIM adoption. They must lay its
foundations, creating 3D models that can be brought
to life, and be a base for ongoing accumulation and
enrichment of a data model that ultimately delivers
the desired lifetime benefits. Yet engaging them is

not enough on its own. Because it is, arguably, in the
build stage that BIM offers the greatest opportunity,
and has the greatest need, to add value. It is undeni-
able that BIM must work during build stage and, for
contractors, if it is to work overall – but, the needs of
those parties whose chief concern is building delivery,
such as chartered surveyors and project managers,
has not been front of mind enough. 

Commentators have noted the imbalance, although
some associations, like BIFM, have only recently felt
that BIM has now become highly relevant to its 
membership and started to track adoption. A recent
RICS report again highlighted this challenge, saying
“much of the information and debate surrounding
BIM has centred on design aspects”. 

BIM and the Build: 
Building on 3D foundations

https://www.thenbs.com/knowledge/nbs-national-bim-report-2017
http://www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/news/7686
http://www.rics.org/uk/knowledge/research/insights/bim-for-project-management/
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With physical construction such a significant part of
building, it is interesting to note that among its main
BIM objectives, the government did not break it out.
The cost-saving target aims for a 33% reduction
throughout the lifecycle; the time-saving target aims
for 50% reduction from inception through design
and throughout building. The build stage is included
within both, but not distinctly. Construction businesses
are left to pursue, validate and build BIM benefits. That
remains a work in progress, likely to crystallise only
after a significant and critical mass of BIM projects
have completed. 

As a software provider to the project management and
planning community within more than 90% of the UK’s
top contractors, these needs have been front of our
minds since BIM emerged. Six years after the mandate
announcement, BIM projects are well underway across
the public sector, and momentum is gathering in the
private sector. Most contractors are actively engaged
on BIM. But are they yet gaining all the value possible,
specifically during the build stage?

Some target benefits are obvious. Although a 
contractor’s choice to use BIM can be down to 
competitive or contract force majeure, the benefits
are nonetheless tantalising. Every contractor would
be delighted to reduce build cost, maximise contract
profitability and maximise efficiency so that every
project completes within its target timeframe, using
optimal resources. However, achieving this can only
happen if the BIM process works for planners, 
project managers and the myriad other parties that
make the physical build happen. 

We see two essential responses needed from 
contractors: 

Integrate the 3D design model fully into the heart•
of construction programme plans and project
management practices to enable true 4D planning. 

Embrace collaborative principles, not only in the•
project management core but right through to 
site and sub-contractor management, and client
relationship management.

“Most contractors are actively engaged 
on BIM. But are they yet gaining all the
value possible, specifically during the
build stage?”

It means making smart choices about tools and 
platforms so that contractors empower every stake-
holder to execute projects in line with BIM, and embed
collaborative principles deeply within construction
management. 

Making these choices requires three essential shifts
of thinking:

1. Keeping the model fresh and updated in close to
real-time is essential for there to be a stable, complete
and unified view of the exact status around which
different players can collaborate. The tangible value
of BIM in the build centres not just around managing
activities and resources but the ability to visualise
and demonstrate progress with 4D BIM tools, such
as Asta Powerproject.

Jason Ruddle, Managing Director of Elecosoft
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2. Maintaining this real-time view relies on collabora-
tive progress management that departs from 
traditional, time-consuming routes. These may see a
single project manager periodically circling sites to
gather updates or relying on emails and spreadsheet
progress updates which must then be manually inte-
grated into the programme. Either process means
that programmes will always lag the reality of the
build status. Embracing smart Site Progress Mobile
tools brings time-savings rapidly.

3. Enabling collaboration and better communication
on progress management must engage and involve
site and work team leaders. Only those on the ground
can ever have an absolute current view of progress.
Today, involving them is easy via mobile apps linked
to the central programme that deliver the ability to
report progress effortlessly with visual proofs directly
linked back to the programme.

These shifts drive numerous benefits:

Progressive 4D BIM visualisation unlocks •
time-saving, workflow and visibility benefits. PMs
can manage the future, as well as the present, and
make decisions based on up-to-date information,
informed by what will happen, not just what has
happened. 4D visualisation that links the 3D 
realisation of the plan to the activities and timeline
brings the impact of change and delay to life. 
Collaborative teams, including expert subbies 
and specialist suppliers, can brainstorm through
solutions and opportunities for efficiencies and
value engineering in meaningful ways. It informs
subcontractor activity and resource planning,
eases joint deadline setting and enables active 
involvement in ‘what if’ planning. 

Clients can finally see impacts in context and so•
understand why one small change can create many
large effects – creating a far firmer foundation for
negotiation on extensions of time. Meanwhile,
business decision-makers can see and feel the 
reality of the evolving structure and the status of
strategic projects. They can plan, make resourcing
decisions and forecast more accurately, with a 

better view of risk and fewer surprises. This is 
absolutely business-critical on strategic early BIM
contracts, where brands are still consolidating
their BIM bona fides.

With the aid of a fully 4D BIM-optimised platform•
that is open and can exchange information or 
integrate CAD from a range of tools, it can support
collaboration and integration with numerous 
contributors during the build, including suppliers
providing BIM objects alongside their physical
products. The right software can play a direct role
in supporting essential relationships and keeping
every contributor and stakeholder pulling in the
same direction.

“With physical construction such a
significant part of building, it is
interesting to note that among its main
BIM objectives, the government did not
break it out. The cost-saving target aims
for a 33% reduction throughout the
lifecycle; the time-saving target aims for
50% reduction from inception through
design and throughout building.” 

To make BIM work and create a built environment
that is fit for the future means that BIM adoption
absolutely must work in the construction phase, as
well as throughout the lifecycle. The benefits must
be secured for contractors specifically or the benefits
won’t accrue through to completion, so that they can
be handed over to benefit owners and operators in
the future. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jason Ruddle
Managing Director
Elecosoft
Tel: +44 (0)1844 261700
info@elecosoft.com
www.elecosoft.com
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Worldwide digital supply chains are creating a greater focus on customer
satisfaction. Lars Fredenlund, Chief Executive of coBuilder, examines where
the construction industry stands
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According to Forbes Insights, entrepreneurs see
today’s technology-enabled digital supply chains
as means to unlocking far bigger rewards than

merely increasing efficiencies. Among these rewards
are the transition from a product-centric to a cus-
tomer-centric approach that leads to increased agility
of all business functions and, of course, revenue
growth. However, businesses worldwide are still in the
early stages of supply chain digitisation. In the con-
struction industry – an industry not famous for its high
levels of digitisation – things are just starting to stir.
Then, the question for us is: Where are we at in rela-
tion to the customer-centric supply chain mindset?

Digital strategy based on end-user satisfaction 
As we have noted before, the most important feature
of digital supply chains is their focus on customer
satisfaction. In the construction industry, end-user
satisfaction is increasingly becoming paramount as
end-users are more aware of the need to extract
value from the construction process. 

Together with the BIM agenda and the grand industry
objectives to reduce cost and environmental impact,
and promote efficiency in the lifecycle of built assets,
it was difficult not to see BIM or digitisation as an end. 

This is why, at first, clients and general contractors in
the UK were predominantly interested in how they can
meet the BIM Level 2 requirements. COBie was the
new buzzword and requests for software proposals
were flooding the IT service providers. 

However, as BIM education and understanding
among AECO experts started to keep up with the
pace of government mandate, the industry started
seeing a clearer path towards BIM as something
more than a regulation. 

They saw that the ultimate goal of a digitised supply
chain in the AECO sector was to deliver value to the
end-user through the seamless flow of digital infor-
mation; that serious business opportunities were to

Digital supply chains
in the AECO sector
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be monetised and at that point the industry started
to move.

The progressives 
Digital supply chains employed by the most progres-
sive industries, such as the retail, pharmaceutical
and automotive sectors, have already set out the
steps to derive the most value from IT. How? By
using technology to streamline the relationships
between devices, products, locations and customers,
by using shared information resources, information
modelling and smart analytics, and by adopting
automation. In short, the industries with highest
maturity of their digital supply chains have utilised
the basics of information management.

Information management – the hardest bit 
Information management is inherently a bureaucratic
process; regulations, laws and auditors require 
controls to exist. Sometimes when people are faced
with the latest PAS documents or the upcoming
ISO19650, they might think that these overly 
complicated documents are a hindrance. However, in
order to establish strong information management
processes, allowing access to clear, accurate and
trustworthy data across your enterprise, you will
have to create standardised, repeatable processes.
This cannot be done without guidelines. 

Do you know that the most common errors in big
data projects in Silicon Valley have more to do with
methodology than raw technology? In that sense, the
AECO sector has made the most important step
towards upgrading its large-scale operations towards
digital supply chains that will pay many dividends. 
We have set out the strategies, but have we adopted
the mindset?

Let’s think about the end-user 
Sometimes the abbreviation BIM is understood as
Better Information Management. The beauty of BIM,
clear to all those who have learned to understand its
complicated language, is that the whole mandate, all
the guides and guidelines written around it, is moving
the industry towards adopting a robust digital strategy
first and then looking at technology. To this end,
then, getting familiar with and adopting digital BIM
strategies is a very important step that can propel
the industry towards leveraging the benefits of
promised by digital supply chains. 

This, however, should be taken with a little pinch of
salt. Only when the we’ll see phase in BIM – ‘starting
with the end in mind’ shifts to ‘starting with the end-
user in mind’ – will there be certainty that there is an
alignment between the objectives of digitisation in
the construction industry and the bigger, wider
scope of supply chain digitisation.

How about implementation? 
Following the ‘starting with the end-user in mind’
mindset, coBuilder has developed the one-stop shop
information management system, ProductXchange.
With ProductXchange, the moment a product is
installed in a building/infrastructure becomes a
‘moment of truth’ for the whole supply chain. 

How does the process look? Through digital data
about each installed product, the subcontractors are
able to reveal the value they are adding to the build-
ing by fulfilling the client’s requirements. Centralising
the management of this data, the contractor is able
to affirm the credibility of the way their digital supply
chains and information management processes are
set up. Integrating this already cleansed and quality-
checked data, facility managers are able then to 
take advantage of the digital O&M (the AIM) in their
own systems over the course of the exploitation of
the facilities. 

All these consecutive points of ‘truth’ in the supply
chain have a direct effect on how clients can fulfil 
the needs of the end-users of their built assets. It is
with tools like ProductXchange that the industry can
finally get on its way toward customer-centricity – a
business model that is central to the immense growth
that we have seen in sectors with higher digitisation
maturity levels. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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The challenge with BIM is not the tech-
nology. Technology has been here for
ages to allow companies to implement

BIM effectively. The challenge is that BIM
needs real cultural change within the industry
to positively impact the construction market-
place. This includes employers recognising
that people will need to use technologies in
different ways. 

But for those executives, leaders and project
managers who don’t understand the possi-
bilities or value to be gained from BIM tech-
nologies that are available today, where do
they learn? Enter Man and Machine. 

Man and Machine has launched its second
generation of BIM courses through its BIM
Ready programme, in recognition that BIM is
role-specific (it’s different for architects, engi-
neers, product manufacturers, costs estima-
tors and so on). You can find out more here:
http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/train-
ing/bim-management/ .

Phil Read, Managing Director of Man and
Machine, explains:

“We have learned that your experience,
interaction or perception of BIM is personal
to your job role and we aim to provide train-
ing that is role-specific. BIM projects are
defined clearly by the range of BIM use cases
being implemented, so we use a series of
hands-on exercises, demonstrations and
show-and-tell sessions to bring the possibil-
ities and use cases to life.

“What we are also seeing now is that software

vendors in the BIM world, like Autodesk, have
started providing BIM use case software 
components free of charge. For example, in
Autodesk’s recent announcement with regard to
their Architecture, Engineering and Construction
(AEC) Collection, they have added significant
functionality at no additional charge. The extra
software components include Robot Structural
Analysis, Advanced Steel, Fabrication MEP,
Dynamo studio and Revit Live. These components
support BIM use cases such as visualisation,
3D authoring, coordination, structural analysis,
offsite manufacture and so on. 

“In our BIM Ready training programme, we
demonstrate these technologies to ensure
clients understand the possibilities. Many
companies already have the technology and,
through our BIM Ready programme, we aim
to demonstrate its value and provide adoption
training enabling our customers to put their
software to good use in practical ways on 
their projects.”

Get BIM Ready – Cloud-based
entitlement & BIM use training 
Too many companies are realising only a fraction of their technology
capabilities because of a lack of practical, interactive training. Man and
Machine’s BIM Ready programme aims to change that
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It’s comforting to know that service providers
like Man and Machine are starting to offer
practical, interactive training. For too long
now, companies have been buying technol-
ogy that they only use a fraction of because
they have insufficient access to “adoption-
related training”. Man and Machine’s BIM
Ready programme certainly seems to be a
step in the right direction. 

For more info go here: http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/training/

Man and Machine 
Tel: 01844 263700
marketing@manandmachine.co.uk
www.manandmachine.co.uk

http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/training/bim-management/
http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/training/bim-management/
http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/training/
mailto:marketing@manandmachine.co.uk
http://www.manandmachine.co.uk
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Courses Available

BIM Coordination & QA 
Navisworks in a BIM Workflow 
Solibri Fundamentals
Solibri Rules Based Workshop

Courses Available

BIM Executive Overview
BIM Manager
BIM for Product Manufacturers 
BIM for Facility Managers
BIM for Construction Professionals

Courses Available
Revit Architecture Fundamentals 
Revit Structure Fundamentals 
Revit MEP Fundamentals
Revit Family & Template Creation 
Civil 3D Fundamentals

BIM Coordination

Would you like BIM training specifically designed to 
suit your role? 

Our BIM Ready Training Program offers a range of 
courses specially designed for BIM Modellers, BIM 
Coordinators and BIM Management roles. Courses 
are a mix of theory, hands-on and practical 
demonstrations to bring the subject matter to life.

Our training courses can be attended at one of our 
training centres or provided on your site.

If you would like more information on training 
options please call our BIM experts on 01844 263700 
or email marketing@manandmachine.co.uk 

BIM ModellerBIM Management

http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/
training/bim-management/

http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/
training/bim-coordination/

http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/
training/bim-modeller/

BIM Training Courses
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If you fail to plan, you plan to fail: 
Time as a critical factor of BIM Level 2
Ryan Simmonds, sales director of framing at voestalpine Metsec plc, the first tier
2 designer and manufacturer certified to BIM Level 2 for Design and Construction
in the UK, explores the processes involved in BIM and how time is a crucial
element in its successful deployment
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Building Information Modelling (BIM) Level 2
came into force in 2016 as a requirement for
public sector projects but, despite becoming a

compulsory requirement in large public projects,
research suggests there is still a significant number of
organisations that don’t fully understand the complex-
ities and time involved in a successful BIM project.

What is BIM? 
The notion of BIM is the process of designing, 
constructing or operating a building, infrastructure
or landscape asset using electronic information. In
practice, this means that a project can be designed
and built using data sets and images digitally, even
before the first spade goes in the ground. 

The objective of BIM is to satisfy the three compo-
nents of a successful project, namely time, cost 
and quality, by managing the project using a more
efficient and reliable method of work.

Legislation and adoption 
The UK government published its BIM strategy in
June 2011, with the requirement for BIM Level 2 to
be used in all government construction projects of
£5m and over. This came into force in April 2016.
What was industry best practice has now become a
compulsory part of major projects.

While statistics show a substantial increase in BIM
adoption, with 13% of projects using it in 2010,
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increasing to 54% in 2015, the RIBA NBS report also
suggests a lot of uncertainty still of what BIM is,
when to engage and its standard practices.

However, the report also shows that BIM is on a
steep trajectory. Within one year, 86% of people
expect to use BIM on at least some of their projects,
this number rising to 95% in three years and 97% in
five years. If these projections are realised, BIM will
become routine and near universal.

With this increased use of BIM, it is vital that all 
parties fully comprehend all the factors involved in
the success of a BIM-modelled project.

The BEP and EIR are both critical to the smooth 
running and success of a BIM project. However, the
most critical overarching consideration, and that
which can have the biggest impact, is time.

Historically, extra time was factored in through a
project. With BIM projects, working the majority of
this time into the initial design stages increases the
likelihood of a smooth running and on time and
budget delivery of a project.

“Key to success of BIM is to front-load
the time at the design stages to ensure all
parties have agreed on the specification of
the project, the products required and the
building methods to be used.”

Time 
Essentially, BIM enables you to build a project piece
by piece, adding all components together at the
design stage.

Historically, using basic CAD drawings, elements of
the building that were altered during the design
stages could be amended quite easily, with a
designer altering the height of a window or the loca-
tion of a door, and then submitting these changes to
the client within a relatively short timeframe.

While this is a quick process, using basic CAD drawings
doesn’t allow project managers to cost the project,
understand the impact the changes to design will have
on the overall cost of the project, or the timings. The
figures must be calculated separately, which in turn
adds to the overall project time. 

Conversely, with BIM, the time invested to ensure
smooth running and efficiency needs to be front-
loaded. Amendments to the design need to take into
account the impact they can have on lead times. 

Key to success of BIM is to front-load the time at the
design stages to ensure all parties have agreed on
the specification of the project, the products required
and the building methods to be used. This results in
fewer design stages and amendments, removing 
the risk of any potential delays. While an increased
timeframe in the early stages of the project can
make project managers nervous, BIM Level 2 is a
new way of working, and that time will be saved in
the later stages.

For BIM to have a real impact, clients must be
encouraged to engage in the opening stages of a
project to audit what solutions and products on the
market could be used. This promotes collaboration
throughout the process and to have all parties 
working together from the opening stages means
fewer alterations required in later stages. This way 
of working confirms the government target of 33%
reduction in cost by reducing waste, and 50% overall
reduction of project timescale.

For those who adopt BIM, the impact on the business
is designed to be positive, increasing competitiveness,
transparency and efficiency across the board. ■
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Digital Construction Week takes place at London’s ExCeL on 18-19 October.
PBC Today previews this year’s event 

With digital transformation now gaining
ground across the AECO industry, thought
leaders from some of the most innovative

organisations are set to gather at London’s ExCeL on
18-19 October to help map the future of the built
environment during Digital Construction Week (DCW). 

At the heart of DCW is the two-day thought leadership
conference, this year curated in partnership with the
UK government’s Digital Built Britain (DBB) strategy.
Attendees will receive exclusive updates from the
DBB team at the event with presentations delivered
by Mark Bew, Fiona Moore, David Philp, Terry
Stocks and Simon Hart, plus the Cabinet Office’s
Alex Lubbock who will share the government’s view
of the sector following site visits with stakeholders
across the industry.

Digital Transformation
Focusing on Digital Transformation, the conference
programme will offer the chance to hear how new
technologies and processes are being used on
some of the most innovative projects in the industry,
with a keynote presentation by Crossrail’s Andrew
Wolstenholme on how technology can solve
many of the challenges facing the sector today.

Other highlights include a session from Mike Haley
of Autodesk entitled The Future Will See You Now:

AI for Design and Build, plus learn about the 
pioneering collaborative work taking place between
Google Cloud Platform and Flux; gain insight from
the teams behind the Thames Tideway and HS2
projects; and hear from Simon Rawlinson of Arcadis
as he poses the question: “What Should Construction
be Famous For?”

Industry collaboration
In addition to the conference, five different free
to attend seminar streams will offer more than 90
hours of content covering this year’s key theme
areas of BIM, Geospatial, Visualisation, Industry
4.0 and Tech.

Industry organisations including the UK BIM Alliance
and Immerse UK have collaborated with Digital
Construction Week to deliver the seminar content,
bringing together some of the most innovative
thinkers from each area of expertise to present case
studies and share best practice.

BIM focus
In addition to the BIM Village seminar programme, in
partnership with the UK BIM Alliance, a new feature
at the show this year will be the BIM Clinics, offering
visitors the chance to sign up for a series of free
clinics and workshops taking place in a dedicated
BIM Classroom.

A Show of Innovation: Industry innovators
collaborate at Digital Construction Week
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While the BIM Village will focus on the business
imperatives and strategy associated with the adoption
and implementation of BIM, the classroom sessions,
delivered by experts from the UK BIM Alliance, BIM
Regions and BIM4s, will cover the technical detail of
delivering BIM Level 2 and the practicalities of BIM
execution.

The teams behind the tech
Visitors will also be able to meet the ‘teams behind
the tech’ from across the five theme areas of the
show, with experiential exhibition stands offering
demonstrations on how these innovations can 
revolutionise the way you work, with hands-on demos,
advice and real-life project insights.

Exhibitor highlights include the newly opened 
Construction Scotland Innovation Centre, which

will be showcasing the expertise and equipment
available at its 35,000sq ft prototyping and training
facility in Glasgow. 

The team from the Innovation Factory, which is 
available for industry-wide collaboration projects, 
will be demonstrating tech including their AR/VR kit,
Sawyer Collaborative Robot and 3D scanner, as well
as showcasing a WikiHouse structure.

More developments in robotics and automation
will also be on show via The Design Computation
Lab – a new research laboratory at the Bartlett
School of Architecture, University College London.
The most current work of the postgraduate students
involved in the lab will be presented, alongside
demos of an industrial robot fabricating the building
elements of an assembled structure live at the show.

For those interested in visualisation, stepping into
the VR/AR Lab will offer a chance to focus on the
business case and practical application of AR and
VR in the built environment, using HTC Vives and
several mobile VR systems to try out advanced
applications being used on real projects. 

In addition, The Augmented Worker, a ground-
breaking project bringing AR to construction sites
across the country, will be demonstrated to industry
for the first time at DCW, while HP will be revealing
its pioneering VR project, HP Mars Home Planet, as
well as offering visitors the chance to try out its fully
immersive and untethered VR solution – the Z VR
Backpack.
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In the Geospatial area, a chance to meet the teams
behind key infrastructure projects including Thames
Tideway and HS2 will offer insight into real-life
applications of the latest innovations in this sector. 

Visitors will get the ultimate hands-on experience in
the DCW Drone Racing competition, where they
can take control of their own UAV and fly it along the
DCW drone race track, with prizes for the best times
recorded each day.

Other exhibition highlights include: 

Start-up Village: Brought to you by KTN and 
Innovate UK, the DCW Start-up Village will showcase
the newest concepts with the potential to solve
some of the industry’s biggest challenges.

Lenovo and MX3D: Take a trip along the canals of
Amsterdam with Lenovo’s VR experience at the show
and explore the 3D metal printed bridge by MX3D.

BAM Royal Group: One of Europe’s biggest 
contractors will share their journey towards digital
transformation and the benefits it has delivered.

Igloo Vision: Visitors will get the chance to step into
one of Igloo’s VR domes at DCW, demonstrating
how shared VR can be key to collaborative working
in construction. ■

Visit www.digitalconstructionweek.com to find out
more and register today.

Exhibition and Seminar Passes cost £20, but
readers can quote PBCFREE for a FREE pass
before 17 October or quote PBC20 to get 20%
off a conference package.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Digital Construction Week
www.digitalconstructionweek.com
www.twitter.com/DigiConWeek
www.linkedin.com/groups/8305963/profile

http://www.digitalconstructionweek.com
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Whether you’re competing for
career progression or ensuring
your business is a sector leader,

finding the best training from the right
provider is essential for success.

With this in mind, Nottingham Trent Univer-
sity (NTU) provides challenging, profession-
ally-accredited part-time and short courses
that are highly engaged in their respective
industries.

Attendees come from a variety of back-
grounds and have many different reasons for
wanting to enhance their skills. They all, how-
ever, make the decision with care and high
expectations. NTU takes these expectations
seriously and aims to meet and exceed them.
Their part-time courses allow professionals
to develop their skills and careers while still
in employment and are conveniently held on
the NTU campus in the centre of Nottingham.

The courses are professionally accredited
and take advantage of a range of industry-
level resources and equipment. Working in
award-winning Newton and Arkwright studio
spaces, you’ll have the latest software along-
side ultra-modern Heliodon, model making
studio, metal working and timber machining
workshops. Civil engineering, construction
and quantity surveying students have access
to excellent resources for structural testing,
materials science, soil mechanics and build-
ing engineering services.

Programmes on offer 
The standard and relevance of NTU’s courses,
the quality and international perspective of
their staff and their extensive commercial
links all help open doors to new and exciting
career opportunities.

Their programme includes:

BIM
Introduction to BIM and AutoDesk Revit

Civil and Structural Engineering
Advanced Construction Materials
Advanced Structural Analysis
Analysis and Design of Surface Structures
Finite Element Analysis
Introduction to MATLAB Programming
Revit for Civil and Structural Engineers

Construction Management
Lean Construction
Planning and Managing Construction Work
Project Initiation

Property Management
Building Pathology
Building Technology
Construction Investment and Planning
Contract Administration
Development Practice
Planning Practice
Procurement and Cost Studies
Property and Construction Economics
Real Estate Investment

Nottingham Trent University 
Tel: +44 (0)115 848 2813
cpdbe@ntu.ac.uk
www.ntu.ac.uk/cpdbe
www.twitter.com/ntuadbe

Continuing Professional 
Development at Nottingham
Trent University 
Finding the best training for Continuing Professional
Development is important for your career, as outlined
here by Nottingham Trent University

Real Estate Management and Agency
Real Estate Valuation and Appraisal

For the full list of courses, dates and 
how to apply visit the NTU website:
www.ntu.ac.uk/cpdbe . 

“…Nottingham Trent University
(NTU) provides challenging,
professionally-accredited part-
time and short courses that are
highly engaged in their respec-
tive industries.”

To find out more about their short courses,
part-time studies, bespoke training and 
consultancy offer contact the short course
team in the School of Architecture, Design
and Built Environment today.

http://www.ntu.ac.uk/cpdbe
mailto:cpdbe@ntu.ac.uk
http://www.ntu.ac.uk/cpdbe
http://www.twitter.com/ntuadbe


Grenfell: Where does building control
and fire safety go from here?
The Grenfell Tower disaster was a human tragedy and a national scandal.
PBC Today talks to Martin Conlon, chair of the Building Control Alliance,
about the difficult questions raised and the industry’s response
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At the time of writing, around 80 people are
believed to have died in the fire at Grenfell
Tower that started in the early hours of 14 June.

Some 66 have been formally identified. However, such
was the scale of devastation that police have said
search and recovery operations will not be completed
until at least the end of the year, and it could be many
more months until the final death toll is known. 

“The tragic reality is that due to the intense heat of
the fire, there are some people whom we may never
identify,” Scotland Yard’s DCS Fiona McCormack said
in June. 

The Grenfell disaster raises many questions – political,
social and legal – but perhaps above all, how could
this have happened in 21st century Britain? 

For the construction, building control and fire safety
sectors there are deep, fundamental issues to
address about legislation, regulations and industry
practice relating to not only Grenfell but hundreds of
other buildings across the country. 

An independent public inquiry, led by retired judge
Sir Martin Moore-Bick, will examine issues including
the immediate cause of the fire and why it spread to
the whole of the building; the design and construction
of the tower and decisions relating to its modification,
refurbishment and management; and the scope and
adequacy of building regulations, fire regulations and
industry practice relating to the design, construction,
equipping and management of high-rise residential
buildings. 

Separately, the government has announced an 
independent review of building regulations and fire

safety to be led by Dame Judith Hackitt, chair of 
manufacturers’ body the EEF.

A key issue will be how did the fire spread so rapidly
and to such devastating effect? The initial cause of
the fire has been identified by the Metropolitan
Police, which is conducting a criminal investigation
into the disaster, as a faulty fridge-freezer.

How could it have spread when 1970s-built tower
blocks like Grenfell were designed to contain fires
within individual flats? Indeed, BBC’s Panorama
reported that firefighters had put out the fridge fire
when they noticed flames “shooting up” the side of
the building. What happened?

“Aside from the colossal investigation
into Grenfell, the fact that cladding used
on so many buildings failed the BRE’s
tests will raise serious concerns in the
wider building control industry.” 

The police investigation is looking at every element
of the construction of the tower, but it is suspected
that the fire spread through the combustible insula-
tion contained in the Aluminium Composite Material
(ACM) panels cladding the exterior.

Approved Document B states: “The external 
envelope of a building should not provide a medium
for fire spread if it is likely to be a risk to health and
safety. The use of combustible materials in the
cladding system and extensive cavities may present
such a risk in tall buildings.”

Yet in government-mandated fire safety tests carried
out by the Building Research Establishment, insulation
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samples collected from Grenfell combusted in short
order. An independent expert panel, chaired by
former London fire commissioner Sir Ken Knight,
subsequently called for large-scale testing of ACM
panels with different types of insulation. 

In the first three rounds of tests by the BRE, cladding
used on over 200 tower blocks all over the country
failed to comply with Part B. 

In all, six different cladding combinations are being
tested by the BRE. The test specimens incorporate
each of the common types of ACM panel, with core
filler materials of unmodified polyethylene, fire 
retardant polyethylene and limited combustibility
mineral. The two insulation materials specified for
use in the testing are rigid polyisocyanurate foam
(PIR) or stone wool. 

The results on their own appear damning but 
unravelling the decisions that led to the installation
of ACM panels that were effectively banned on tower
blocks under the building regulations at Grenfell will
be a painstaking and complicated matter. At least 60

firms reportedly worked on the refurbishment of the
tower alone. In late September, police confirmed they
are investigating 330 organisations involved in the
construction, refurbishment or management of Gren-
fell and have obtained a staggering 31m documents.

Aside from the colossal investigation into Grenfell,
the fact that cladding used on so many buildings
failed the BRE’s tests will raise serious concerns in
the wider building control industry. 

Martin Conlon, chair of the Building Control Alliance,
says Grenfell represents a “systematic failure”. 

“We tend to get it every generation where there’s a
major disaster and something has occurred that
wasn’t quite foreseen. You go back to disasters in 
the past – Ronan Point, Summerland, Fairfield old
people’s home in Nottingham – where there’s a
problem and it wasn’t foreseen at the time,” he tells
PBC Today. 

“I think this is where we are with [Grenfell]. We
assumed that a fire would behave in a certain way
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on the outside and it clearly hasn’t. I think that’s
where there’s a systematic failure.”

Concerns about cladding, however, are not new. In
1999, the House of Commons’ Environment, Transport
& Regional Affairs select committee said that while
the evidence did not suggest that the majority of
external cladding systems posed a serious threat to
life or property in the event of fire, there had been
incidents of fire spreading behind rainscreen cladding.
In 1991, a tower block fire in Knowsley climbed 11
floors behind the external cladding. 

The cross-party committee concluded that the 
small-scale tests being used to determine the fire
safety of external cladding were not fully effective
and better methods were available, and they called
for changes to the building regulations. 

“We do not believe that it should take a serious fire 
in which many people are killed before all reasonable
steps are taken towards minimising the risks,” the
committee said.

There have been changes. Since 2007, all new tower
blocks over 30m must, by law, be fitted with sprinklers.
It has been said that Grenfell could not be built today
– but the changes did not apply to existing blocks. 

Conlon notes there have been many calls, on succes-
sive governments, to change fire safety and building
regulations relating to existing high-rises. Following
the 2009 Lakanal House fire in Southwark, which
resulted in six deaths, the coroner Frances Kirkham
wrote to then-communities secretary Eric Pickles rec-
ommending a number of measures, including moves
to “encourage” housing providers to retrofit sprinkler
systems in tower blocks. 

“By their very nature, building regulations and building
standards are reactive,” Conlon says. 

“The coroner recommended a review of building 
regulations and that didn’t take place. I don’t really
know why that didn’t happen. Building control officers
can only apply the requirements as government lay
them down. It’s really up to our politicians to give us
the framework.”

“Certainly, we’re looking for answers as to
what were the root causes, not just of the
fire starting but of the spread – and of the
problems that it created. What lessons can
we learn, not necessarily from a regulatory
point of view but from a building
management point of view?”

Nevertheless, in the case of Grenfell, it is striking 
that there were reportedly 16 council inspections of
the renovation work that involved the cladding
replacement, as well as specific viewings of cladding
samples. 

“You’ve got to bear in mind that building control
inspections are a snapshot. They are not a replace-
ment for thorough inspections throughout the process
from a quality control point of view,” Conlon says. 

“Don’t expect that building control will see every
single nail that goes in and every single screw that
goes in. That’s not its purpose; the purpose is to
oversee that the contractor is carrying out their 
role adequately.

“The people who are responsible for complying 
with the regulations, legally, are the people who are
carrying out the work.”

Building control is essentially acting like the referee
in a football match, Conlon says. 

“The referee will blow the whistle when they see an
offence,” he adds. 
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“If an offence occurs behind the referee’s back and
he or she doesn’t see it, then they can’t blow the
whistle. It’s down to the players on the pitch to abide
by the rules of the game. And it’s exactly the same
for building control.”

The main contractor that carried out the refurbish-
ment at Grenfell, Rydon, has stated that it “met all
required building regulations – as well as fire regula-
tion and health & safety standards”. Its chief executive,
Robert Bond, has pledged to cooperate fully with the
public inquiry to establish what happened. 

From a building control point of view, Conlon hopes
the inquiry and the review of building regulations
and fire safety bring greater clarity, both in terms of
the technical requirements and the language used 
in guidance, as well as a reaffirmation of the lines of
responsibility, particularly for large-scale projects
involving multiple contractors.

“The coroner recommended a review of
building regulations and that didn’t take
place. I don’t really know why that didn’t
happen. Building control officers can only
apply the requirements as government lay
them down. It’s really up to our politicians
to give us the framework.”

“If you’ve got people punching holes through com-
partment walls to put services through – you might
have a plumber, you might have an electrician, you
might have air conditioning people, all pushing holes
through walls to lay their bits and pieces – where’s
the responsibility for ensuring that the compartment
is well sealed and maintained at the end of the job?”
he says. 

“Is it the main contractor? The main contractor might
say, it’s not me, it’s up to the subcontractor to make
good after their own operations. The subcontractor

might say, that’s not my job because my job was just
the installation.

“We need clarity, we need affirmation, we need
understanding within the whole process.”

While the remit of the public inquiry has been 
criticised by some for being too narrow – it will not,
for example, examine social housing policy – Conlon
hopes it will provide answers to a number of key
questions. 

“Certainly, we’re looking for answers as to what were
the root causes, not just of the fire starting but of the
spread – and of the problems that it created. What
lessons can we learn, not necessarily from a regulatory
point of view but from a building management point
of view?” he says. 

“It’s raised all sorts of questions, broader questions
than the cladding.”

Indeed, as an industry we must hope that the 
public inquiry and the review of building regulations
provide answers that bring both justice for the 
victims of Grenfell and genuine, lasting change for
the future. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PBC Today
Tel: 0843 504 4560
info@pbctoday.co.uk
www.pbctoday.co.uk

mailto:info@pbctoday.co.uk
http://www.pbctoday.co.uk


On 14 June, a devastating fire at Grenfell
Tower in Kensington claimed the lives of
almost 80 people. The tragedy represented

the second greatest loss of life resulting from a 
building/structure fire disaster on the British Isles in
peacetime since the fire at the Theatre Royal, Exeter,
in 1887 - with the exception of the Piper Alpha oil rig
explosion and fire in 1988, in which 167 people died.

In a letter issued to residents and relatives affected
by the Grenfell tragedy, the Metropolitan Police
stated that there are “reasonable grounds” to suspect
the Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea and 
the Kensington & Chelsea Tenant Management
Organisation of corporate manslaughter.

Criminal liabilities of companies 
The Corporate Manslaughter & Corporate Homicide
Act 2007 came into force on 6 April 2008 and was
intended to clarify the criminal liabilities of companies
where serious failures result in a fatality.

An organisation to which this legislation applies is
guilty of an offence if the manner in which its activities
are managed or organised causes a person’s death
and amounts to a gross breach of a relevant duty of
care owed by the organisation to the deceased.

The offence only applies to organisations and not to
individuals. The organisations to which this offence
applies are specified within the act and includes local

The Grenfell Tower tragedy:
Have the council and the tenant managem  
committed the offence of corporate mans  
Following the Grenfell fire, the Metropolitan Police have stated there are “reasonable
grounds” to suspect corporate manslaughter may have been committed. Caroline Dunne,
a Consultant Solicitor specialising in regulatory offences, examines the law in this area
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authorities, NHS bodies and government departments,
as well as corporations.

Gross breach of a duty of care 
A gross breach of a duty of care must be established.
This means the conduct of the organisation falls far
below that which could reasonably be expected and
a substantial element of the breach must be the way
in which the organisation’s activities are managed
and organised by its senior management. 

The death must have been caused by the gross
breach of duty.

Offences under this legislation will be investigated by

the police in partnership with the Health & Safety
Executive (HSE), local authority or other regulatory
body, such as Food Standards Agency. The act does
not provide the police with a power to arrest individ-
uals but organisations such as the HSE have powers
of entry and can seize any equipment or documents
as part of its investigation. Any investigation will need
to consider how the fatal activity was managed or
organised, including the systems and processes in
place and how these were operated in practice.

Any prosecution will be brought by the Crown 
Prosecution Service and will be dealt with in a Crown
Court. An organisation guilty of the offence of corpo-
rate manslaughter will be liable to an unlimited fine
by the criminal court, which would be in addition to
any compensation awarded in the civil courts.

“Any investigation will need to consider
how the fatal activity was managed or
organised, including the systems and
processes in place and how these were
operated in practice.”

A remedial order requiring the steps to be taken to
remedy any management failure that led to the
death can also be ordered, alongside an order
requiring the company to publicise its conviction
with details of the amount of the fine imposed and
the terms of any remedial order.

The above legislation only applies to corporate
bodies. However, existing health and safety offences
and gross negligence manslaughter will continue to
apply to individuals.

Individual manslaughter charges 
Police investigating the fire at Grenfell say they may
pursue individuals as well as corporations, which
could potentially see individuals facing charges of
manslaughter, fraud, misconduct, health and safety
breaches and breaches of fire safety regulations.

Continued on page 149…
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The Grenfell fire: “A watershed moment” for
tall building safety rules? 
Until the Grenfell Tower disaster, the Lakanal House
fire in 2009, in which six people died, was Britain’s
worst tower block disaster. Southwark Council
pleaded guilty to fire safety breaches which 
contributed to the deaths.

Following the Lakanal House fire, the coroner, Judge
Frances Kirkham, made a number of safety recom-
mendations, which included “encouraging” housing
providers “to consider the retrofitting of sprinkler
systems”, improving building regulations and improv-
ing clarity on the fire safety advice given to residents. 

It was also noted that panels on the outside of Lakanal
House, fitted in 2006-07, were not fire resistant and
allowed the fire to spread from the flat where the
blaze started in under five minutes. 

In 2013, the All-Party Parliamentary Fire Safety &
Rescue Group called for a review of safety regula-
tions. However, this has not been progressed by the
government. 

Conclusion 
As a result of the enormity of the devastation of
Grenfell, the public will expect to see those responsi-
ble brought to justice and for safety regulations to be
updated and implemented. While a fine is unlikely to
be considered justice for all those who lost their lives,
this disaster is likely to result in significant changes in
building regulations and corporate responsibility.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Caroline Dunne
Consultant Solicitor 
IBB Solicitors
Tel: +44 (0)3456 381381
caroline.dunne@ibblaw.co.uk
www.ibblaw.co.uk
www.twitter.com/ibb_solicitors

Caroline Dunne,
Consultant Solicitor

at IBB Solicitors

Continued from page 147…
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Searching for quality fire protection companies 
to help meet your fire safety obligations?

Find them at www.bafe.org.uk

BAFE registered companies are certified in 
specific areas of fire protection by UKAS 
accredited Certification Bodies using BAFE 
developed schemes.

Search free to find certified competent fire 
companies near you at www.bafe.org.uk

Fire Extinguisher Maintenance

Fire Detection and Alarm Systems

Fire Risk Assessments

Emergency Lighting Systems

Fixed Gaseous Fire Suppression Systems

http://www.bafe.org.uk
http://www.bafe.org.uk
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Do we need to retrofit fire sprinkler
systems in social housing?
Following the Grenfell Tower disaster, there have been widespread calls
to retrofit fire sprinkler systems in social housing. BAFSA supports this
principle – but Chief Executive Keith MacGillivray cautions against a rush
to install systems that do not meet British Standards 

BAFSA has worked tirelessly for more than 40
years to ensure that automatic fire sprinklers
are properly designed and installed in all

types of occupancies across the United Kingdom. 

The UK sprinkler industry, through this association,
has invested heavily in research to ensure we can
produce evidence-based data for use by local and
national governments. It was BAFSA-backed research
in 2011-2012 (The Callow Mount Sprinkler Retrofit
Project) which proved that retrofit fire sprinkler 
systems in social housing were indeed feasible and
cost-effective. 

A primary objective of this Sheffield high-rise 
sprinkler project was to determine the practicality 
of installing a complete system without the need for
residents to decamp.

During the early stage of planning, it was recognised
that it was vital residents were happy with the 
proposals to retrofit fire sprinkler systems in their
homes and many meetings were held, before and
during the project, to ensure they were kept fully
informed and that their concerns were properly
taken into consideration.  

Residents were invited to attend an initial meeting
with all partners which explained how fire sprinklers
worked and included a myth-busting session to
address commonly found fears. 

To allow the installation team to test, and refine, their
approach without impacting on any of the residents,
installation commenced in a vacant flat kept for respite

use. Systems were then installed in three additional
flats. This included some that were occupied – at 
the request of the residents. In the light of this initial
experience, the programme was slightly amended.
The whole scheme, covering 48 flats including lob-
bies, boiler rooms and bin stores, commissioning
and snagging was completed in four weeks.

“It is BAFSA’s opinion that since
reliability and efficacy is a paramount
issue, only systems designed and
installed to the British Standards should
be specified for residential and domestic
premises.”

The experience revealed that the installation in each
flat could be completed in less than one day without
evacuating residents and the adopted approach 
ably illustrated how significant improvement in life
and building safety can be readily achieved with 
minimal disruption.

This was smoothly realised through the cooperation
of all concerned and clearly if the adopted approach
could be fully integrated with other refurbishment
work programmes, additional cost and time benefits
would be achieved.

In the light of the Grenfell Tower disaster, while
housing providers appear eager to provide more
robust fire protection for tenants – especially those
in high-rise blocks – BAFSA members report growing
fears that a ‘rush to install something quickly’ may
result in retrofit fire sprinkler systems being provided
that are not fit for purpose.   
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Those specifying systems and authorities having
jurisdiction (eg building control and fire & rescue
authorities) must therefore appreciate the risks –
and possible liabilities – involved.   

There are available on the market a number of 
automatic fire suppression systems that purport to
comply with or ‘provide an equivalent degree of pro-
tection’ as those installed to British Standards. Such
products may be designed to other standards – or to
none – but it is BAFSA’s belief that these are unlikely
to provide the same degree of certainty of reliable
operation and levels of protection as systems
designed and installed in accordance with established
codes of practice.

Such non-standard-compliant or innovative systems
include ‘low-cost sprinkler protection’ where the
sprinkler heads are fed directly from the property’s
internal cold water distribution system, ‘pre-action’
or ‘double-knock’ sprinkler systems. 

Recent developments in the provision of standalone
‘personal protection’ systems, which provide a free-
standing fire suppression system covering a small
room or part of a larger room, can now be used with
confidence for the safety of immobile people, provided
equipment certificated to LPS 1655 by the LPCB is
used. The scope for this equipment will be covered
in a future British Standard.

One particular product, growing in popularity with
building control officers, comes with the claim that it
meets the performance standards of BS 92521 and
BS 84582. On the face of it, this looks impressive;
however, these tests only relate to the nozzle – not
the system. It therefore seems bizarre that something
installed in a building to protect life can obtain approval
simply on the basis that a single component has
passed a laboratory test.         

It is BAFSA’s opinion that since reliability and efficacy
is a paramount issue, only systems designed and
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installed to the British Standards should be specified
for residential and domestic premises.

Furthermore, owners and responsible persons should
seek to employ competent contractors with the appro-
priate third-party accreditation to both design and
install sprinklers or watermist systems and ensure that
arrangements are put in place for future servicing and
maintenance. Where component standards exist then
these should also be complied with.

“BAFSA members report growing fears
that a ‘rush to install something quickly’
may result in systems being provided that
are not fit for purpose.”

By choosing a third-party certificated contractor with
certification from a UKAS-accredited certification
body, clients have the confidence that in addition to
the contractor having been competence assessed in
their activities by the certification body, the certifica-
tion body are themselves subject to assessment of
their competence and abilities by UKAS.  

Currently, there are three accredited bodies that
operate such certification schemes for sprinkler
installations: The Loss Prevention Certification Board
(LPCB), Exova Warrington and IFC Certification.

Specifiers, or those involved in providing guidance
on the procurement of non-standard systems
(including the fire & rescue services), should also be
aware that at the time of writing, none of these
UKAS-accredited fire certification bodies will allow a
certificate of compliance or conformity to be issued
for a non-compliant system. Those who propose or
support the use of systems that do not comply with
an appropriate standard should understand that
they may incur an assumption of liability should such
a system be discovered to be unfit for the purpose
for which it was installed. 

It should also be noted that at the time of writing,
only the LPCB maintains schemes for testing the 
components of automatic fire suppression systems. 

Seven years ago, BAFSA instigated the development
of the first National Occupational Standards for the
Mechanical Fire Sector, which state what is required
of a worker in terms of performance and knowledge.
These provided the building blocks for the IQ Level 2
Certificate in Fire Sprinkler Installation – the first
nationally recognised qualification for sprinkler
installers, which was designed, developed and
launched by BAFSA. To acquire this qualification,
launched in 2015, students must achieve seven
mandatory units, which reflect the knowledge and
competencies necessary to meet the industry 
standards for the installation role.

BAFSA is urging the government to take immediate
action to actively promote, through legislation and
regulation, retrofitting of automatic fire sprinklers in
high-rise housing throughout the UK as the only
effective measure to compensate for single staircases,
combustible external cladding and poor standards of
fire compartmentation. It is also essential that housing
providers only install automatic fire sprinklers to 
the appropriate British Standard using third-party
accredited installers and approved components.

We are also calling for a coordinated approach to the
provision of financial and technical support to ensure
that all housing bodies are able to carry out this work.

Action to prevent the needless number of fire deaths
in the UK continuing is needed now. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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info@bafsa.org.uk
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Heart of the matter: Why architects need
a key role in the construction process
With recent events, including the Grenfell Tower disaster, raising
concerns about independent scrutiny of the construction process,
Russell Curtis of RCKa Architects argues it is time for his profession
to return to the heart of the design and build process

To find an architect lamenting the erosion of 
the profession’s role within the construction
process may elicit from many little more than

crocodile tears or, to others, smack of a futile act of
self-preservation when faced with challenging 
financial targets, shrinking capital budgets and the
avoidance of risk. But while architects’ railing at the
demotion of quality in favour of ‘certainty’ is hardly
new, events of the last year have suddenly thrust our
concerns into the spotlight.

It is still far too early to apportion culpability for the
horrific fire at Grenfell Tower in June, but it is possible
that this may emerge as the latest, and most tragic,
manifestation of decreasing oversight that architects
have been warning about for so long. At the very least,
there is clear evidence that a lack of professional, inde-
pendent scrutiny has resulted directly in catastrophic
failures elsewhere that could – had circumstances
been only very slightly different – have resulted in
tragedies of their own.

One example is the Edinburgh Schools fiasco, where
Professor John Cole’s extensive inquiry into the collapse
of a masonry wall at Oxgangs School in Edinburgh
identified clear areas where a lack of oversight during
the construction process phase had allowed poor
workmanship to creep, unchecked, into the works. 

Crucially, it became apparent that this was not an
isolated incident, but one which was found to be
endemic in the wider schools delivery programme,
with a further four collapses directly attributed to
workmanship not in accordance with the consultant’s
designs. Professor Cole determined that independent
scrutiny would likely have prevented such incidents
occurring. 

As well as the obvious risk to life, such events have
had a dramatic financial and personal impact, with
hugely expensive rectification work and extensive
disruption to the education of students the new
buildings were supposed to enhance.

“Our concern extends not only to the
needs of the commissioning client but
also those who will ultimately occupy
those buildings we design…”

There are innumerable, less spectacular, examples to
be found throughout the country, many resulting in
minor irritations but others which dramatically affect
the enjoyment of buildings by those who inhabit
them; in some cases, such as the Orchard Estate in
east London, the result of a poor quality construction
process and a lack of oversight has had a detrimental
effect on residents’ quality of life.

It is a criticism often levelled at architects (and one not
entirely without merit) that we have allowed ourselves
to be pushed to the margins of the construction
process, becoming adept at piloting complex schemes
through an increasingly tortuous planning process,
but superfluous when it comes to putting the thing
together on site. One consequence of a decade of
austerity is the presence of many young architects
rising through the ranks of the profession for whom
an understanding of construction techniques remains
an abstract concept; lines on a drawing that have no
analogue on a muddy building site. 

While there’s some truth in this, in reality our 
marginalisation extends back far further than the
recent financial crisis, with our traditional role at the
heart of the construction process having diminished

http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/news/article/2245/independent_report_into_school_closures_published
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gradually as contractors, and other professionals,
stepped into a void that we only had a small part in
creating.

“Contractors would look to save money
within the parameters laid down by the
contract information in the desperate
hope of widening excruciatingly narrow
margins. Something had to give, and the
sacrifice was quality.”

A shift away from what came to be known as ‘tradi-
tional’ contracting and the adoption of so-called ‘col-
laborative’ forms of contract, exemplified by design
and build, were conceived as a way of reducing the
adversarial nature of construction in the hope that
by working together the entire team could focus on
delivering projects to programme and budget. 

It was expected that D&B would magically reconcile
the elusive triumvirate of cost, quality and time. What
really happened was a transfer of risk, with the balance
of power shifting from the contract administrator (a
role most often fulfilled by the architect) to the builder.

With the architect no longer acting on behalf of the
client, and often taking their place as just another
subbie within the builder’s extensive supply chain,
the custody of quality was left up to those consultants,
often from a cost background, remaining by the
client’s side.

The benefit was obvious: a contract could be signed
– often much sooner than would previously been
possible – and the cost was fixed, with the risk of
cost overruns now the responsibility of the contractor.
It was up to the builder how to deliver the project
within the sum agreed and any unexpected increases
would be down them to resolve. This arrangement
was so compelling it became the default choice for
most public sector projects of any significance. The
inevitable consequence was, however, that contractors
would look to save money within the parameters laid
down by the contract information in the desperate
hope of widening excruciatingly narrow margins.
Something had to give, and the sacrifice was quality.

There’s a perception in some sectors that our obses-
sion with quality is simply a demonstration of our
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detachment from the realities of modern contracting.
Why spend £50 on a tap when we could spend £500
and have it in gold? This is nonsense, of course. Our
concern extends not only to the needs of the com-
missioning client but also those who will ultimately
occupy those buildings we design; rarely are these
the same, particularly in the public sphere. 

“It is still far too early to apportion
culpability for the horrific fire at Grenfell
Tower in June, but it is possible that this
may emerge as the latest, and most tragic,
manifestation of decreasing oversight
that architects have been warning about
for so long.”

We care about the contribution our buildings make
to wider society; the effect on those who live and
work around them, too. We understand that decisions
made during the design stage can have a profound
effect on longevity, enjoyment and quality of life.
Quality extends not only to the thoughtfulness of a
building’s design, the selection of materials and how

they are put together, but to the enjoyment of those
that live, love, work and sometimes die in it. 

The impact our buildings have on the lives of the
people that inhabit them can be profound and 
success cannot simply be assessed on the day the
building is handed over, but only after months, years
or even decades have passed. Architects understand
that the construction process itself is only a brief
excursion within a far greater journey. By retaking
our position at the heart of the process, we can 
concentrate our efforts on arriving at the right 
destination. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Russell Curtis
Director
RCKa Architects
Tel: +44 (0)207 831 7002
russell@rcka.co.uk
www.rcka.co.uk
@russellcurtis

Russell Curtis of RCKa Architects

www.twitter.com/russellcurtis
mailto:russell@rcka.co.uk
http://www.rcka.co.uk
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iMist water mist fire protection systems are a cost-effective, environmentally 
friendly and less damaging alternative to fire sprinklers. iMist STX12 water 
mist technology provides highly effective fire protection to domestic and 
residential properties.

iMist is a more environmentally 
friendly solution to fire suppression 
than traditional fire sprinklers.

The iMist nozzles are discreet, 
available in a colour to suit your 
decor and can be applied to almost 
any domestic and residential setting.

The iMist STX12 system has been 
independently tested and is fully
compliant to BS8458 – 2015.The 
STX12 system has also passed the 
80mtr2 open plan test.

How Does iMist Compare?

iMIST STX12 Water Mist Fire Protection System Features

Why Choose iMist Fire Protection Systems?

A leading UK supplier of  
Domestic & Residential Water Mist Fire Protection Systems

Rapid Suppression
Rapid fire suppression and control


Minimal Damage

Minimal damage on activation
(water and smoke damage)

Efficiency
Low water consumption

Environmentally Sound
iMist is an Environmentally 

friendly option

Easy to install
Neat, discreet installation 

reducing damage and easy to Retrofit

Low Cost
Low cost reinstatement after 

activation and low maintenance cost

LONDON OFFICE | 020 7965 7237  | sales@imist.net  | www.imist.net

Automatic frangible bulb
(57 Degrees)

Volt free terminals allowing 
connection to addressable fire
alarm systems

Compact pump unit 
(450mm x 400mm x 700mm)

Power loss audible alarm to alert 
the end user of system failure

High decibel audible activation alarm
Domestic 230v supply CE marked

BS 8458 - 2015 Independently tested
and fully compliant
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Electrical safety checks 
in the wake of Grenfell
Phil Buckle, Chief Executive of Electrical Safety First,
explains how the Grenfell Tower tragedy is a wake-up call
for electrical safety checks and building regulations
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While the media has noted various concerns
around the remit of its Public Inquiry,
there’s no doubt the Grenfell Tower fire

will have a significant impact on social housing – and
a range of safety issues that this tragic event has
dramatically highlighted.

Although many questions around Grenfell remain
unanswered, we do know that, while the fire spread
rapidly because of the block’s external cladding, the
source of ignition was a faulty fridge-freezer on the
fourth floor.

Electricity is so much a part of modern life, it’s easy
to forget how dangerous it can be. But last year,
almost two thousand fires – 1,878, to be exact – were
caused by white goods (domestic electricals, such as
fridge-freezers, washing machines and dishwashers).
And while it is important to note that the item that
instigated the Grenfell fire had not been subject to a
product recall or safety notice, over the past six
years, data from England’s fire and rescue services
shows an average of four fires a week being caused
by faulty fridge-freezers alone.

Since our inception, Electrical Safety First has been
passionately committed to improving electrical safety
in the home. In addition to our major consumer
education and media campaigns, we also engage
with key stakeholders and government to influence
relevant policy developments. 

We have, for example, successfully lobbied for improved
electrical safety checks in the private rented sector.
Today, legislation requiring private landlords to ensure
regular electrical safety checks in their properties is
now operating in Scotland, with Wales and Northern
Ireland set to follow suit. In England, we await 

ministerial sign-off for a similar requirement to be
incorporated into the Housing Act, which gained
Royal Assent last May.

So we are hopeful that government will respond to
our call for housing associations and local authorities
to be required to provide free electrical safety
checks – for both fixed electrical installations and
electrical appliances – for all tenants. Initially, this
would only cover tower blocks, as a range of issues
(not least population density), make this form of
housing a priority for electrical safety. 

Current government policy states that there is only
an “expectation” on social landlords to keep electrical
installations safe. On this basis, electrical installations
and appliances contained within the sector could go
unchecked for many years and remain dangerous
until action is taken. So we are also calling for such
checks to eventually encompass all social housing
and we would  like to see social landlords compile a
register of white goods located in their tower
blocks – regardless of tenure. 

In the meantime,  we have  launched a microsite to
advise people on white goods safety, including how
to register an appliance and find out if an electrical
item they own has been recalled. 

In recent years, there has been a tsunami of media
coverage around a range of unsafe electrical prod-
ucts, from exploding chargers to washing machines.
With the limited success of recalls (only an estimated
10%-20% actually manage to engage with the end
consumer) and the fact that domestic electrical fires
are increasing – most notably illustrated by Grenfell –
we consider it essential that the product safety
system be improved. 

Link: http://www.whitegoodsafety.com/
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Many people were disappointed by the government’s
muted response to Lynn Faulds Woods’ independent
review of the UK’s System for the Recall of Unsafe
Products. However, a Working Group on Product
Recalls and Safety, which we are members of, was
set up by the government. The group finally issued
its report in July and we were pleased that it incorpo-
rated a number of recommendations we considered
essential to improve recall rates, enhance consumer
safety and ensure sustainable business. 

The report’s recommendations included the devel-
opment of a recall code of practice, a call for
research into consumer behaviour, the promotion of
product registration and greater coordination of
product recalls and enforcement. In response to the
report, the government has already launched a new
website, Product Recall, to act as a centralised
resource for consumer information.

But it will need political will to ensure that all of the
report’s recommendations are put into practice and
to provide the support required for the effective
enforcement of product safety. Given the fact that
there have been 112 recalls of electrical products since
July 2015, it is clear that product safety is an issue that
can no longer be ignored. If it is, more lives will be
put at risk. Be assured that we are working on it. ■

Electrical Safety First hosts an annual Product Safety Conference,

which offers updates on the changing legislative landscape 

impacting on electrical safety. The next conference will be held on 

Thursday 23 November 2017 at Church House, Dean’s Yard,

Westminster, London SW1P 3NZ. For further information, please

contact Neelam Sheemar at: Neelam.sheemar@electricalsafetyfirst.org.uk.

Or Tel: 020 3463 5111 | Mobile: 07813814527

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Phil Buckle
Chief Executive
Electrical Safety First
Tel: +44 (0)20 3463 5111
enquiries@electricalsafetyfirst.org.uk
www.electricalsafetyfirst.org.uk
www.twitter.com/ElecSafetyFirst

“Although many questions around
Grenfell remain unanswered, we do know
that, while the fire spread rapidly because
of the block’s external cladding, the source
of ignition was a faulty fridge-freezer on
the fourth floor.”

Phil Buckle, Chief Executive

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/report-to-margot-james
https://productrecall.campaign.gov.uk/#V797KJMFZsQq3VUl.97
Neelam.sheemar@electricalsafetyfirst.org.uk
mailto:enquiries@electricalsafetyfirst.org.uk
http://www.electricalsafetyfirst.org.uk
http://www.twitter.com/ElecSafetyFirst


At first glance, a construction company
may not seem the obvious choice when
seeking to purchase or lease a vehicle,

regardless of its purpose, private or business.
However, when you delve a little deeper and
recognise that said operation already runs –
and relies on – a fleet in excess of 400 different
vehicle types, vehicle leasing starts to become
visibly clearer.

That said, for an organisation that functions
in a completely different market to have the
foresight, let alone knowledge, to suitably
add this service to its portfolio is another
challenge altogether. For many, such concepts
are ditched at the first sight of an obstacle, but
not at Mick George Ltd.

So how does an organisation manage to get
vehicle leasing off the ground? Put simply, it
activates a longstanding relationship with one
of its vehicle suppliers. OK, so it may not be
quite as easy as suggested, but fortunately this
supplier shares a vision and ethos matched 
by the business, which has consequently 
accelerated the launch. 

The engine behind the new vehicle leasing
division at Mick George Ltd is Steve Howell,
and although he may not quite have reached
the sales echelons as world-renowned Joe
Girard, Chevrolet’s top salesman, he certainly
boasts strong credentials in this particular
industry.

Having started out in car sales back in 1981,
taking on car demo, cleaning and panel
beating roles along the way, Steve became
part-owner of Neva Consultants in 1992,

where he played an integral role in building
a £40m revenue, turning over up to 2,000
cars a year to satisfied clients, in the 25 years
that he worked for the company.

Steve’s association with Mick George Ltd
dates back to the early 1990s, when he was
approached by Finance Director Jon Stump
about the possibility of tracking down the
much sought-after BMW 323SE in Boston
Green. You read that correctly: Boston Green.
It was once a popular choice! Having accom-
plished that challenge, Steve became a close
acquaintance of Jon’s, with many stories to
tell over the years.

From here, personal relationships blossomed,
and Steve’s procurement experienced natu-
rally progressed to him sourcing company
cars, vans, lorries and tipper trucks in large
volumes for Mick George Ltd. 

Given the close allegiance of the two, you may
be surprised why the decision to introduce
a vehicle leasing service has taken as long as
it has, which in itself highlights many of the
complexities involved.

As we all know, the car trading industry is 
littered with a stigma that to this day still
exists. However, this is where Steve’s genuine
passion, hunger and desire have come into
their own. His personable qualities are one of
his critical attributes, going against the grain
of the traditional perception of the industry. 

Steve’s mantra, if you like, without sounding 
to much of a cliché, is “to go the extra mile”,
providing an unrivalled service and experience.

Mick George Ltd gunning for
vehicle leasing success
Mick George Ltd explains why it has taken on the challenge
of adding vehicle leasing to its portfolio of services
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This differs tremendously to some national
competitors, brokers and manufacturers in the
domain, who are merely in it for the short-haul,
sealing one-off deals in volume while making
a quick buck by way of false advertising – one
of Steve’s principle irritations.

And this is where the collaboration seems to
dovetail nicely. Not only is the Mick George
brand a reputable one that is likely to 
withstand any negative coverage connected
with the car industry, but its emphasis on
quality and service will be replicated within
yet another field.

If the early signs are anything to go by, it
already appears to be a match made in
heaven. Two clients were secured after being
established for less than a week, providing
in one instance 25 Citroen Berlingos and 
in the other, 20 Mercedes C350E hybrid 
vehicles for company car use.

Sean Feeley
Communications Manager
Mick George Ltd
Tel: 01480 499 158 
news@mickgeorge.co.uk
www.mickgeorge.co.uk
www.twitter.com/mickgeorgeltd

mailto:news@mickgeorge.co.uk
http://www.mickgeorge.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/mickgeorgeltd
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Common Claims Focus 
– Water Ingress
We all learn from our mistakes. However, we thought

we would take that theory and let you learn from others’

mistakes so you can avoid problems for yourself and

the homeowner in the future. Our Technical Team have

put together this advice to help you understand real life

defects and the issues surrounding them. 

Type of Claim:

Water ingress to below ground car park which has a

podium slab over the top to support the building(s)

above ground.

How does this defect occur?

The podium slab which acts as a structural lid for the

underground car park is generally flat, because of this

water can collect and drain through to the car park

below. This defect is more likely to occur if the area of

the building(s) is smaller than that of the underground

car park. 

How can this be avoided from the outset?

Designers and builders should follow the recommen-

dations within BS 8102 which provides guidance on

the construction of basements. Grade 1 protection is

required for car parks which allows for some water

seepage and dampness, but water pouring in is not

acceptable. Ideally a waterproofing barrier will be

included but often this is not possible therefore the

concrete and junctions should be constructed using

appropriate materials or include additives to provide a

level of protection. We would also suggest you employ

a CSSW qualified Surveyor to assist in the design. 

How can this defect be prevented from 

worsening?

Unfortunately these types of defects are notoriously

difficult to resolve and very costly. 

What are the early signs of this defect?

Look out for damp staining and ponding water on the

car park floor. 

Estimated costs of this type of claim: £££

(Key; Low £ - High £££) 

Further information:

Please refer to Chapter 6 of our Technical Manual for

further assistance.

https://www.premierguarantee.co.uk/blog/technical-

advice/common-claims-focus-water-ingress/

https://www.premierguarantee.co.uk/blog/technical-advice/common-claims-focus-water-ingress/
https://www.premierguarantee.co.uk/blog/technical-advice/common-claims-focus-water-ingress/
http://www.premierguarantee.co.uk
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FIA WG Gases Chairman Alan Elder and FIA Technical Manager Robert Thilthorpe
talk to PBC Today about the FIA new guidance document, Pipework for Gaseous
Fixed Fire-Fighting Systems

It has taken six months and significant input from
a range of experts, but now the Fire Industry Asso-
ciation has published a new guidance document

designed to demystify the standards surrounding
the design, selection and installation of gaseous
fixed fire-fighting systems pipework.

For those that don’t know, a fixed gaseous fire-fighting
system is a system that does pretty much what it
says on the tin – it uses a gas-based agent to put out
a fire either by displacing some of the oxygen in the
room to suffocate the fire, or by removing heat. The
method is dependent on the type of agent used.

In almost all gaseous fixed fire-fighting system 
installations, the agent is delivered to the protected
hazard through a network of pipework. Installing the
pipework presents a number of challenges and
ensuring it is correctly designed and specified is

important to avoid issues that could affect the safety
and effectiveness of the system. The key thing is
knowing what problems there could be and knowing
how to avoid those common pitfalls.

Alan Elder, Chairman of the FIA’s Working Group
Gases, explained: “The supply of gaseous fixed 
fire-fighting systems requires a number of skills,
experience and specific knowledge of the equipment,
design codes and the hazards associated with handling
high-pressure gases. People need to understand how
to install gaseous systems so that the system is not
only operational, but safe.”

Safety is the key issue that has inspired the FIA’s WG
Gases to create a series of useful, freely download-
able documents designed to explain the key safety
concerns to those working with, handling and
installing these systems. 

Continued on page 167…

New guidance for safe and effective
gaseous fixed fire-fighting systems



The PBC Today Construction Directory aims to
be the one-stop-shop for anyone seeking help
and advice or products and services from the
construction industry. 

In conjunction with the now strongly established
‘Planning & Building Control Today’ digital
magazine which carries heavyweight content
from both the trade and government, this
essential tool is already well on its way to being
the most comprehensive guide currently
available.

Having built a huge database of over 50,000
email contacts for the construction industry,
the directory is growing at a rapid rate with
subscribers joining every day. 
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The latest in the series of documents, the FIA 
Guidance Note, Pipework for Gaseous Fixed Fire
Fighting Systems, contains an expanse of information
based on the technical knowhow from the experts
who prepared it and includes handy referral charts
and formulas for working out which pipes should 
be selected.

“There are a number of concerns in the industry, 
especially when it comes to pipework,” explained Elder.

“One of the big concerns is that people can mix 
up British and American standards. It can happen
accidentally as there are standards for pipes in the
UK that are different to the ones in the USA.

“People do not necessarily realise that pipe fittings
manufactured to British standards may not be 
compatible with fittings manufactured to American
standards. It is entirely possible that one installer
may be familiar with American standards and another
familiar with British standards – and if components
are mixed on the same system then there could be
some compatibility issues between the different
types of fittings, which could lead to a decrease in
the integrity of the system as a whole.”

Elder was keen to stress the importance of sticking to
just one standard for any given system and ensuring
that the standards are applied consistently.

“Pipework and fittings may be suitable for one type
of gas system, but they might not be suitable for
another,” he added. 

“Fortunately, with the new guidelines that we have
created, it is our intention to help to educate the
industry and reduce any confusion surrounding the
pipework. 

“We really need people to understand that working
with gas requires a highly specialised skillset and an
understanding of how gas reacts and moves within a
pressurised environment.”

The guide states that it is “important that the
pipework from the container storage location to the
protected space is professionally installed by trained
personnel, who have experience with the installation

of gaseous fixed fire-fighting systems. They should
also be fully conversant with the manufacturer’s
requirements to ensure the integrity and stability 
of piping during discharge and aware of the forces
generated. Where agent storage containers are
located outside the protected space then the pipe
routing should be the shortest route possible to the
protected space.”

Thankfully, the document has a handy chart for
installers and designers of gaseous fixed fire-fighting
systems to refer to, which gives the measurements
for the maximum spacing between the supporting
hangers, depending on the nominal pipe size, which
with the correct selection of the support should 
prevent any pipes from coming away from the wall
and causing any damage. 

In summary, the guidance document covers everything
a designer or installer of gaseous fixed fire-fighting
systems needs to know –  the pipe specification for
both the actuation lines and the pipework installation,
methodologies for connecting the pipes, how to join
and seal the pipes, what type of support to use to fix
the pipes to the structure, how to avoid corrosion,
marking, earth bonding and testing of the completed
pipework installation.

The guidance document is available to download
free of charge from the FIA’s website. Simply go to
fia.uk.com, click the Resources section and search
the publications library for “FIA Guidance Pipe work
for Gaseous Fixed Fire Fighting Systems”, which also
contains all the other guidance documents produced
by FIA Working Group Gases. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Alan Elder
Chairman, Working Group Gases

Robert Thilthorpe
Technical Manager
Fire Industry Association (FIA)
Tel: +44 (0)203 166 5002
info@fia.uk.com
www.fia.uk.com
www.twitter.com/FireIndustry

Continued from page 165…
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The importance of public sector organi-
sations working together and smarter
for the benefit of local communities has

never been greater to make money and 
services go further at a time of continued
financial austerity. The Association for Public
Service Excellence (APSE) conference in
September heard how local authorities
around the country are continuing to operate
within tough economic restraints, yet are still
able to produce outcomes that improve the
lives of the residents they serve. In this arti-
cle, Secured by Design (SBD), the national
police crime prevention programme, which
was one of the APSE Service Award category
sponsors, explains how it is working with
local authorities – and many other organisa-
tions – to achieve sustainable reductions in
crime through design and other approaches,
to enable people to live in a safer society.

Let’s start with our film at the
APSE conference 
SBD was one of the contributors to an APSE
film made in partnership with ITN Produc-
tions, ITN’s bespoke production hub, which
was shown at the conference. It was entitled
Redefining Neighbourhoods: Beyond Auster-
ity and featured key industry interviews and
news-style reports along with sponsored edi-
torial profiles. We chose to highlight how our
network of 200 SBD-trained police officers
and staff around the UK are working with
local authority building control officers and
approved inspectors, as well as architects
and developers, to design out crime at the
planning stage.

How we work 
These officers, known principally as Design-
ing Out Crime Officers, seek to incorporate a
proven crime prevention programme into the
built environment, such as the layout and
landscaping to increase natural surveillance,
limit through movement to avoid excessive
permeability and create defensible space. 

It also includes increasing the physical secu-
rity of buildings, such as doors and windows,
to meet our standards to resist physical
attack from opportunist burglars. 

They carry out this work on new build devel-
opments, refurbishments and change of use
projects in sectors including housing, com-
mercial, retail, mixed-use, transport, health,
education, leisure and others. 

Secured by Design: A crime
prevention programme for a
safer built environment
Secured by Design aims to create a safer society by
incorporating a proven crime prevention programme
into the built environment
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What the film shows 
The film explains how Epping Forest District
Council in Essex has gone one step further and
included a Designing Out Crime Officer in the
council’s Community Safety Team, which seeks
to create safe communities and look after 
residents most at risk. This team gets together
with planning and housing officials prior to
planning application stage to consider how all
new developments submitted by independent
and commercial builders can achieve SBD
standards of security for both the built envi-
ronment and physical security. Here’s what
two of their senior officers said on camera:

Alan Hall, Director of Communities: “We are
encouraging as many developers as possible
to adopt SBD. Why wouldn’t you harness the
expertise of specialist police staff, community

Paul Gardener and Heather Gurden discuss the latest planning applications on camera



safety officers, developers and architects to
achieve longer-term community benefits?”

Paul Gardener, Community Safety Officer:
“The collaboration with SBD is a no-brainer.
It has been shown to produce significant
reductions in crime and will also help reduce
the cost to the public purse on investigating
crime, disorder and anti-social behaviour.”

SBD benefits to local
communities 
The film includes graphics of independent
academic research supplied by Professor
Rachel Armitage of the Secure Societies Insti-
tute, University of Huddersfield, which found
that SBD new build properties are up to 75%
less likely to experience a burglary than com-
parable non-SBD properties. All the evidence
suggests that this figure is sustainable year-
on-year and represents a significant reduc-
tion, especially as the vast majority of SBD
developments are in social housing, some of
which are in deprived areas. 

At Epping Forest, Heather Gurden, Strategic
Designing Out Crime Officer with Essex
Police, who works at the district council,
commented that police and councils working
together is best practice.

“It brings together allied professionals who
share the same concerns to make sure we
deliver a better quality place to live and work,”
she said.

SBD benefits to police and council 
Including crime prevention principles and
physical security into the built environment
reduces demand on police and council
resources because there is less crime and
anti-social behaviour, freeing up capacity,
resources and budgets to be allocated to
more pressing issues and concerns. 

In addition, police-accredited products like
doors and windows are built to higher 
specifications, which means they last longer
and require less maintenance, repair and
replacement over time, as well as providing
a long-term legacy of safer, more cohesive
and desirable communities where people
choose to put down roots. 

Of course, it also helps local authorities 
meet their legal obligation under Section 17
of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 to do all
they reasonably can to prevent crime and
disorder.

The costs of SBD 
Providing extra security at the design stage does
not add significant costs, which range typically
from £70-£240 for upper and ground floor
apartments respectively and £170 for a two- or
three-bed detached house. (Source: University
of Huddersfield 2017).

Secured by Design 
With a wealth of expertise and experience
spanning nearly 30 years, we have adapted

Secured by Design
Tel: 0203 8623 999
enquiries@police-cpi.co.uk
www.securedbydesign.com
https://itnproductions.wistia.com/
medias/nkbga1hhzv
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our guidance to keep pace with changing
patterns of criminal behaviour. Our crime
prevention programme has been embedded
into many thousands of homes around the
country, as well as at a number of iconic sites
including the London 2012 Olympics, Wembley
Stadium and the Scottish and Welsh Assembly
buildings.

“We are encouraging as many
developers as possible to adopt
SBD. Why wouldn’t you harness
the expertise of specialist 
police staff, community safety
officers, developers and archi-
tects to achieve longer-term
community benefits?”
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Alan Hall, Director of Communities, Epping Forest District Council
being interviewed by ITN Productions for the SBD film at the APSE
conference

Heather Gurden and Paul Gardener on an SBD development of
150 new homes on a former school site in Epping where there
have been no reports of crime or anti-social behaviour since the
development was completed in 2016

https://itnproductions.wistia.com/medias/nkbga1hhzv
https://itnproductions.wistia.com/medias/nkbga1hhzv
mailto:enquiries@police-cpi.co.uk
http://www.securedbydesign.com


The high-performance powder-coated
fasteners from SFS intec have played a
key role in enabling leading roofing and

cladding contractor Roofdec to create a strik-
ing new building envelope for an extension
to the White Rose Shopping Centre in Leeds.

The prestigious £13.7m project, completed
by Morgan Sindall for client Land Securities,
expands the popular shopping centre with
an additional 65,000 sq ft. This space incor-
porates an 11-screen Cineworld cinema with
IMAX technology, numerous restaurants and
an extension of both the existing Primark 
and Debenhams stores.

Meeting the colour consistency and long-term
performance brief across the various elements
of the contemporary façade, Roofdec turned
to SFS intec for 40 variations of fasteners,
many of which were powder-coated in-house
to match the different forms and colours of
the rainscreen exterior. This included ensuring
that fastener heads complemented the build-
ing’s unique curved facias, which were formed
of purpose-made anodised panels in various
colours.

Jon Barnes Senior, Managing Director of
Roofdec, says: “For all of our prestigious jobs,
we choose SFS intec’s fasteners for their
excellent quality, ease of installation and
value for money. SFS intec provide excellent
technical support throughout the design and
construction phases of a project and with
their production facilities being located in
Leeds with in-house powder-coating, the
logistics to get the right coloured product 
on-site were a breeze.

“With their unbeatable warranty, we’re con-
fident that we will have no teething problems
on site and the sustainability of the building
is secure for a longer warranty period. Once
the project is finished, we can move on 
to our next project with total confidence in
our work.”

SFS intec powder-coats fasteners, available
to meet any RAL colour and in bespoke 
finishes, at its UK HQ and production plant in
Leeds. This ensures it can provide complete
consistency in fastener design, manufacture
and colour-matching for total peace of mind
– all within industry-leading lead times. 

The company’s sales and technical teams are
both dedicated to providing market-leading
advice and customer service, supported by
extensive resources and training facilities.

Powder-coated fasteners that deliver
on aesthetics and performance 
The White Rose Shopping Centre’s prestigious £13.7m
extension has used SFS intec’s powder-coated fasteners
to help deliver a striking finish
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Customers can access detailed information
about all SFS intec’s fastening solutions,
including their powder-coated fasteners in
its 2017 Roofing and Cladding Catalogue
available at www.sfsintec.co.uk .

Joanna Chew
Marketing Manager  
SFS intec
Tel: +44 (0)113 2085 500
uk.info@sfsintec.biz
www.sfsintec.co.uk
www.twitter.com/SFSintec

http://www.sfsintec.co.uk
mailto:uk.info@sfsintec.biz
http://www.sfsintec.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/SFSintec
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Making some noise about the
acoustics industry
Earlier this year, Anne Budd was elected to the board of the Association of Noise
Consultants (ANC). She talks to PBC Today about her priorities in her new role
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Putting the professionalism of the acoustics
consultant firmly on the radar is a key remit of
Anne Budd. She joins the ANC leadership

team after being appointed at the trade association’s
AGM – and is the first woman to be elected to the
board in its 45-year history.

Illustrating the unique skillset of the acoustics 
industry and its ability to tackle even the most 
complex challenges is a key driver for Budd.

ANC represents a dynamic and highly skilled 
membership based throughout the UK, who provide
consultancy advice across all areas of the acoustics,
noise and vibration sectors to support the built
environment, transportation and entertainment
industries. 

Members also aid the wellbeing and comfort of
building users across the whole spectrum of use in
public, private and commercial places – and their
expertise creates usable environments from the
most challenging sites.  

The professional standard
The promotion of acousticians’ unique skillset and
ability to support fellow construction professionals
will be a major driver of Budd’s activity on the ANC
board.

“One area I am particularly keen to focus on is
increasing the profile of the professional acoustician,”
she said.

“We want to illustrate the unique skills of our 
UK-based acoustic and noise professionals and their
innovative approach across the built environment,
transportation and entertainment sectors.

“We need to get the message across about the
skills and ingenuity of our members, particularly to
the other chartered professionals we work with. 
It is important we emphasise our engineering and
scientific backgrounds. 

“In highlighting these unique skills, it is important we
ensure the ANC and our industry is not moving
towards becoming a group of technicians undertaking
a box-ticking exercise.”

Budd also wants to see the acoustics industry not just
maintain but raise standards and take responsibility
for professional decisions. 

“We also need to reinforce the message about the
importance of accessing member expertise sooner
rather than later in a project for the best outcome,”
she said. 

Another area where Budd is keen to focus her
attention is the promotion of the views of smaller
acoustic consultancy members based in the
regions.

These micro-acoustic consultancies face very different
challenges to the larger SMEs and multi-disciplinary –
in some cases multi-national – firms based closer to
the capital in areas including recruitment and in
developing training and education opportunities.

A wealth of experience
In her appointment to the ANC board, Budd brings
21 years’ experience in the acoustics industry,
accrued in a variety of environments.    

She has a long-standing commitment to the industry
and is a member of the Institute of Acoustics’ Building
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Acoustics Group, the Acoustical Society of America
and the Women’s Engineering Society.

Her career began with a BEng in Electroacoustics
from the University of Salford.

International opportunity then beckoned with a role in
2000 at Bruel & Kjaer’s headquarters in Copenhagen,
where Budd was an application specialist for the
electroacoustics team and product manager for the
ear and mouth simulators. 

In 2002, she joined Professor Bridget Shields’ team at
London South Bank University as a research assistant,
investigating room acoustics in classroom environ-
ments and their effects on children and teachers. 

Three years later, she moved to Scotland to take up
a role with New Acoustics consultancy based in
Clydebank. After six months, she became a director
of the company and is now the company’s majority
shareholder, with responsibility for all aspects of its
technical work and administration.

The STEM agenda
The acoustics industry has provided Budd with a
rewarding career and she, in turn, is keen to highlight
the opportunities it offers to a new generation of
students.

“We want to promote what we do not only to fellow
industry professionals, but to people looking for
career inspiration,” she said. 

“Broadening the appeal of our profession to a wider
range of potential candidates is a really important
area. 

“This can be achieved through a variety of ways,
including increased STEM activities and also the
promotion of ANC events. Ours is an industry with
superb opportunities, and it would be great to be
able to highlight this.”

Budd is now eager to make some noise about the
acoustics industry. 

“Ultimately, it is a privilege to be put in a position
on the ANC board to highlight expertise in the
industry and to inspire the next generation of
acoustic consultants,” she said. 

“It’s an exciting time. There is a lot to be done and I
am really looking forward to working with the
other members of the ANC board on these industry
matters over the coming years.” ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Anne Budd
Board member
Association of Noise Consultants
Tel: +44 (0)208 253 4518
info@theanc.co.uk
www.association-of-noise-consultants.co.uk

Anne Budd, Association of Noise Consultants

mailto:info@theanc.co.uk
http://www.association-of-noise-consultants.co.uk


Devon Building Control Partnership
provides Building Control Services
across three Local Authorities, 

consisting of Teignbridge and South Hams
District Councils and West Devon Borough
Council. The area covered also includes the
Dartmoor National Park Authority.

As well as serving these Districts the Partner-
ship works in close collaboration with 
Plymouth, Cornwall, Torbay and other Local
Authorities in the South West to deliver a
consistent and coordinated service.

Building control services in Devon
collaborate to ensure efficiency
Working with local authorities across the county allows Devon Building Control
Partnership to offer more choice and higher quality services to its clients
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selection of building materials and through
our inspection programme to ensure that
construction work meets the necessary stan-
dards of conservation, health and safety.

With our depth of knowledge and our 
in-house expertise, we can advise on a
whole range of building activities, from soil
contamination, sustainability, accessibility,
fire engineering and local geology as well as
the normal building control subjects.

The Partnership offers a comprehensive
range of services, giving our clients more
choice and a high-quality service which suits
your individual needs. We add value to 
the building project and are an essential
member of the ‘Design Team’.

The Partnership will provide a packaged 
service allowing easy and necessary access
and contact with the site team.  A records log
or inspection regime will then be agreed for
each stage of work requiring inspection.
Records will then be kept by Building Control
of each stage of work allowing a continuity
and understanding of all parties in the 
construction process.

We are a not-for-profit organisation providing
excellent value for money.

What we can do for you:

We offer a fast, reliable service for plan•
checking and inspections
We have a highly experienced team with•
vast local knowledge
We work with you to find solutions to your•
problems

Okehampton

Dartmoor 
National ParkTavistock

Newton 
Abbot

TotnesPlymouth

Crediton

Tiverton

Exeter

Dartmouth

Salcombe

Teignmouth

The partnership encompasses Dartmoor
National Park, covers an area of 1,068 square
miles, with over 82 miles of coastline and
services a population of 257,000 people. 

Highly experienced
The Partnership is made up of a team of 18
experienced Surveyors including Chartered
Surveyors, Building Engineers, Fire Engineers
and Energy Assessors. By working closely
with the building industry, our professional
surveyors and engineers ensure that ‘build-
ings are designed to comply’, through careful



We can offer FREE pre-application advice•
to assist your project to run smoothly
We will design our inspection programme•
around your needs

Want help on how to start your application?

Email us at
mail@devonbuildingcontrol.gov.uk
or call us on
01626 215793

Through Local Authority Building Control we
can also provide:

LABC Home Warranty•
Air Pressure Testing•
Sound Testing•
SAP calculations•
Fire engineering consultancy•
Fire Risk Assessments•
SBEM Calculations•
Access audits•

Devon Building Control Partnership
Tel: 01626 215793
mail@devonbuildingcontrol.gov.uk 
www.devonbuildingcontrol.gov.uk
www.labc.co.uk
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LABC Excellence Awards•
Access to useful information for house-•
holders

Introduced in 1965, building regulations are
there to assure the built environment in
which we all live, work and play is safe and
healthy – Devon Building Control is one of the
longest established and most experienced
building control provider in the country.

DBCp manages more than 2700 projects a
year with a team of 18 surveyors with a com-
bined total of more than 355 years’ expertise.
We work day in day out with architects,
builders, consultants and homeowners and
understand the challenges around building
design and the day to day pressures on site. 

Further information on the building control
process can be found on our website.

www.devonbuildingcontrol.gov.uk
www.labc.co.uk
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Ahuff and a puff may not have been
able to move the house made of
bricks, but unfortunately in the real

world there may be more movement in your
brick-built properties than you may think. 

All building materials move in one way or
another, either from drying shrinkage, moisture
movement (absorption and drying out), thermal
effects or structural movement. Concrete
bricks are not unique in this respect. 

Types of Movement of 
Concrete Bricks 
Movement in a structure can arise from the
effects of:    

Thermal influences.•

Shrinkage and moisture movement •
characteristics of the external masonry.

Changes in the orientation or shape of a•
building.

Site practice.•

Type and grade of mortar.•

Incorrect storage and protection of materials.•

The tendency for all concrete products is to
shrink slightly over time and when drying
out, although they may revert back to near

their original size when subject to moisture.
Like all materials, they are also subject to
thermal movement. Consequently, the loca-
tion of movement joints is to define the most
appropriate position to accommodate this
movement of concrete bricks while considering
the aesthetic, practical and structural factors. 

Shrinkage 
Concrete shrinkage is due primarily to the
shrinkage of the hardened cement paste.
The type and amount of aggregate can affect
the amount of shrinkage in a concrete bricks
performance. 

Sandstone Aggregate: Typical one-year
shrinkage @ 0.116%.

Granite Aggregate: Typical one-year
shrinkage @ 0.047%.

Limestone Aggregate: Typical one-year
shrinkage @ 0.032%. 

With the high differential of movement
between the various available raw materials
used in concrete brick manufacture, it is
imperative that the design for movement in
a wall panel is specific to the shrinkage
capacity of the concrete brick used and the
requirements of the manufacturer should be
followed. In all cases, site-specific advice
should be obtained from the manufacturer
before work begins.

Accounting for
Movement of 
Concrete Bricks
Premier Guarantee Technical Standards
Manager, John Gilbert, highlights the measures
you can take to account for movement of
concrete bricks in your projects
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Materials 
Concrete bricks must display a CE marking.
The use of non-CE concrete bricks must be
referred back to the technical services team
for consideration. 

Concrete bricks must be adequately cured
before delivery to site. Excess moisture intro-
duced into the brick will result in a higher
shrinkage rate. Bricks must be kept dry while
storing on-site and stacking out. Bricks should
not be wetted before laying and incomplete
brickwork should be protected from the rain
and snow as this will minimise the risk of
shrinkage and efflorescence leaching from
around the mortar joints. 

Thermal movement 
South-facing walls, particularly those built of
dark coloured bricks, are more susceptible to
thermal movement than other elevations.
Whereas a simple contraction joint may suffice
in more sheltered elevations, joints for south-
ern-facing elevations should have movement
joints that are capable of responding to both
expansion and contraction. 

Mortar 
The mortar should be suitable for use and the
specific strength of the mortar used on-site
should be accounted for in the design.
Stronger mortars have higher shrinkage
values and care should be taken to ensure the
correct grade of mortar is specified and used.

Panel Panel Panel

6m (max)

Panel

Panel Panel

Panel

masonry above and below openings over 1.5m in width will require additional measures

Figure 1



An M4 mortar is generally most appropriate;
however, due to safety factors incorporated
by mortar suppliers, the onsite M4 mix has
the potential to have an increased strength.
The mortar manufacturer’s supply documents
must verify that the mortar is an M4 quality
(or whichever is required for the specific 
situation) and ensure the mortar mix is not a
stronger mix due to safety factors. 

Dissimilar materials 
In certain instances, different masonry materials
may be combined within the same elevations.
In the case of clay bricks, which have expansive
properties, and concrete bricks, which may
shrink slightly, it is important to make provision
for this differential movement.

Where, for example, a clay brick is used up to
DPC level and a concrete brick built as the
superstructure then the DPC itself may act as a
slip plane and allow the differential movement
to occur. This can be dependent on the dead
load on the DPC and a structural engineer’s
advice should be sought. In all cases, provision
should be made to ensure structural stability.

If two dissimilar materials are mixed on one
elevation then slip planes should be intro-
duced or bed joint reinforcement incorporated
to dissipate the areas of tensile stress. Again, a
structural engineer’s advice should be sought
and provision must be made to ensure that
structural stability is not compromised. 

Position of movement joints 
External wall leafs of concrete brickwork
should be designed as a series of panels sep-
arated by movement joints to control contrac-
tion. The degree of movement is dependent
upon unit type and, as a rule, vertical joints to
accommodate horizontal movement should
be provided at intervals of 6m. The ratio of
length to height of the panels should generally
not exceed 3:1 (BS 5628).

The superstructure should be viewed as a
series of panels (Figure 1). For example, in
elevations where window openings are wide
in comparison to their height, leaving long
low areas of masonry such as Fig 1 panel 1
and 2, or where those types of openings are
stacked above each other, this may result in
the brick panels in between the windows
being less than 6m metres but exceeding the
3:1 ratio. In these instances, inclusion of ver-
tical joints in line with the jambs may need
to be considered, or alternatively bed joint
reinforcement introduced to dissipate the
stresses within the panel (Figure 2).

Particular care should be taken with open-
ings greater than 1.5m in width, especially
where they are placed directly above each
other. In this case, the panel may not exceed
6m or the 3:1 ratio but can be subject to
stresses from the larger areas of brickwork
adjacent to the openings. In these cases, bed
joint reinforcing should be introduced above

John Gilbert
Technical Standards Manager
Premier Guarantee
Tel: +44 (0)8444 120 888
info@premierguarantee.co.uk
www.premierguarantee.co.uk
www.twitter.com/PG_Live
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and below the openings (Fig 2 and 3). The
bed joint reinforcement should generally
extend 600mm past the openings and must
not extend through any movement joint. Care
must be taken to ensure the bed reinforce-
ment is installed in the correct brick courses
as per the brick manufacturer’s recommen-
dations. The reinforcement should be of 
the ladder/lattice type as opposed to the
expanded mesh version.

While this bed joint reinforcement will assist
in the prevention of potential cracking, it is
not a complete alternative to movement
joints and these should still be provided at
the appropriate locations.

https://www.premierguarantee.co.uk/blog/technical-advice/ac-

counting-for-movement-in-concrete-bricks/
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Review of competition in the new
home structural warranty sector 
The Competition & Markets Authority (CMA) is conducting a review of the new home
structural warranty market and in particular undertakings given by the National
House-Building Council (NHBC). Here, Geoff Wilkinson looks at the progress to date
pending the final announcements expected in October 2017 
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Buying a new home is one of the largest financial
decisions that consumers make. The CMA
review will look at how the market for new home

structural warranties currently operates to protect
homebuyers. It is a market that has been dominated
for many years by the NHBC, which currently provides
structural warranty for over 1.6m homes in the UK.
This is commonly known as Buildmark. 

The NHBC’s own website estimates that Buildmark
provides warranty schemes for approximately 80% of
new homes, making it dominant in the market. The
warranty is a form of insurance that is supposed to
compensate the consumer or fix faults in the new
property if there are problems within the first 10 years.

“NHBC competitors and six registered
builders have continued to complain
about barriers to entry, and the CMA
reached the provisional conclusion that
‘the extent of dual sourcing and switching
remains very limited’.”

In 1995, an investigation by the Monopolies & 
Mergers Commission (MMC) found that the NHBC
rules restricted competition from companies looking
to offer alternative warranty schemes. As a result,
NHBC gave an undertaking to remove the restrictions
and enable its members to use other warranty
providers. It also agreed not to make any further
changes to its rules that might have an adverse
effect on competition without written consent from
the competition authorities. Lastly, and somewhat
bizarrely, it was made to review and approve any
other new home warranty offered by its competitors
to ensure it offer similar cover. 

The CMA took over the joint functions of the Office of
Fair Trading (OFT), the Competition Commission (CC)
and the MMC in 2014. It has a statutory duty under
the Enterprise Act 2002 to keep under review under-
takings, such as the NHBC undertakings, that were
made under Section 88 of the Fair Trading Act 1973
in order to protect the free market.

Although it may come as a surprise to readers, the
review was in fact commenced at the request of the
NHBC itself. It argued that there is now far more com-
petition in the marketplace and that housebuilders
have a wide choice of structural warranties available to
them. The NHBC also felt that changes to regulation
and consumer protection removed the need for it to
approve other home warranty schemes.

In June, the CMA published its initial findings, which if
implemented will amend, but not entirely remove,
the original undertakings. This is based on evidence
that shows competition from other warranty providers
has indeed grown, with housebuilders buying some
or all of their new home warranties from other
providers. However, it also found that the NHBC still
has a very high market share and its competitors
remain relatively small in scale.

The proposed new undertakings will ensure that
builders who are registered with NHBC can continue
to buy warranties from other providers, but will
remove the requirements for NHBC to oversee other
warranties. The full terms of the proposed change to
the undertakings are set out in the CMA’s provisional
decision document. 

The MMC’s concerns centred on the behaviour of

https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/nhbc-structural-warranties-undertakings-review
https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/nhbc-structural-warranties-undertakings-review
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NHBC in restricting registered builders’ access to
competitor products. The NHBC claims that it has not
restricted registered builders’ access to competitor
products since 1995. 

The market has changed significantly, with around 15
active competitors to NHBC. However, NHBC com-
petitors and six registered builders have continued
to complain about barriers to entry, and the CMA
reached the provisional conclusion that “the extent
of dual sourcing and switching remains very limited”. 

The CMA also found that the NHBC’s market position
remains dominant, concluding that NHBC’s market
share in 1990 was approximately 90% and has only
slowly declined throughout the years due to the
emergence of new competitors. However, there are
no official figures confirming the market shares for
the new home warranty market. The NHBC contends
that the home structural warranty market is highly
segmented, and that it has zero share of the self-build

market and a very small share of the converted/change
of use market. It argued that these should be
included in the overall assessment of market share,
not just the traditional view of mass housebuilding.

“The NHBC’s own website estimates 
that Buildmark provides warranty schemes
for approximately 80% of new homes,
making it dominant in the market. The
warranty is a form of insurance that is
supposed to compensate the consumer or
fix faults in the new property if there are
problems within the first 10 years.”

One final major hurdle for the NHBC is the public and
press perception of the way it operates its premium
refund system. Earlier this year, a Guardian newspaper
investigation revealed that NHBC is paying around
£10m to £15m every year to housebuilders through
what it claimed is effectively a profit-share agreement.
In response, NHBC said the refund payments were a
“very small” proportion of its annual turnover and that
it was common practice in the insurance industry to
recognise good claims history through refunds or 
discounted premiums. 

This promises to be a very interesting case and the final
decision is expected to be published in October. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Geoff Wilkinson 
Managing Director
Wilkinson Construction Consultants
www.thebuildinginspector.org
www.twitter.com/geoffwilkinson

Geoff Wilkinson, Managing Director at Wilkinson
Construction Consultants
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Render is a popular choice for new
homes, extensions and renovations as
it can offer a strong, smooth and 

visually appealing external wall finish. More
importantly, when it comes to meeting Build-
ing Regulations, using render products 
typically provides an extra layer of protection
against water ingress and can improve a
house’s fire rating. 

The basics 
Traditional render products were formed
using lime or clay and designed to absorb
water (from rainfall, for example) and
release it again over time to protect the main
structural fabric of the building. They can still
be a good fit for heritage projects but aren’t
typically used on new homes.

Cement-based render products became the
go-to option in the 20th century, usually con-
sisting of one part water, one part cement
and four parts sand. All of these materials
are easy to get hold of, so cement render
products offered a low-cost option for
achieving a smooth, aesthetically pleasing
finish. The mix itself was also simple to apply,
usually hand-trowelled in thin layers to
create a strong, hard result.

One of the downsides of these traditional
products was that it could take up to 28 days
for the render to dry before it could be
painted. What’s more, cheap, older cement-
based versions often proved to be inflexible
and were therefore prone to cracking.

Updated techniques 
Modern methods of construction mean that
today, advanced render products are readily

available. These can offer vast improvements
when it comes to the common problems
associated with traditional solutions.

The most notable of these is that drying
times have been dramatically reduced, with
some ready-mix cement renders needing
only 24 hours before finishes can be applied.
The advantage of this is twofold: the works
can be completed quicker; and there’s less
risk of the weather affecting the job, as the
timeframe of exposure is greatly decreased.

Modern render products are also available
in a wide range of integral colours, negating
the need to paint over the top, which can
save on labour time and costs. You can also
opt for products containing silicone, which
provide excellent water-repellent qualities
while also improving flexibility (reducing the
chances of cracking) and breathability. 

You can even spray some renders directly on
to base coats or proprietary boards, promot-
ing a much quicker build process.

Metal beading can be used at corners, around
doors and windows (stop beads) and when
finishing the render above damp proof course
(bellcast beading). This can help stop moisture
bridging into the fabric of the building.

What to watch out for
Although the latest renders offer a lot of
improvements over traditional methods, issues
can still arise if they’re not properly specified
and applied. Here’s what you need to know:
Ensure the render you’re using is suitable•
for the property, location and environment.
Traditional options still have their place; a

What can go wrong
with render products
Andy Butchers shares his insider advice on the pitfalls
you need to know about render products to ensure you
get this part of your project right
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Build-Zone
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TN13 1XR
Tel: 0345 230 9373
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period house may require a lime-based
finish that allows the fabric to breathe
properly, for instance.
The render must be compatible with the•
backing material (such as render boards),
which in turn needs to be suitable for the
substrate.
Incorrect backing materials can act as•
sponges and become saturated with water.
Over time, this will allow moisture to enter
the cavity behind. On a timber frame build-
ing, this could lead to rot taking hold.
The render products should be properly•
planned – incorporating movement joints,
stop beads and castings – to deflect water
away from the fabric and reduce moisture
ingress.
Ensure the system has some form of•
approval, such as a certificate from the British
Board of Agrement. This is often a necessity
in order to secure a structural warranty.
Always use an experienced or specialist con-•
tractor who fully understands the product,
the building and what you’re trying to achieve
– and ensure they apply the render products
according to the supplier’s instructions. The
majority of warranty claims are due to poor
workmanship and design rather than the
product. Your manufacturer may run an
approved contractor scheme.

More Information 
Andy Butchers is a building surveyor with over 25 years’ experience

in the construction industry – and regularly shares his knowledge

to help self-builders and renovators avoid and overcome issues on

their projects. He is a director of Build-Zone Survey Services, which

provides technical services for a number of warranty providers. Call

01732 744186 or visit www.bzss.co.uk to find out more.

http://www.bzss.co.uk
mailto:sales@build-zone.com
http://www.build-zone.com
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Providing Building Defects Insurance
for your peace of mind

Advantage structural defects insurance is a
national company with offices in London,
Warrington, Birmingham, and Dublin

We specialise in providing building defects
insurance (10-12 years); commercial insurance
£50m+; road bonds; sewer bonds and
performance bonds to property developers;
building contractors; Housing Associations and
self-builders.

With a flexible and commercial approach,
underwritten by industry leading Rated and AA
Rated insurers, Advantage can cover the whole
spectrum of schemes – from an individual one-off
house, to developments with a build cost up to
£50m – covering both residential and commercial
developments.

Providing fast turnaround and highly competitive
quotes through a dedicated relationship manager.
Advantage offer ease of use and responsiveness,
supplying bespoke quotes for every development.

“From quote to final certificate, 
just one point of contact”

With Council of Mortgage Lenders approval,
Advantage bring over 40 years of industry
experience to deliver a comprehensive structural
defects insurance solution for all of your current
and future developments.

How to claim on your building defects insurance
In the unfortunate and unlikely event that you will
need to call upon it though, know this – we’ll be at
your side every step of the way. Quickly, efficiently
and effectively. Here to assist you at every stage
of your claim. The first thing we’ll do is to help you
check your policy in detail. To identify clearly
what is and isn’t covered.

How do you claim?
Through us. We’ll allocate our specialist team to
quickly assess the claim on your Structural
Defects Insurance policy and determine the
appropriate steps to take.

We assist you through the claims process working
with our insurance provider.

To notify us of a claim call Advantage on 
0845 900 3969. Quote your policy number,
detail the nature of your claim and we’ll take
things from there.

Protection when you
need it, peace of mind
when you don’t.



WHO ARE WE?
We’re the people to set things to right.

We’ve been in the industry for years – boots on
the ground. Working with some of the leading
Structural Defects Insurance providers we’ve
seen the worst of practices, we’ve seen the best.
We know exactly what homeowners, builders
and housing associations both need and deserve
from their insurer.

We understand Inspectors too; how important it
is for your credibility to have a strong insurer to
recommend to your clients. An insurer who will
properly reciprocate that support. So we’ve taken
that experience and we’ve turned it into the
speediest, smartest inspection matched by 
the very best insurance available anywhere.
Structural Defects Insurance singularly focused
on delivering you the very best products and the
very best support.

• a new, improved insurance product

• a level of service that genuinely knows no
equal – personal, professional. partnership

• a team of trained, accredited, independent
inspectors

Time for a better types of insurance and
inspection? Your new best Structural Defects
Insurance option. It’s here. Get started today. 
Call 0845 900 3969.

Advantage House, 4B Birchwood One, Birchwood, Warrington WA3 7GB. Tel: 0845 900 3969  sales@ahci.co.uk

www.ahci.co.uk

http://www.ahci.co.uk
mailto:sales@ahci.co.uk


Guarantees in roofing products
As the ever-changing weather continues to be a challenge to modern
roofing, a mix and match approach to building homes could lead to further
challenges. Mark Parsons, Technical Director at Russell Roof Tiles, explains
how roofing products can help ease the oncoming storm
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The latest housing statistics from the NHBC
showed 42,470 new homes were registered
from January to March of 2017, representing a

17% increase on 2016 numbers (36,351). With more
homes needing to be developed across the UK, it is
essential that these properties are constructed to
the highest specification. 

The roof is an essential element of the overall design
of any home, accounting for 40% of the façade and
is therefore an important aspect of any specification. 

Roofing across Britain is very distinctive and unlike
anywhere else in Europe, as many other countries
tend to use predominantly one material. In contrast,
every region and roof in the UK is different and 
various measures and circumstances need to be
considered, such as weather and the individual tiling
and accessory requirements of the roof.

Across the country, there are four main materials for
pitched roof tiles – concrete, slate, clay and stone.
Concrete tiles can replicate much of our indigenous
materials and now account for around 60% of the
market. Natural slates are used for 20% of the total
and clay tiles around 10%. The remaining 10% is
made up of various other materials.

Local authority planning officers are highly influential
in ensuring the right roofing tile and material is
chosen and are required to look carefully at the
materials specified to ensure long-lasting stability for
social housing. 

An example of this was a 32-affordable house and
apartment development on William Jessop Way in
Hartcliffe, three miles from Bristol’s city centre. 
Planners at Bristol City Council were determined to

find roofing products and a solution that met the
Homes & Communities Agency’s Design and Quality
Standards. It was important that this was implemented
throughout the design and build of the scheme and
this included adapting each home to the continual
changing climate.

Russells delivered a high specification to meet these
standards, providing 20,000 Galloway tiles in Rustic
Peat and Slate Grey colours which form part of 
Russell’s Natural Range of products – an expanding
selection of thinner leading-edge (TLE) interlocking
concrete tiles. 

The TLE concrete roof tiles are one of the fastest-
growing roofing products in the UK and are often
favoured by planners due to the sustainability benefits
and being able to withstand all weather. With winds
of over 100mph being recorded in some areas of the
country, there is no room for substandard roofing
installation by planners or builders.

Russell Roof Tiles’ dry fix solutions (dry ridge, dry
verge, dry valley and dry hip systems) are all fully
compliant with the BS 5534 British Standard for 
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Slating and Tiling, which reflects the new knowledge
and experience of weather patterns and Russells’
Technical Department is able to offer bespoke fixing
specification to meet the standard to ensure there
should be no issues at a later date. 

RussSpec is our 15-year guarantee when using Rus-
sell’s whole roofing products, and where the specifi-
cation has been followed in detailed in accordance
with advice, the fixing specification and instructions. 

However, while ensuring that the specification is cor-
rect, planners also need be aware that their builders
and developers are using the correct products as
well for the best results. 

Would you buy a car with a range of different parts,
some branded and some not? Using different parts
actually designed and manufactured for a completely
different make of car? That is the challenge for the
roofing industry. How can we as manufacturers 
guarantee a product, with different components,
supplied by different manufacturers, to work
together seamlessly and be guaranteed too?

Guarantees give everyone in the supply chain,
including local authorities, added reassurance and
are essential. In law, a guarantee is an agreement
given, without any extra charge, to repair, replace or
refund on goods that do not meet the specifications

set out in the guarantee. A warranty is an insurance
policy that provides cover for the unexpected failure
or breakdown of goods, usually after the manufacturer
or trader’s guarantee has run out.

Our roofing products are designed and tested for
use in combination with each other over many years.
It is a condition of our RussSpec guarantee, for
example, that specification is followed in detail in
accordance with the fixing specification.

As weather conditions become progressively more
volatile and the demand for social housing increases,
it is becoming all the more important to have plans
and solutions in place that everyone can rely on to
perform time and time again. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mark Parsons
Technical Director
Russell Roof Tiles
Tel: +44 (0)1283 517070
www.russellrooftiles.com
www.twitter.com/russellrooftile

http://www.russellrooftiles.com
http://www.twitter.com/russellrooftile


The concept of refurbishing or convert-
ing an existing building to create a new
home or office is becoming increasingly

common. The benefits are clear from the
perspective of environmental responsibility,
and there are often persuasive commercial
arguments for creating something unique or
something with a bit of history; compelling
reasons to redevelop old into new. 

Permitted development rights can also mean
that many sites involving existing buildings

do not require planning permission – an
attractive option for investors and property
owners alike.

These projects do tend to require more spe-
cialist input during design and construction
to ensure that the existing structure can be
properly developed and realistic cost projec-
tions can be set early. It is also common for
purchasers to expect that refurbished and
converted properties will perform in the
same way as new build properties; while

Refurbishment and conversion projects require the right approach 
to satisfy structural warranty requirements explains Clare M Thomas,
Managing Director of Q Assure Build
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there are some limitations to these expecta-
tions (particularly with listed buildings), it is
neither unreasonable nor impossible to
meet these standards.

Key components of success 
Some developers avoid existing structures,
believing that it will be cheaper to start again
with a brand new, modern building. There is
some merit to this argument. However, the
commercial viability of a refurbishment or
conversion project usually starts with realistic

Approaching refurbishment
and conversion 



planning by those who are prepared to be
flexible in their approach in terms of timing,
resource requirements and material pur-
chases. This usually means adopting a differ-
ent way of thinking if you normally build new,
standardised units.

The more you can find out about the existing
structure, the easier it will be to deal with
issues and a thorough investigation by an
expert will establish an accurate basis for cost
and timescale planning. The nature of some
of the issues may seem daunting but by
understanding requirements early, issues can
be dealt with effectively and robustly with the
right technical advice and support. Don’t
expect that you can deal with everything 
yourself; engage professionals who can share
the benefit of experience and contractors who
have dealt with similar projects before. 

With the cost and technical pressures these
types of projects can present, it is all the
more important to engage a warranty
provider who will work with you to agree
technical solutions for structural stability, out-
line any insurance requirements to ensure
you can budget for your project properly 
and whose surveyors will provide technical
guidance and support once the project is
underway. The last thing you need on a com-
plex project is an inexperienced warranty
surveyor who cannot deviate from textbook
requirements and who may not appreciate
the importance of outlining significant 
technical conditions early in the process. 

Technical considerations 
for refurbishment and
conversion 
When providing a structural warranty for a
refurbishment and conversion property 
project, Q’s overarching principle is that the
building will remain structurally stable, dry
and watertight. We balance this with retaining
existing characteristics and the commercial
viability of your project – this is where our
pragmatic approach comes into its own!

Each project is unique. However, we concen-
trate on these key elements: 

Structural stability 
Most structures will require an appraisal by
a structural engineer, addressing the condi-
tion of the existing structure. Unlike other
providers, Q will not necessarily expect a
wholesale replacement or underpinning, but
will take a view on historical stability, along
with an assessment of proposed new loads. 

Roof coverings 
In general, if the existing pitched roof covering
is under 15 years old then Q will consider
retention of the roof covering, subject to an
expert report. Due to the shorter replacement
cycle for most flat roofing products, all flat roof
coverings will normally need to be replaced.
However, we do appreciate that there are
often alternatives so early discussion regarding
innovative approaches are always welcome.

Timber treatment 
While treatment is not always necessary,
expert assessment of existing timbers in rela-
tion to moisture content, insect and fungal
attack will be required. Traditional chemical
treatment is not the only solution and many
companies offer more holistic solutions that
can be useful for listed buildings. 

Resistance to damp and wind
driven rain 
Effective resistance to rising damp can be
addressed in many ways – either by the 
provision of physical/chemical barriers or by
isolating the finishes from the structure.
Either approach may be suitable, but the
effects of both insulation and waterproofing
products can affect the overall moisture 
content of the building fabric. This is an area
where expert advice can pay dividends. 

In each case, early engagement is encouraged;
we are always keen to provide support during
the early design discussions with your team of
experts to help ensure a cost-effective and
appropriate solution.

The Q Approach 
We actively encourage refurbishment and
conversion projects – they are exciting,
unique and can create truly desirable living

Q Assure Build Ltd
Tel: 0333 577 2800
admin@qassurebuild.co.uk 
www.qassurebuild.co.uk
www.twitter.com/theqpolicy
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or working spaces, capturing the heritage of
a local area. If you engage the right special-
ists and commit appropriate resource, there
is no reason for your warranty provider not
to adopt a sensible approach to cover. 

We regularly hear from developers who have
been asked to undertake unnecessary works
to existing structures or who have been 
frustrated by bureaucratic processes, adding
cost and time. Some of these experiences are
unavoidable. However, we are aware of the
need for a practical approach so that you know
we are working with you, not against you. 

“The more you can find out
about the existing structure,
the easier it will be to deal
with issues and a thorough 
investigation by an expert will
establish an accurate basis for
cost and timescale planning.”

This doesn’t mean there won’t be any 
challenges along the way, but Q ensures that
you are given a knowledgeable support
structure through our technical and surveying
teams. Above all, we want to make sure that
the units you convert are quality properties
for your customers, delivered within your
expected timescales and budgets.
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The dangers of asbestos
Once a commonly used building material and still present in many
older structures, the dangers of asbestos are not to be underestimated,
says Neil Munro of Acorn Analytical Services 

Asbestos can be a hazardous substance but it
is still worryingly commonplace in older build-
ings. The dangers of this material can be grave

and it is something that everyone should be aware of
for their safety. We’re going to be taking a look at the
dangers of asbestos so that everyone is acutely
aware of the hazards of the substance.

What is asbestos? 
To make sure that everyone is educated properly on
what the dangers of asbestos are, we need to make
sure that you, the reader, understands what asbestos
is. Asbestos is a substance that is comprised of 
hundreds of thousands of tiny fibres, which then look
like the more familiar photos of asbestos that is all
clumped together. 

“When you inhale the fibres, you’re
putting yourself at risk of something that
may not come into effect until some 10
years later, at which point it is too late to
do anything about it. Only by wearing
the correct protective equipment and
ensuring that all asbestos removed safely
can you hope to make sure that you aren’t
at risk of these kinds of problems.”

Hold on, why is it so common in buildings? 
Many people may well find themselves asking why the
fibres are so common if they are usually considered to
be dangerous. This is because the threads are danger-
ous, but were also quite useful to people in the past.
When together as a clump or segment, the fibres
within asbestos are very strong and also resist heat
very well. This means that when it came to constructing
new buildings, asbestos was the obvious choice for the
structure due to its high strength and heat resistance,
meaning that there was an improved chance of the
building standing strong in the event of a fire. 

It was not to last, however, as the alarming discoveries
about asbestos came to the attention of the public
and the government was forced to act. Buildings that
contained the substance were deemed to be not safe
and were thus destroyed. However, there were cases
where the fibres were instead just removed, for the
sole purpose of removing them and preserving the
building instead. 

So, why are these fibres so dangerous? 
The question that a lot of you may well be asking is,
“so what makes asbestos as dangerous as it is?” The
biggest and most prominent concern for people who
are exposed to asbestos is that it is, in fact, a toxic
substance and is capable of killing people. The fibres
are incredibly damaging to the circulatory and respi-
ratory system, and if you’ve inhaled enough of it then
there’s a high chance it will kill you. 

One of the problems that further adds to the danger
of asbestos is that it is tough to detect within the
human body. When you first come into contact with
the fibres, you will not know that you have inhaled
them. The strands are tiny on an individual basis and
this makes them impossible to locate inside your
system. As well as this, the fibres have a delayed
reaction time. They take longer than other conditions
to make an appearance, with the substance being
able to stay undetected for the best part of a decade.
This means that even if you come into contact with
the fibres, it could still be some time before you
know if you’re at risk. This means that anyone who
has worked on a site with asbestos or anyone who
has come into contact with it should go and see a
medical professional, especially if they feel out of
breath or have problems with their lungs. 

Overall, when you look at all of the risks that are
associated with asbestos, it is easy to see why every-

Continued on page 191…
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one should be cautious. The substance is toxic and
will kill you if allowed to sit inside the system for long
enough. While it is true that the asbestos itself was
used in buildings for a very long time because it was
considered to be strong and heat resistant, this was
because a lot of people did not know the dangers
that surrounded the substance, so it was a choice
made in ignorance. Once they were aware of how
the fibres were dangerous, they did stop using them
and ordered the destruction of a lot of the buildings
that contained asbestos. 

However, the fact remains that there are still many
buildings with asbestos inside and it is toxic to the
human system, so the risks associated with this
should not be underestimated. When you inhale the
fibres, you’re putting yourself at risk of something
that may not come into effect until some 10 years
later, at which point it is too late to do anything
about it. Only by wearing the correct protective
equipment and ensuring that all asbestos removed
safely can you hope to make sure that you aren’t at
risk of these kinds of problems.

If you are working within a building with exposed
asbestos, it is important to get an asbestos survey. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Neil Munro
Director
Acorn Analytical Services
Tel: +44 (0)844 818 0895
info@acorn-as.com
www.acorn-as.com
www.twitter.com/acornas
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Asbestos in schools: 
Managing the risks effectively
Asbestos is still present in a number of school buildings where immediate removal
would be impractical or too expensive. Charles Pickles, Chief Technical Officer of
Lucion Services, discusses how asbestos in schools can be managed safely
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Even though asbestos has been banned in con-
struction materials since late 1999 and a huge
amount has been removed from buildings over

the years, there are still many school and education
buildings where the decision has been made to leave
it in situ and manage its presence.

This choice to manage asbestos-containing materials
(ACMs) may not necessarily be a bad one as asbestos
in good condition can be safe as long as its presence
is known about and the material is maintained. How-
ever, for those responsible for asbestos in schools,
the crucial question is: How it can be dealt with safely?

Of course, the hazard is the presence of asbestos, but
the risk to occupants is when asbestos fibres become
airborne and can be inhaled. An asbestos survey
identifies the hazard, but on its own rarely identifies
the risk to an effective level; the key requirement is to
target resources by proper assessment and effectively
control any real risks present.

To completely eradicate the risk posed by damage
to, and deterioration of, ACMs, there have been calls
for the complete removal of asbestos in schools.

However, while it is vital that everyone continues to
recognise the risks to health associated with asbestos
fibres, full consideration needs to be given to the
resources, practicalities and scale of work that would
be required to meet these ambitions. 

For instance, the design of many older education
buildings means that the only way to completely
remove any asbestos present would be to almost
totally dismantle parts of them or demolish the
entire building. 

There are no projections on what the cost of this
work would be to the UK taxpayer or how any removal
costs would compare to the costs of alternative
forms of management and reassurance monitoring
that are now available to duty holders. 

As a result, although setting out a long-term strategy
for the removal of asbestos in schools remains a
legitimate objective, financial considerations and
pressure on resources mean it is not feasible to
remove all asbestos materials in the short term. 

“Current analysis using standard PCM
has a limit of detection wholly unsuitable
for risk assessment in an occupied
environment and is only really valid for
asbestos removal monitoring.”

In the circumstances, there are many arguments in
favour of periodic monitoring of air samples in schools
using modern analytical techniques, rather than simply
monitoring ambient air conditions after asbestos
repairs or removal works have been completed.

For example, there have been a number of reported
cases where air sampling has identified situations
where asbestos fibres were being released into
classrooms and corridors. However, without regular
monitoring it is impossible to tell for how many years
this may have been taking place or at what levels. 

In such situations, the impact of any release of fibres
from classroom cupboards, slamming doors, damage
to walls and columns or from heaters might only be
properly identified by periodic air sampling.

To meet this need, reassurance air monitoring using
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powerful scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can
more effectively measure occupational exposure
concentrations for asbestos in workplace premises
than other techniques.

SEM enables asbestos in air to be quantified to very
low levels, typically achieving lower limits of detection
to 0.0005 fibres/cm3 and below, compared to the
0.01 fibres/cm3 capability of standard phase contrast
microscopy (PCM). SEM can also distinguish between
different asbestos fibre types and other non-organic
fibres using energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDXA).

Current analysis using standard PCM has a limit of
detection wholly unsuitable for risk assessment in an
occupied environment and is only really valid for
asbestos removal monitoring.

In such circumstances, SEM’s ability to more accurately
determine whether asbestos fibres are present
means it can better identify the level of any risk that
might be present – and what remedial actions are
required. As a result, asbestos risk measurements in
specific school locations can be used to prioritise risk
and target spending on abatement accordingly.

This means that scarce maintenance resources can be
properly allocated for the treatment and removal of the
most dangerous ACMs in schools, with the continued
management of any remaining asbestos until a phased
programme of asbestos removal can be initiated. 

In this way, reassurance air monitoring utilising
modern analytical techniques can ensure the effec-
tiveness of asbestos management plans and provide
the reassurance that children and teachers are not
being exposed to harmful fibre levels.

Lucion has produced a special white paper on
asbestos in schools and reassurance monitoring
using SEM. It is available at: http://www.lucionser-
vices.com/asbestosinschools/

The effective monitoring of asbestos in schools will
be a key focus of this year’s Asbestos: The Truth 
conference, the UK’s largest asbestos safety manage-
ment conference. It will take place on 8 November at
the Hilton Deansgate Hotel in Manchester. Full
details at www.asbestosthetruth.com. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Charles Pickles
Chief Technical Officer
Lucion Services
Tel: +44 (0)345 5040 303 
enquiries@lucionservices.com
www.Lucionservices.com
www.twitter.com/LucionServices

Charles Pickles,
Chief Technical Officer

http://www.lucionservices.com/asbestosinschools/
http://www.lucionservices.com/asbestosinschools/
http://www.asbestosthetruth.com
mailto:enquiries@lucionservices.com
http://www.Lucionservices.com
http://www.twitter.com/LucionServices


Using smart technologies to
create sustainable cities 
A new initiative bringing together all those using smart technologies and
big data to create cleaner, greener cities is highlighted here by Sam Ibbott,
Head of Smart Cities at the Environmental Industries Commission 
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Cities around the globe exist in a state of 
perpetual flux, constantly evolving and growing
exponentially. It’s a well-worn fact that over

50% of the world’s population now lives in cities 
(75% within the EU), with the newer category of
‘megacity’ being created for the world’s largest urban
metropolises. Such is their magnetism and political
and economic influence, that leading strategists now
propose that future geopolitics will be conducted
between these megacities directly, with traditional
nation states being relegated to support acts. 

But despite this constant change the basic needs of
a city, and the underlying environmental challenges
faced by city governments, remain constant: the
need to efficiently move goods and people; tackle air
pollution; manage energy demand; abate carbon
emissions; collect and recycle waste; provide clean,
accessible water. Cities may well be magnets for the
‘new’, but these are old issues – and ones which
become more acute as populations and densities
increase. 

Dealing with these concerns requires sound under -
lying infrastructure, and hope lies in technological
innovation – unlocking new approaches and new
solutions; ultimately improving our quality of life in
ways not previously possible. 

Using smart technologies 
At the Environmental Industries Commission (EIC) –
the UK’s leading trade association for the environmental
technologies and services sector – we have been
looking at this very issue. Can the latest smart 
technologies, the use of real-time remote sensoring,
the analysis of newly available big data and the rollout
of the ‘Internet of Things’ open up new, more effective
and more (cost) efficient infrastructure solutions to

deal with entrenched environmental and sustainability
challenges? 

Our research suggests so, but despite the potential
of the nascent market which supports this innovation,
it is not growing without challenge. One of the more
major barriers our work in this space has highlighted
is the lack of hard evidence that these smart solutions
can work at a major scale – we hear lots of ‘coulds’
and ‘shoulds’, but fewer ‘hads’ and ‘wills’. Just because
an innovative technology works in laboratory conditions
does not mean automatically that it will work across
an entire city with a vastly increased number of
variables. And this is a problem. 

Cities, particularly in the UK, remain in a period of
austerity. Money is scarce, and it is a gamble to invest
potentially significant sums in untested technologies
which may or may not work. This leads to a chicken
and egg situation, with city authorities hesitant to
unlock investment without hard evidence, but with
hard evidence not being created until a technology
has been tested at scale. 

EIC established a task force to look at how this 
problem could be solved pragmatically, drawing on
the full spectrum of stakeholders that are required
to make this market work, including representatives
from city and central governments, technology 
manufacturers, engineering consultants, universities,
NGOs and others. 

The task force agreed that a central industry repository
to promote case studies, share currently disparate
best practice and help better match the cities facing
these environmental challenges with cost-effective
smart solutions would be beneficial – and so this is
what we have done. 



In May we launched www.sustainablesmartcities.org.
This free-to-access website is an industry-led resource
to bring together, and provide a central focal point
for, all stakeholders involved in the use of smart
technologies and big data to create cleaner, greener
and more sustainable city environments. 

“It’s a well-worn fact that over 50% of 
the world’s population now lives in cities 
(75% within the EU), with the newer
category of ‘megacity’ being created for
the world’s largest urban metropolises.”

The site will be used as a foundation from which to
promote the accelerated growth of this industry
through a series of targeted activities, including:

The provision of a platform for sharing interna-•
tional case studies and best practice – helping
both industry and city leaders learn more quickly
what works (and what doesn’t) to underpin 
investment decision making.

Connecting people and encouraging collaboration•
by acting as a neutral broker between parties –
through networking events, roundtables and 
seminars; and operating as the nexus between
technology, cities, policy makers and academia. 

Providing thought leadership, market intelligence•
and investment insight – including in-depth policy
reports, briefings and blog posts by leading 
industry practitioners.

Pro-actively lobbying governments and policy •
makers at both city and national levels for a 
regulatory framework which supports and 
encourages innovation and its implementation.

In this way, we can learn how to better capture and
use data about city infrastructure. By understanding
newly available data from these technologies, 
infrastructure can be maintained more effectively. 
It can allow for real-time monitoring of wear and tear
and the ability to know about problems before they
happen – ultimately unlocking preventative action
before a problem occurs, rather than retrospective
action after the damage is done. 

To ensure our outputs continue to meet a self-defined
industry need, we would welcome your engagement
in this work – whether through the contribution of a
case study or blog to the website, or as a participant on
the task force. If this is of interest, I would be delighted
to hear from you at sam.ibbott@eic-uk.co.uk to discuss
further how we can help. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sam Ibbott
Head of Smart Cities
Environmental Industries Commission (EIC)
Tel: 020 7222 4148
sam.ibbott@eic-uk.co.uk
www.sustainablesmartcities.org
www.twitter.com/EICUKtweets
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Building modelling literacy a factor
in the energy performance gap
The energy performance gap has many causes, but a study led by Prof David Coley 
of the University of Bath’s Centre for Energy & the Design of Environments suggests
the “literacy” of building modelling professionals should be addressed

Many new buildings use twice as much energy
and have double the carbon emissions than
predicted. This energy performance gap,

with its serious financial and climate change implica-
tions, has been blamed on everything from builders
not installing insulation correctly to occupants leaving
lights on. However, my new study suggests another
factor is at play: the “literacy” of building modelling
professionals. 

Many policies and actions are being implemented by
governments with the aim of reducing greenhouse
gas emissions. In developed countries, buildings
commonly account for up to 40% of such emissions,
making them a clear focus. 

Unfortunately, there is a proven gap between the
energy use predicted by models of buildings used to
aid their design, or ensure compliance with national
building codes, and the monitored energy consump-
tion of the buildings once built. Many researchers
claim that the measured energy consumption is 
frequently twice or more that of the design stage
prediction. 

Although many studies have explored the energy
performance gap from various perspectives, such as
the role of poor workmanship or occupants’ behav-
iour, the literacy of building designers and energy
modellers in particular is rarely questioned. 

In addition, the literature indicates that, in general,
professionals (architects, engineers, sustainability
experts etc.) do not tend to criticise themselves and
thus a culturally embedded lack of reflection might
contribute to the energy performance gap.

Modelling professionals are limited in the time they
can apportion to any project and hence need accu-

rate in-built knowledge of the impact that modelling
any element of the building in less than ideal detail
might have; for example, the impact of missing out a
thermal bridge. The basis for these judgment calls
might be in part based on experience, but it is likely
to also be embedded within an organisation, or just
commonly accepted within the modelling community.
Professionals in general are known to be open to
change if evidence is presented and our new work
attempts to provide this evidence in a robust way by
asking the question, how accurate in general are
such professionals’ judgments?

To judge this accuracy, we use the concept of literacy.
This might seem a strange concept to apply in this
case, but literacy is tied up with the concept of mean-
ing and in particular whether two people attribute
the same meaning to something. Hence a suitable
requirement for literacy within a group of building
designers is that when given a project they should: 

1. Approximately agree on the important parameters
(U-values, shading from neighbouring buildings
etc.) that need to be included in the model.

2. Approximately agree on the rank order of the
importance of these parameters. 

3. That their rank ordering of the impact of given
changes (perturbations) to the values of these
parameters should approximately agree with that
given by a thermal (computer) model. These per-
turbations might arise from small design changes
or a lack of information during early stages; for
example, the exact size of windows or the hours of
use the building might have.

To test this, we surveyed 108 professionals in the
construction industry – architects, engineers and
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energy analysts – all of whom made regular use of
dynamic thermal models. We did this by presenting
them with a real building. Then we compared how
consistent their responses were as a group (i.e. would
you get the same advice from different people), and
whether their advice agreed with the computer
model, which had been calibrated by monitoring the
building and could be considered accurate.

In essence, we were asking how consistent and 
accurate the designers were during the early design
stages of a project, i.e. the moment when most of
the important energy-related decisions are made.

The results were surprising. There was no consistent
feeling about which parameters (which ranged from
air tightness to whether shading from curtains is
included) were important, and no correlation between
the gut feeling of the professionals and the output of
the model. Interestingly, the most experienced, includ-
ing consultant engineers, performed the worst and
had the most diverse performance.

The most successful group were those with very
recent relevant master’s degrees. It is likely that
many of these participants, unlike those graduating
before, sat master’s programmes that contained a
large thermal modelling component. It therefore
seems reasonable to conclude that this provision
should be expanded. However, it is clear that even
this subpopulation scored badly and hence those
(like me!) teaching such courses need to face some

stark realities and improve their provision. 

Another possibility is that the culture within engineer-
ing consultancy undermines some of the cautionary
messages received by engineers during their educa-
tion. Because thermal modellers rarely compare
their results with the performance of the finished
building, there is little feedback or learning, and their
personal performance might drift over time. This
would give, as observed, a diversity of views about
the importance of the various driving parameters. ■

The study, The Building Performance Gap: Are Modellers Literate?, is

published in the Building Services Engineering Research & Technology

journal and can be accessed at:

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0143624416684641

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Prof David Coley
Professor of Low Carbon Design and 
Head of the Centre for Energy and the 
Design of Environments
University of Bath
Tel: +44 (0)1225 385531
d.a.coley@bath.ac.uk
www.bath.ac.uk/ace/research/eden/
www.twitter.com/UniofBath
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By using the plenum beneath a raised
floor as the ventilation zone instead of
traditional ceiling-based air condition-

ing, it is possible to eliminate much of the
ceiling-based duct and pipework, leading 
to huge savings in construction materials,
installation costs, fit-out and reconfiguration
costs. Building services traditionally consume
a large proportion of a building’s operational
energy use and construction practice often
leads to wastage of materials and energy.

Removing the ceiling void in favour of under-
floor air conditioning can result in a huge
impact on the use of internal space within a
building. Duplicating the floor void for cable
management and ventilation lends itself to
height savings in new build construction and
refurbishments. The void or plenum beneath
the raised access floor is usually in the region
of 150-200mm, and a ceiling-based air 
conditioning system typically requires a void
of 600-700mm, bringing the total services
space requirement to 750-900mm. 

By adopting an underfloor air conditioning
system with floor level supply and floor level
return, ceiling ductwork and lateral pipework
can virtually be eliminated. A floor void of only
250-300mm is required to accommodate 
the cabling and fan terminals, equating to
increased headroom of 200-400mm. Where
the slab to slab height is severely restricted,
a slimline fan terminal can be used, only
requiring 180mm floor void space.

In new build construction, this saving can
lead to additional lettable space or reduced

building height; necessary in
some cases to achieve 
planning permission. A tall
building in Hong Kong
adopted this system and was
able to add an additional
floor for every 10 floors con-
structed due to the height
savings created. Transfer this
across construction and
there is potential to construct
another whole building. Build 10 buildings,
get one free! Undoubtedly attractive to any
forward-thinking developer.

Plenum air conditioning can also maximise
floor-to-ceiling height in refurbishment 
projects. In the UK, older building stock often
has features such as limited headroom and
smaller floorplates, making it a challenge for
designers and engineers to accommodate
the preferred 2.5m headroom using tradi-
tional ceiling-based air conditioning systems.
Perimeter systems can be considered, but
this brings the penalty of loss of prime 
lettable space and also makes it difficult to
ventilate internal areas. Without a minimum
floor-to-ceiling height of around 2.5m,
agents are reluctant to promote commercial
space as Grade A accommodation, a key
aspect to corporate clients. Testament to this
approach is the number of refurbished
buildings that have adopted the underfloor
air conditioning concept as a solution to 
slab-to-slab height restriction.

The height saving benefits of underfloor air
conditioning systems are well proven, but

Underfloor air conditioning –
Less waste, a better use of space
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that is not all. Minimising waste and energy
consumption is achievable through using
modular and flexible equipment that is easy
to operate, clean, maintain and re-use. In
this way, underfloor air conditioning systems
can help architects, developers and clients
future-proof their buildings for the next 20,
30 or 40 years. 

Lucy Bonsall
Marketing Manager
AET Flexible Space
Tel: +44 (0)1342 310400
lucy@flexiblespace.com
www.flexiblespace.com
www.twitter.com/AET_FSS

Underfloor air conditioning can save space,
materials and energy today, while future-proofing
buildings for decades to come

mailto:lucy@flexiblespace.com
http://www.flexiblespace.com
http://www.twitter.com/AET_FSS
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BSRIA’s role in Built2Spec for reducing
the building energy performance gap
Build2Spec aims to meet EU energy efficiency targets by tackling the energy
performance gap for both new and retrofit buildings. Divya Deepankar and
Chris Thompson of BSRIA’s Sustainable Construction Group discuss their work
in this ambitious project 
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The UK construction industry has long been
faced by the problem of the difference
between energy consumption of an asset

assessed during the design stage versus what is
actually consumed during operation. This is referred
to as the ‘performance gap’. 

The energy performance gap in buildings is the 
difference between the predicted energy perform-
ance of a building and its performance as-built. The
difference accumulates through the design and oper-
ation stage and may result in buildings using up more
than double their expected energy. Performance gap
issues can occur at one or more of the following
stages: Briefing, design stage, construction, commis-
sioning, handover and in-use post occupancy.

The Built2Spec project aims to deliver the ambitious
objective of meeting the EU energy efficiency targets
by reducing the energy performance gap for both
new buildings and retrofits. The project recognises
that an integrated approach in which all important
aspects of a building, from the design stage through
to construction, commissioning and operation, are
considered and can help reduce the performance
gap often reported. 

In order to achieve this, the Built2Spec project will
deliver a new set of breakthrough technological
advances such as 3D and imagery tools, building
information modelling (BIM), smart building compo-
nents, energy efficiency quality checks, indoor air
quality tools, airtightness test tools, thermal imaging
tools and acoustic tools; all of which will be connected
to a virtual construction management platform

(VCMP) supporting the collection and sharing of all
project data, from initial design to the delivery. 

The basic idea is to develop a process that makes it
easier for the contractor on-site to achieve higher
building standards without the need for an architect
to inspect everything, while also allowing all associated
parties to collaborate on a common platform to
achieve better buildings.

The Built2Spec project consortium involves 20 
partners, with Nobatek as the overall project 
coordinator. The technical parts of the project where
BSRIA’s contribution is involved include: Stand-off 
U-value assessment, ie the use of thermal imaging to
determine U-Value; low pressure air tightness testing;
3D model acquisition and imagery techniques; 
building information modelling (BIM); training and
dissemination; and communication activities. 

Currently, BSRIA has been involved in determining
the requirements to integrate thermal inspection
techniques with a VCMP system by looking at the
technology involved, training specifications, systems
operation and identifying potential limits for both
now and in future.

The general idea is to create a platform for a 
construction worker with limited training to perform
quality checks using a thermal imaging camera. The
results would then be uploaded on the VCMP system
so that the progress of construction could be easily
monitored. Figure 1 illustrates this idea of the thermal
imaging self-inspection system. Some of the main
areas in need of development are outlined below as:

http://built2spec-project.eu/technological-advances/
http://built2spec-project.eu/technological-advances/
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A) Location system.

B) Thermal imaging device.

C) BIM and thermal modelling software.

A) Location system 
The ability to determine the location of the thermal
imaging camera is key to the success of the system.
The system put in place to do this would need the
location to be as accurate as possible, locating the
position, the field of view (FOV), elevation, orientation
and distance to the object being imaged. 

Many systems such as Structure, Google Tango tablet
devices and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology
for smartphones were researched to fulfil this purpose.
The BLE system would use BLE devices located
around the building from which a Bluetooth-enabled
device such as a smartphone could receive the signal
and determine its distance from each BLE device.
BLE has its limitations as it relies on comparing signal
strength between beacons to estimate distances

from each, but the signal strength can also be
affected by building components and features that
intervene and by materials that cause reflections.
The BLE system’s accuracy may prove too poor to
make it useful for camera location systems so it was
concluded that further research would be required.
Google Tango or Structure could prove useful as they
can provide accurate orientation and direction due
to their 3D mapping capability. 

B) Thermal imaging device 
Currently, a qualified professional equipped with an
expensive thermal imaging camera is essential to
take good quality, high resolution images and deter-
mine what is shown in the images. Having a qualified
thermographer present at multiple stages during 
the construction process would be very expensive.
Therefore, this project explored the possibility of
having a site worker take the images.

The Flir One model cameras for smartphones 
(Figure 2) were researched by comparing the cost,
technical specification and performance with a 

Figure 1. Thermal Imaging
Self-Inspection System
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mid-range thermal camera, the T360 from Flir. After
multiple tests, it was determined that the Flir One
would be suitable for basic quality checks, such as
correct installation of insulation. The Flir One could
also take advantage of the smartphone features,
such as being able to take a composite panoramic
image shown in Figure 3, along with the added 
functionalities of a smartphone, which would help
simplify other aspects of the project such as sending
and receiving images.

C) BIM and thermal modelling software 
Thermographers often have a problem in determining
the building fabric composition being imaged, which
could be solved by connecting BIM models and 
thermal images for analysis and quality inspection.
With a location system working alongside the thermal
imaging system, the images could be located on the
building model, making comparison easier. This
process could be improved further by feeding the
environmental data collected on-site as input to the
building model using the dynamic thermal analysis
software to create a site-accurate 3D thermal model.
This model could then be compared to the thermal
images via location system placement; however, 
the software to perform these functions does not
exist yet.

The future 
The Built2Spec project is advancing the boundaries
of construction practices. Some goals, such as using
smartphone cameras for quality inspection, may 
be achievable in the short-term. Others, such as
implementation of a complete system which would
change the process of construction management,
are long-term. This will help the industry realise 
the potential of new technologies in construction

practices by bringing
together different areas
of the process of build-
ing a centralised system,
leading to more efficient
building construction.
The implications of Built2Spec extend beyond just
achieving better energy performance; it could result
in a more efficient building industry shaping better
buildings with higher quality standards in all aspects.

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under grant agreement No 637221. The
sole responsibility for the content of this article lies with
the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of
the European Union. Neither the EACI nor the European
Commission are responsible for any use that may be
made of the information contained therein. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Divya Deepankar
Chris Thompson
Research Engineers
Sustainable Construction Group
Tel: +44 (0)1344 465 600 
divya.deepankar@bsria.co.uk
chris.thompson@bsria.co.uk 
www.bsria.co.uk
www.twitter.com/Energy_BSRIAWMI

Figure 2. Flir one 
V2 Camera

Figure 3. Composite Panoramic Image from Flir One
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Encouraging consumers to adopt
energy efficient behaviour
A host of government initiatives have failed to persuade householders to
implement energy efficient behaviour. Simon Storer, Chief Executive of BRUFMA,
examines how we break through this engagement barrier

The perennial problem of how to persuade 
and encourage consumers to change their
behaviour to have more energy efficient houses

and reduce energy consumption is one that has
engaged the industry and government for far too
long. Many a policy has floundered on the rocks of
inaction, apathy and distrust as we have been
unable to convince householders, en masse, of the
benefits of improving their homes, enhancing their
living conditions and ‘doing their bit’ for the planet
and for future generations.

The arguments have been made time and again, 
but so many energy efficiency schemes have failed
to gain traction or ignite any sort of desire to act,
except for a relatively small coterie of enthusiasts
who didn’t need much persuading in the first place.

There are still 21m out of a total of 26m households
in the UK with a poor level of energy efficiency and in
a recent report from the Association for the Conser-
vation of Energy, the UK languished at the bottom of
a list of 16 assessed countries as having the highest
rates of fuel poverty and one of the most inefficient
housing stocks in Europe. We truly are ‘the cold man
of Europe’.

What a disgrace and what an appalling indictment of
our inability to implement a system to make housing
not only comfortable and healthy for the sake of the
residents but also energy efficient and sustainable
for the sake of the wider environment and for future
generations.

One assumes that at some point in the not-too-dis-
tant future, we must progress from the rhetoric and
tired clichés that ministers constantly spout about
the importance of energy efficient behaviour to 

actually implementing improvements across the built
environment. 

If the government wants to achieve its daunting 80%
reduction in carbon emissions by 2050 then it won’t
be achieved solely by building zero carbon homes.
As we all know, the largest contributor to carbon
emissions is existing buildings, so until ministers
introduce policies that truly motivate and engage the
public to reduce CO2 in existing housing, the govern-
ment has little hope of achieving its ambitious target.

There is currently a plethora of energy efficiency 
proposals on the table, outlining ideas of what could
or should be done, with more reports expected to
follow soon, with yet more ideas. None are particularly
revolutionary. In fact, most of the ideas and sugges-
tions have been around for many years but, despair-
ingly, government has constantly failed to give the
necessary support to make changes happen on a
large scale.

The leader of the pack for the moment is the Each
Home Counts report, which is looking at all aspects
of refurbishment and has a good chance to make a
difference. However, this will only succeed if politicians
play their part by making legislative and financial
changes to support the policies outlined in the report.  

So how do you incentivise homeowners? The insula-
tion industry has for a long time been encouraging
the use of financial levers to help homeowners make
decisions to invest in energy efficiency improvements;
for instance, focusing on measures to use stamp
duty or council tax as an incentive. If the Energy 
Performance Certificate (EPC) of a home was linked
to its level of council tax, the better the energy per-
formance of the lower council tax banding then any
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improvement in energy efficiency could not only
result in lower fuel bills but also reduce the council
tax rating. And as an additional bonus, when it came
to selling a home, a better EPC rating would have a
positive impact on the resale value. 

Customer engagement 
With consumers seemingly less attracted to saving
small amounts of money on their fuel bills, the moti-
vation must be about encouraging them to improve
their homes to make them a more comfortable place
in which to live. A home with good, correctly installed
insulation will simply be warmer in winter and cooler
in summer and must be the first step on the ladder
of energy performance improvement. 

So, how do you motivate people from able to pay, to
willing to pay? Inform, educate, identify actions, deliver
results as promised, provide reassurance and correct
any failings in the process. 

We must offer quality retrofits for all consumers 
so they understand what needs to be done, what
benefits this will deliver, how it will be achieved and

be given the confidence that any, and all, failings will
be corrected and the whole project signed-off with 
a valid and recognised certificate of competence, 
or similar. 

“We must progress from the rhetoric and
tired clichés that ministers constantly spout
about the importance of energy efficiency to
actually implementing improvements
across the built environment.” 

By rolling all elements into one project – enhancing
energy efficiency, improving the EPC, increasing home
comfort, adding property value and reducing council
tax and/or stamp duty – we are more likely to engage
the consumer and achieve the results needed.

A perfect world 
The challenge with existing buildings is first 
assessing the work required, which places huge
importance on the upfront assessment of a building.
It is therefore imperative that professional assessors
are first employed to outline all appropriate energy
improvement measures. 
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Once this is established and an agreed and costed
programme of work is produced, the onus then falls
on all those on site to meet a comprehensive set of
standards, which meet building regulations, product
specification and manufacturers’ guidance and 
guarantees. Far too often corners are cut, rules are
massaged and delivered performance falls very short
of promised performance. 

However, when it works and all the elements come
together, including a motivated customer, we will
then have the chance to create a perfect world of
retrofitting – but the consumer must have a retrofit
that works.

Ultimately, we need a change in mind-set from 
the government to the consumer, including in the
construction industry, if we are to make a major dent
in our shockingly poor housing stock. 

In 2017 to have cold, inefficient, leaky houses with
many people living in fuel poverty is unacceptable
and yet that is the reality we face. The means of
improvement are available – good insulation, better

windows and doors, reducing energy usage, cutting
bills, reducing CO2, improving our health – what’s not
to like?

Government must stop sitting on its hands and give
the support to make these improvements happen.
Set targets, provide legislation and regulation, create
the financial frameworks and let’s get on with doing
what is rapidly becoming a national imperative. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Simon Storer
Chief Executive
BRUFMA
Tel: +44 (0)161 672 7387
www.brufma.co.uk
www.twitter.com/BRUFMA
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You may be familiar with the changes to
the Energy Related Products Regulations
(ERP) that were thrust upon the industry

at the start of 2016. These changes raised the
bar to demand 67% efficiency from thermal
wheels and plate exchangers, rising to 73% in
2018. But does ERP go far enough to improve
the energy performance of Air Handling Units
(AHU)? And is the recovery efficiency the only
metric we should consider when assessing
large air handling systems competitively? 

It is tempting when considering an AHU to
focus primarily on cost, with the other key
metrics like energy-efficiency and manufac-
turing quality being, in many cases, a second
thought. It is my belief that, while striving to
lower costs and focus specifically on a 
prescribed recovery efficiency, a number of
other key considerations are being sacrificed,
in particular, the build quality. 

Leakage class 
One of the first things to be sacrificed is 
the ‘leakage class’. The BS EN 1886:2007
standard describes the Leakage Classification
as the amount of air able to leak in or out of
the unit under positive or negative pressure.
It follows that if air is allowed to leak from
the unit during normal operating pressures,
there is wastage of energy and a reduction
in performance when converting electrical
energy to kinetic air movement. 

A leakage classification of L1 means that
under test conditions the unit shall not leak
more than 0.22 l/s per m2 of outer face area
in the positive pressure section, and 0.15 l/s

per m2 of outer face area in the negative
pressure section. Many of the air handling
units I see on the market today are only able
to achieve a leakage classification of L3,
which equates to an air leakage of almost
three times the L1 benchmark. This might
seem a small difference but the effect on
build quality is astonishing, and the amount
of energy wastage due to a poorly perform-
ing enclosure is often not considered. 

“We should ask for better, we
should challenge the status
quo, and we should consider
the built environment we 
deliver to the end user.” 

When you couple the leakage classification
with the inevitable effect poor build quality
has on the mechanical strength of the AHU
(Defection Class), the results can be startling.
A defection Class of D1 permits a casing deflec-
tion of just 4mm per metre, while the D3 clas-

sification allows for AHU casing to be deflected
by up to 10mm per metre. AHUs with a poor
deflection classification are more likely to leak
air out and can allow water to leak in, which
ultimately lowers the lifespan of the unit and
causes premature malfunction. 

Thermal bridging 
One of the most surprising oversights I find
when it comes to the selection of AHUs is the
consideration given to the ‘thermal bridging’
of the AHU framework. The BS EN 1886:2007
standard defines thermal bridging as the sep-
aration of the conductive metallic internal and
external surfaces, with an insulating material.
Nuaire has incorporated an integral thermal
bridge into the framework construction of its
Boxer Package Solution (BPS) air handling
units to achieve the maximum possible 
thermal bridging classification of TB1. 

This reduces the amount of heat energy lost
to the outside atmosphere by creating an 

Is it time to ask for more 
efficient Air Handling Units?
Andrew Bott, Technical Sales Manager, Nuaire questions if regulations go
far enough to improve the energy performance of Air Handling Units
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isolation between the internal frame and the
external surfaces. When this thermal break
is combined with a Thermal Transmittance
rating of T2, the thermal performance of the
overall AHU is greatly improved. This reduces
the formation of condensation on the unit
surfaces and traps the heat energy into the
air flow, preventing it from escaping to the
atmosphere. 

Do regulations go far enough? 
When one considers the competitive AHU
market as a whole, the continued struggle to
lower cost is often achieved by sacrificing on
the build quality and the focus is placed
specifically on achieving the bare minimum
of compliance for specific fan power and
recovery efficiency. 

So the question is; “Does ERP go far enough
to define the acceptable standards for AHU
performance?”

I would expand on this question further by
asking; “Do we spend enough time consider-
ing the project life cycle when we are selecting
products for the built environment?” 

Personally, I feel the answer to both questions
is no. 

“When you couple the leak-
age classification with the 
inevitable effect poor build
quality has on the mechanical
strength of the AHU (Defec-
tion Class), the results can be
startling.” 

Over the lifetime of a project, the inherent cost
is initially affected by the energy performance
and running costs. But when the longer term
is considered, the failure rate and inherent
lifespan of equipment play a bigger part in the
equation. I would like to see the regulations
that drive energy performance also require a
significant improvement in build quality, or we
risk any improvements made in the short-term
carbon footprint being wasted or overturned
by early equipment replacement. 

Finding a balance between short-term energy
gains and long-term equipment performance
is the key to reducing and protecting the
improved carbon footprint we all strive toward. 

Cost-effective Air Handling Units 
Nuaire has developed Boxer Packaged Solu-
tions (BPS), a range of pre-selected, packaged
air handling units that offer a cost-effective
solution to this issue. 

BPS offers L1 Leakage Class, D1 Deflection
Class, TB1 Thermal Bridging and T2 Thermal
Transmittance, while comfortably achieving
the base standards set out in ERP 2016/18 for
recovery efficiency and Specific Fan Power. So
I would like to pose the question; “Is it time to
ask for better Air Handling Units?” Not because
we need to, and not because the regulations
tell us to, but because we should do. 

We should ask for better, we should 
challenge the status quo, and we should
consider the built environment we deliver to
the end user. The buildings we hand over, in
the end, will need to be maintained and
enjoyed by their occupants for many years
into the future and demanding better will
ensure that the maintenance costs and
energy improvements we design today will
last far beyond the defects period.

mailto:info@nuaire.co.uk
http://www.nuaire.co.uk


Sustainability, energy efficiency and wellbeing indicate the quality of a
building. Is now the time to consider the return on investment of implementing
the Well Building Standard? Joanna Peacock, Lead Sustainability Consultant at
Eight Associates, takes a look

Wellbeing, as much as energy efficiency 
and carbon reduction, is becoming a key
criteria against which a building’s quality is

judged. We spend over 90% of our lives in and
around buildings, where the concepts of sustainability
and environmental impact are widely understood
and measured. Now, consideration of buildings’
impact on occupants’ wellbeing – and productivity
and absenteeism levels – is advancing. This is not
surprising, given 90% of operating expenses typically
go to staff costs and 90% of people say their 
attitude to work is adversely affected by the quality
of their workplace environment. 

Launched in 2014, the Well Building Standard is a
rapidly growing standard that assesses a building’s
‘healthy’ attributes, putting “health and wellness at
the centre of design decisions, in an effort to create
more productive offices for staff”. The Well Building
Standard has an increased focus on the post-occu-
pancy evaluation and ‘softer’ issues beyond typical

performance goals as certification depends on the
building meeting all the performance metrics in use.
It also measures seven elements that impact on
occupant health: air, water, nourishment, light, 
fitness, comfort and mind. 

The Well Building Standard promotes clean air and
minimising sources of indoor air pollution, safe and
clean water through the implementation of proper
filtration (in recognition of how quickly dehydration is
detrimental to human performance), and the avail-
ability of fresh, nutritious foods and encouraging
healthy eating habits. 

The standard provides illumination guidelines that
minimise disruption to the body’s circadian rhythms
and hence sleep patterns, and it promotes fitness
through the integration of physical activity into every-
day life by providing opportunities for physical activity,
such as moving away from prolonged periods of sitting
at desks and taking the stairs rather than the lift. 

Sizing up the Well Building Standard

208 | Sustainability
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The mind element incorpo-
rates optimising design,
technology and crowding,
noise, indoor air quality
and light for the best 
emotional health. 

Finally, the Well Building
Standard promotes com-
fort, an element spanning
thermal, acoustic,

ergonomic and olfactory comfort to optimise the
indoor environment, and hence wellbeing and 
productivity. 

What might this look like in practice? Measures might
typically include improved access to daylight, better
acoustical design to help improve concentration and
increased ventilation to help employees be more 
comfortable year-round. In addition, vending
machines are replaced with access to healthy snacks,
biophilic design is considered to bring nature indoors
and sit/stand desks are introduced to help employees
achieve better comfort.

There is some scepticism of the measurement of,
and correlation between, productivity and wellbeing.
Yet it is beyond doubt that lighting, air quality, noise,
thermal comfort, design layout and even access to
nature have a huge impact on how people feel in the
workplace. Post-occupancy surveys provide subjective
measurements, while technology, such as on a
smartphone or inexpensive IEQ monitor, is readily
available and delivers objective measurements (such
as daylight, noise levels and air quality). 

Is the standard worth the investment? The evidence
from the first Well Building Standard-certified office
projects in the United States suggests it is. Costs
have varied considerably, with certified fit-outs com-
pleted for between $10.76 and $43.04 per square
metre. The biggest expenses were in acoustics
(reducing noise in an open office), enhanced HVAC
filtration and zone control (for cleaner indoor air). 

Advocates say that the benefits of the Well Building
Standard are highlighted by improved absenteeism
and higher productivity figures. This is important
considering the annual absenteeism rate in the US is
3% per employee in the private sector, which costs
employers $2,074 per employee, per year.

Research has shown that offices with good ventilation
and air quality can improve cognitive function as
much as 101%. Other recent studies have found that
improving thermal comfort and access to daylight
can significantly increase worker satisfaction, and
hence productivity. Even while reliably quantifying
human benefits of buildings becomes standardised,
for most businesses a 1% improvement in productivity
is worth far more to the bottom line than $10.76 per
square metre, per year. 

The Well Building Standard also aligns with BREEAM
certification. The International WELL Building Institute
(IWBI) and BRE have published guidance on where
the same evidence can be used to make it more 
efficient for clients and project teams to pursue dual
certification, with the aim of saving time and costs.
So far, there is no indication that it alters the timeline
of projects. Similar guidance has also been published
for teams seeking Leadership in Energy and Environ-
mental Design (LEED) certification.

It will take time to be able to undertake a full analysis
of the impact of “WELL-ready” buildings on increased
rents or decreased vacancy rates. Yet building
owners who want to attract Class A tenants should
consider the standard now, as employers look to 
differentiate themselves by providing a healthier
workplace for their employees to reduce employee
turnover or improve recruitment of talent. The Well
Building Standard is leading a move towards a more
comprehensive assessment approach beyond the
established sustainability assessment criteria. It
involves optimising a complex set of factors. For
example, achieving thermal comfort alone involves
the careful balancing of thermal mass, glazing, 
shading, ventilation, zoning and building user control. 
The initial indications are the returns justify the costs
and developers need to be prepared to respond to
this growing market. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Joanna Peacock
Lead Sustainability Consultant
Eight Associates
Tel: +44 (0)20 7043 0418
info@eightassociates.co.uk
www.eightassociates.co.uk 
www.twitter.com/eightassociates
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Ground-breaking technology 
at Trent Basin helps spearhead
council’s regeneration plans
The newest housing community in Nottingham is leading the way in design,
energy and sustainability. Nick Ebbs, Chief Executive at Blueprint, explains why
Trent Basin is earning a name for its ground-breaking, energy-saving technology
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Located just 15 minutes from Nottingham city
centre, the £100m Trent Basin development is a
central part of Nottingham City Council’s (NCC)

aspiration for the wider Waterside Regeneration 
project along the north bank of the River Trent. Built
around a former industrial inland dock, Blueprint is
positioning the area as a catalyst for change, encour-
aging sustainable recreational use of the waterside
while enhancing the excellent business and housing
opportunities that are also available in the area.

As award-winning regeneration specialists, we were
keen to work closely with the planners at Nottingham
City Council to help spearhead their waterside vision
and ensure that Trent Basin became a new community
neighbourhood, with residents enjoying shared green
spaces, a community hub and communal technology
that reflects the exciting regeneration and environ-
mental goals of the council and waterside area. 

Building on our own extensive experience of 
designing sustainable, low-energy high-quality
homes and our ethos of promoting health, wellbeing
and regeneration, Trent Basin was founded upon
green principles, promoting low energy and sustain-
able living throughout the development. Residents
can also find pleasure in green, communal areas and
enjoy the outdoors in a setting of calm blue water,
fresh air and sky views. 

The first phase of our pioneering community scheme
saw 45 homes completed last year and now nearly
every home has been sold to first-time buyers, 
families and downsizers – who were all keen to invest
and become part of the exciting waterside living at
Trent Basin. 

Meeting the 2016 Fabric Energy Efficiency Standards,
we are dedicated to ensuring each of the sustainable
properties minimises energy use with airtight building
structures, state-of-the-art insulation systems and
high energy performance levels – something that will
be central to the other four phases as well. 

By using a Fabric First approach, the homes maximise
the performance of building components and 
materials before considering the use of other energy
facilities. As a result, our residents use less energy
and save money. 

At Trent Basin, we continue to develop new
approaches to energy use and endeavour to be at
the forefront of pioneering sustainable technologies
and environmental green living. This includes intro-
ducing Europe’s largest community energy battery at
Trent Basin at 2MWH. Together with a consortium of
partners and supported by Innovate UK, Trent Basin
will be at the heart of one of the UK’s first community
energy networks and is a national pilot.

With input from a large consortium, headed up by
the University of Nottingham and including Siemens,
AT Kearney, SmartKlub and others, our vision
includes installing solar photovoltaic panels across
the entire development, which will feed into the
largest community energy battery in Europe. 

The pilot aims to demonstrate how to lower the cost
of green energy and reduce carbon emissions while
allowing residents to better engage with the energy
they consume. If successful, this pioneering project
could create a precedent for community-level energy
in residential-led development UK-wide. 
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Smart transport systems are also being explored to
promote environmental benefits at Trent Basin. We
are looking to encourage battery-powered vehicles,
including battery-powered bikes powered by the
community energy network. 

“Together with a consortium of partners
and supported by Innovate UK, Trent
Basin will be at the heart of one of the
UK’s first community energy networks
and is a national pilot.”

Residents will also be invited to join a car share
scheme in partnership with Enterprise Cars, while an
Eco-Expressway, just 10 minutes from Trent Basin,
now provides low-emission local transport and an
electric bus straight into the city centre – all of which
actively encourages responsible car use and helps
reduce our carbon footprint by using alternative
forms of transport. 

New technology, like the Community Energy initiative
at Trent Basin, is adapting to a positive future and
placing Nottingham and its thriving renewable energy
ethos at the forefront for change and growth. 

Trent Basin will see 500 two-, three- and four-bedroom
homes plus some apartments built when all five
phases are completed. Work on site for Phase Two of
Trent Basin is to start early 2018. For more information
about Trent Basin, please visit www.trentbasin.co.uk. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Nick Ebbs
Chief Executive
Blueprint
www.trentbasin.co.uk
www.twitter.com/trentbasinnews
www.facebook.com/trentbasinnotts/
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The diesel debate: A challenge for the
construction equipment industry
Faced with ever-more stringent environmental legislation, the construction
equipment industry has retained its faith in the trusty diesel engine – and for
good reason, according to CEA consultant Alex Woodrow
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As an independent consultant with over 20 years
in the automotive and related industries there
has never been a dull moment, with a constant

ebb and flow of technology, mergers and acquisitions
and other challenges to face. One of the constant
factors over those 20 years, however, is the continuing
pressure on OEMs in all the segments – light vehicle,
commercial and non-road mobile machinery – to
reduce emissions and fuel consumption. 

Working for stakeholders throughout the industry,
focused on powertrain and emissions-related tech-
nologies, we’re very much in favour of an environmen-
tally friendly automotive industry and related sectors,
from powered two-wheelers and passenger cars to
light commercial vehicles, heavy commercial vehicles,
buses, construction equipment, agricultural vehicles,
and materials handling. In many of these segments, 
all electric or hybrid is practical, cost-effective and will
lead to improved air quality. However, the future isn’t
all electric – at least not yet – and it’s not all internal
combustion engine; each fuel has its place. For indus-
trial segments, where the end-users are concentrated
on productivity, ‘clean’ diesel should, and will, remain
the dominant fuel for the foreseeable future. 

It should be said that these diesels aren’t the diesels
that emit black smoke and high levels of NOx, which
is invisible, until it forms smog with other pollutants.
They aren’t even the ‘clean’ diesels that were heavily
promoted by a number of passenger car manufactur-
ers, whose actions will have negative consequences
for the broader industry for some time. These are
cleaner diesels that produce considerably less than
10% of pre-regulated diesels’ noxious emissions, in
machines that on average are at least 15% improved
in terms of fuel efficiency, operating in an industry

where optimising operating costs means the difference
between making a profit and staying in business, and
losing money and disappearing. In essence, they are a
productivity tool that makes a positive contribution at
all levels of the economy.

So why do we stick with the view that diesel 
is the fuel for the construction equipment 
industry, and what have the OEMs done to 
reduce their environmental impact? 
R&D spend, even in the most severe recession, 
was between 2% and 4% of revenues. Across the
commercial vehicle and non-road mobile machinery
segments, this equated to around $10bn (£7.7m) per
year, of which half on average has been spent on
emissions and powertrain improvement, totalling
$50bn over the past 10 years. On top of that, a similar
amount has been spent on capital investment in plant.

CEA consultant Alex Woodrow
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Energy density of diesel is much higher than
any other fuel. For the majority of equipment,
electric would be impractical. Equally, gasoline
would be impractical and unsafe in many
job sites. Not only would equipment need
refuelling a lot more frequently, increasing
cost and reducing productivity, but also direct
injection gasolines would require adoption of
gasoline particulate filters to clean up the PM 2.5
particulates that a modern diesel tailpipe already
has regulated through its particulate filter that will
come as standard with Stage V. For a typical shift, an
all-electric mid-range excavator would need a battery
at least five times as big as a typical Tesla S model,
costing over $100,000.

On a practical level, it also doesn’t make sense to
compare light vehicle and industrial vehicles in the
same way for a number of reasons:

In the light vehicle segment, the Top 20 manufac-•
turing groups accounted for 90% of the 92m units
produced globally in 2016, on average 4.6m each.
A further 30 accounted for the remaining 10m
units, or 330,000 each. In comparison, in the CV
segment the Top 20 accounted for 82% of the 3.1m
units, another 66 accounted for the remainder –
128,000 and 8,000 each respectively. However, in
the construction segment an estimated 628,000
units where shared across the top 20, or 31,000
each, and another 100-plus accounted for the 
remaining 134,000, or just 1,300 units each; 

Many of them don’t have their own engines. Of •
the top 10 OEMs, the majority have their own 
engines, but in the Top 20 less than 40% are 
supplied in-house, for various reasons;

Product variety is several orders of magnitude•
greater. It is not due to competition that the 
volumes are so low; just that many machines are
specialist machines.

To some extent, it’s that volume equation that made
it easier for passenger OEMs to ‘game’ the rules. 
If we do one, we might as well do them all. In the
non-road segment, where there is a much greater
crossover of engines between OEMs, it would be a
lot harder to cheat the system.

Hybrids and alternative fuels will come, but in low
volume initially. The above doesn’t preclude develop-
ment of electric and hybrid. However, our own
detailed assessment of the equipment population,
considering load factors, fuel consumption and
annual hours, suggests that in Europe the below
56kW segment uses around 15% of the total fuel but
accounts for almost 40% of the machine population.
Already much of this segment is looking to hybrid
and electric so economies of scale are improving,
and technology has aided here. 

However, in the larger machines, over 56kW, this is
not the case. As machines have become more
expensive, mainly due to emissions control, so the
rental segment has grown. Across the top machine
types in Europe, rental is estimated to have a greater
than 70% share. 

Diesel engine
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In the lightest segment, where emissions are not 
regulated until Stage V, we expect to see a lot more
electric models. In many cases, where these are used
indoors, it makes sense. With either an umbilical or a
power unit the power requirements mean that the
infrastructure for charging is not extensive. 

“…the future isn’t all electric – at least not
yet – and it’s not all internal combustion
engine; each fuel has its place. For
industrial segments, where the end-users
are concentrated on productivity, ‘clean’
diesel should, and will, remain the
dominant fuel for the foreseeable future.” 

As we get into the higher power segments, however,
the power requirements increase significantly. In the
light segment, there is also a crossover between light
vehicle systems and non-road electric and hybrid
systems, which will allow more cost-effective electrifi-
cation. In the heavier segments, the volumes will be
much lower, and so there will be limited opportunities.

Even in the lighter segments, there are challenges in
the non-road segment for electrification related to
the conditions that the equipment works in compared
with the light vehicle segment, such as dust, vibration
and temperature. 

So, what else can be done? 
Machines have become cleaner in terms of •
absolute emissions limits and will improve further
under Stage V;

Efficiency has improved so that total kWH has•
fallen, further reducing emissions, and these 
competitive trends will continue;

Technology continues to improve. As OEMs get•
through emissions compliance, there will be a
focus on Total Cost of Ownership;

Operators are becoming smarter, job sites are•
better designed and corporate sustainability is
driving end users to specify cleaner machines;

Low Emissions Zones and public procurement are•
driving end users towards cleaner machines;

A well maintained and serviced machine is a more•
productive machine. Telematics shows when ma-
chines aren’t working to their optimum level and
will also indicate tampering or lack of compliance;

OEMs and their dealers are more actively working•
with their customers to specify and supply the
right machine for the right job, not over-specifying
a machine.

If technology trends follow the CV segment then
there will continue to be improvements through the
Stage V time period. Many OEMs that didn’t have a
DPF for Stage IV, but remain within the limits, will 
be able to benefit from the trade-off between fuel
consumption, NOx generation and PM levels to use
higher levels of EGR and reduce emissions further. 

At the same time, we expect the initial PEMs tests to
show that machines are clean across the whole duty
cycle and offer similar compliance levels to those
Euro VI trucks, which will continue to show improve-
ments in emissions and fuel consumption. The Euro
VI trucks that were tested were the first generation.
Second and third generation trucks have added
additional fuel consumption benefits while meeting
stricter compliance requirements under Euro VI
parts B and C, and we expect a similar pattern in the
construction equipment industry segment. ■
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Whether you agree, disagree, or have another
viewpoint with any news and features on our 
website, we want to hear from you.

Leaving a comment on any item on our website is
easy, so please engage and join the debate today.

YOUR OPINION
MATTERS

www.pbctoday.co.uk

http://www.pbctoday.co.uk


Any person carrying out a building project that aims to create
something new, or extend an existing building, has to comply
with the following Building Regulations.

Building Regulations

CLICK on the links below for the full documents:

Part A – Structure
Building regulation in England covering the structural elements of a building.
This edition covers the loadings on a building, and the construction of the structural elements including the
foundations, walls, floors, roofs and chimneys.

Part B – Fire safety
Building regulation in England covering fire safety matters within and around buildings.
Building regulations for fire safety in residential homes, including new and existing dwellings, flats, residential
accommodation, schools, colleges and offices.

Part C – Site preparation and resistance to contaminates and moisture
Building regulation in England for the condition of the ground upon which a building is to be built.
The current edition covers the clearance or treatment of unsuitable material, resistance to contaminants and
sub-soil drainage. Information on the resistance to moisture of floors, walls and roofs is included, with examples
of damp proofing and ventilation provisions.

Part D – Toxic substances
Building regulation in England covering the prevention of toxic substances in buildings.
This edition covers toxic substances with the use of insulating materials in cavity walls and the prevention of
toxic fumes entering the building.

Part E – Resistance to sound
Building regulation in England for the resistance to the passage of sound and sound insulation.
This edition covers sound insulation requirements in dwelling-houses, flats, rooms for residential use and schools.

Part F – Ventilation
Building regulation in England for the ventilation requirements to maintain indoor air quality.
This edition covers new dwellings, new buildings other than dwellings and existing buildings. The types of 
ventilation covered includes, mechanical, passive stack, background and purge (rapid).
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/structure-approved-document-a
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fire-safety-approved-document-b
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/site-preparation-and-resistance-to-contaminates-and-moisture-approved-document-c
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/toxic-substances-approved-document-d
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/resistance-to-sound-approved-document-e
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ventilation-approved-document-f


Part G – Sanitation, hot water safety and water efficiency
Building regulation for England addressing hot water safety and efficiency of water in buildings.
The current edition covers the standards required for cold water supply, water efficiency, hot water supply and
systems, sanitary conveniences and washing faclities, bathrooms and kitchens and food preparation areas.

This amended approved document took effect on 1 March 2016 for use in England. It does not apply to work
started before 1 March 2016, or work subject to a building notice, full plans application or initial notice submitted
before that date provided the work is started on site before 1 March 2016.

It also applies to building work carried out on excepted energy buildings in Wales as defined in the Welsh 
Ministers (Transfer of Functions (No. 2) Order 2009.

Part H – Drainage and waste disposal
Building regulation in England for foul water drainage and disposal.
The current edition covers details of foul water drainage, both above and below ground, pipe sizes, protection of
pipes, manholes and inspection chambers.

Part J – Combustion appliances and fuel storage systems
Building regulation in England for the storage of fuel systems and combustion products.
This edition covers the air supply, discharge of combustion products and protection of the building for solid fuel,
gas and oil appliances, along with the provision of information for heaths, fireplaces, flues and chimneys.

Part K – Protection from falling, collision and impact
Building regulation in England covering the buildings users protection from falling, collision and 
impact in and around the building.
This edition covers protection from falling, collision and impact and includes designing staircases, ladders,
ramps, guarding and vehicle barriers in and around all types of buildings.

This edition was also updated by combining Approved Document N: glazing and also some overlapping 
guidance that is in Approved Document M: access to and use of buildings respectively.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sanitation-hot-water-safety-and-water-efficiency-approved-document-g
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/drainage-and-waste-disposal-approved-document-h
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/combustion-appliances-and-fuel-storage-systems-approved-document-j
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/protection-from-falling-collision-and-impact-approved-document-k


Part L – Conservation of fuel and power
Building regulation in England setting standards for the energy performance of new and existing buildings.
This current edition covers the energy efficiency requirements of the building regulations as set out in Part L 
of Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations and in a number of specific building regulations. Technical guidance is
contained in 4 Part L Approved Documents and 2 building services compliance guides.

Please see the addendum to the non-domestic building services compliance guide – 2013 edition.

Amendments to Approved Document L
An amendment document which lists the 2016 changes made to the previous edition of all the Approved 
Document Ls has also been published.

Part M – Access to and use of buildings
Building regulation in England to ensure people are able to access and use buildings and their facilities.
Building regulations for access to and use of buildings in dwellings and buildings other than dwellings and provides
a baseline for accessibility in the built environment.

Volume 1
The 2015 edition with 2016 amendments of ‘Approved Document M: access to and use of buildings Volume 1:
dwellings’ only covers dwellings and contains updated guidance. In particular, it introduces 3 categories of dwellings:

• category 1: visitable dwellings

• category 2: accessible and adaptable dwellings

• category 3: wheelchair user dwellings

• categories 2 and 3 apply only where required by planning permission.

The 2015 edition with 2016 amendments took effect on 1 March 2016 for use in England.

Correction to previous edition
A correction document which lists the 2016 changes made to the previous edition of ‘Approved Document M:
access to and use of buildings Volume 1: dwellings’ 2015 edition has also been published

Volume 2
This 2015 edition amendments of ‘Approved Document M: access to and use of buildings Volume 2: buildings other
than dwellings’ only covers buildings other than dwellings.

The 2015 edition took effect on 1 October 2015 for use in England.

These approved documents give guidance for compliance with the Building Regulations for building work carried
out in England. It also applies to building work carried out on excepted energy buildings in Wales as defined in the
Welsh Ministers (Transfer of Functions) (No. 2) Order 2009.
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Part N – Glazing safety (Withdrawn)

Part P – Electrical safety
Building Regulation in England covering electrical safety in dwellings.
The current edition explains when notification of work is required. Information on the design, installation,
inspection, testing and provision of information is explained.

Part Q – Security in dwellings
Building regulation for England covering security in dwellings.
This edition covers the standards for doors and windows to resist physical attack by a burglar. It includes 
standards on being both sufficiently robust and fitted with appropriate hardware.

This also supports requirement Q1 of schedule 1 to the Building Regulations 2010. Requirement Q 1 applies
only in relation to new dwellings and provides that reasonable provision must be made to resist unauthorised
access to any dwelling; and any part of a building from which access can be gained to a flat within the building.

Part R – High speed electronic communications networks
Building regulation for England covering requirements for high-speed electronic communications
networks in buildings.
This edition introduces a new requirement for in-building physical infrastructure which enables connections to
broadband networks.

The requirement applies in England to new buildings and to existing buildings that are subject to major 
renovation works. The requirement applies both to dwellings and to buildings other than dwellings.

Approved Document R takes effect on 1 January 2017 for use in England. It does not apply to work subject to a
building notice, full plans application or initial notice submitted before 1 January 2017.

Reg. 7 – Material and workmanship
Building regulation for England setting out the standards of the building materials and skills used.
The requirement for carrying out building work using the proper materials and in a workmanlike manner.
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MODEL 
CHECKING 
FOR
QUALITY.

Use Solibri Model Checker to better manage your 
construction projects. Our solution includes:

• Second Generation Class Detection
• Deficiency Detection
• Verify Matching Elements in Architectural
 & Structural Designs
• Managing Change Orders or Design Versions
• Instant BIM Data Mining

TRIAL

DOWNLOAD THE FREE TRIAL AT SOLIBRI.COM  
AND START SAVING TIME & MONEY RIGHT AWAY.
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